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If you are woode(ing why Fan-
nie Stubblefield * running for
Sheriff, here's why. When
Cohen resigned because of ill
health kips Stubblefield was
appointed to serve until tbe
maul ehmsbon, nct until the end
of 1980. Someone bus to serve
as Sheriff between the time of
the eiection and the Ume the
• new Sheriff (with a four yes:
term) takes over. Therefore, she
is just setidng the unexpired
term of Sheriff, about seven
months.
Calvin Coolidge once mid: It
is the duty of a canon net mi.
ly to otiserve the law but lie
lat it be known that he is op-
posed to its violation".
Iris In bloom. Amadeu begin-
ning to open.
Take a good book at the Red-
bud Trees in Murray. The old-
er Dodgwoods beginning to
bloom.
Spinal in bloom. Tulips in
bloom. Two different kinch of
Mignoliss, one dark swine, the
a other lighter.
We always get a bang out ofthe buds on the Hickory Trees..They we enormous. As the out-er leave* unfold they possessw almost fluorescent qualityend they nearly glow as the
win begins to set. As they na-iad, the pod of leaves stretch-es to four and five times thelength of the original bud untila when fully opened they tithe
up at least thirty times lirspace they formerly occupied.
am* leaf is meticulously and
arrahdiy lade& Wanst within
Mentlisued en Back Pegs)
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Vol. LXXXX No. 90
CROWDS THRONG NEW STORE — Some
Say-Rite Discount Drug Center in the
brows* through the modern new store. The
and spacious aisles between the display count
visitors are urged to register for these prizes
Mn,. Talmadge
Mrs. Tutt Is Honored With
,Dinner, Telephone Company
Mrs. Talmadge (Hazel) Tuft
of Murray Route Two was hon-
ored with a retirement dinner
by the South Central Bell Tele-
phone Company at Boswell's
A Garden Room, Paducah, on
▪ April 8.
The Murray woman retired
from the company on February
1 of this year after being in
their employment since Nov-
ember 11, 1948, when she dart-ed as an operator in Murray in
the former location of the tele-
„ Dr. Harry Sparks
Speaks At State
Chamber Luncheon
Dr. Harry Sparks, president
of Murray State University and
former state superintendent of
public instruction, spoke at the
Kentucky Chamber of Com-
ineree's annual Student-Teach-
.er Achievements Recognition
''luncheon Tuesday at the Brown
Hotel, Louisville.
The luncheon honoring stu-
dents and teachers from thr-
oughout the state, opened the




by United Prow International
Mostly sunny and warmer to-
day, high mid 70s to low 80s.
Cloudy and warm tonight and
Thursday with scattered show-
ers spreading from west. Low
tonight 50s to low 60s.
• Kentucky Lake: 7 am. 358.1,
mi 0.5; below dam 318.1, up
0.5.
Barkley Lake: 7 am. 3571),
up ,0.11; below dam 323.3, up
0.1.
Sunrise 5:22; sunset 6:32
'Moon sets 6:53 p.m.
PIVE-OAY PORICAST
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UN) —
e--the five-day Kentucky weather
outlook, Thursday through Mon-
day.
Temperatures will average 4
to H degrees above the normal
67-74 highs and 43-52 lows west
to 6 to 12 degrees above nor-
mal east.
Rainfall will average oier an
inch in weekend showers.
phone office at 100 North flth
Street.
Mrs. Tutt was with the com-
pany when they moved to their
new building at 7th and Olive
Streets, and when the change
over to the dial system was
made.
The Murray telephone opera-
tor was transferred to Nash-
ville, Tenn., in July 1965, and
worked there until December
20, 1965, when she was trans
ferred to Paducah to work un
til her retirement this year.
Mrs. Tutt, wearing a brown
dress, was presented with a
lovely orchid corsage and many
other gifts by her fellow work-
ers and officers of the tele-
phone company.
J. M. Combs, West Division
Traffic Manager, Louisville,
presented Mrs Tutt with a gold
bracelet with four emblems re-
presenting twenty years of ser-
vice.
Clyde Watts, district traffic
manager, Paducah, gave Mrs
Tutt her retirement pen with




The Faxon Mothers Club will
present a "Music Country Style
Show” on Saturday, April 19,
at 7:30 p.m. at the school.
Four bands will perform at
the show. They are The Rhy-
thm Ramblers. Ervin Mardis
and the Bluegrass Boys, The
Three J's Plus One, and The
Kentucky Drifter.
Supper will also be served
starting at 8:30 pm. The ad-
mission is 75 cents for adults
and 25 cents for children.
Everyone is invited to come,
have supper, and enjoy t h e
show, the club president said.
PARIS SUPER RESIGNS
PARIS, Tenn. (UPI) — The
Board of Education in the Par-
is special school district Tues-
day received what amounts to
a resignation from Supt. J. T.
Miles.
Miles, stating that he is eligi-
ble for retirement, asked the
board not to extend his present
contract past the expirationdate of June 30.
of the hundreds of Peoftitt to vill" the neWAir Shopping Center are shown above as they
store is carpeted throughout and has large
sirs. The store is offering $1,000 In prizes and
when they visit the firm.
Modern New Say-Rite Store
Opens Tuesday In Bel-Air
The new Sav-Rite Discount'
Center began their five-day
opening sale days yesterday
which will continue throughSaturday, April 19. The new
More is located in Bel-Air
Shopping Center on South 12th
Street
Completely new and modern
Spring Party Will
Be Held On Friday
The spring party for t h e
seventh and eighth grades will
oe held et the Calloway County
Country Club on Friday, April
18, from 7:30 to ten p.m.
Each member may invite two
guests, and a charge of 25 cents
per person will be made.
The planning committee is
Nomposed of Bubba Hughes,
George Landolt, Tim Lassiter,
Scott Ammons, Doug Lindsey,
Johnny Hewitt, Ted Forrest,
Jan Purdom, Gay Miller, Julie
Whitford, Jamie Frank Jan
Shuffett, Ellen Quertermous,
Karen Kennedy.
Hosts will be Messrs and Mes-
dames Buddy Hewitt, Gene
Landolt, John N. Purdom, Jack
B. Kennedy, Max Whitford, and
Ray Ammons. •
STAG NIGHT CANCELLED
Men's Stag Night scheduled
for Thursday, April 17, at the
Calloway County Country Club
has been cancelled due to other
conflicting events.
in every respect, the store fea-
tures several departments in-
cluding a pharmacy.
Carpeted throughout, and us-
ing the latest style display coun-
ters, the firm has a toy depart-
ment, candy department, toba-
cco section, a large book di*
play, a candy department, and
an attractive gift shop. The
pharmacy is located at the rear
of the store and may be reach-
ed through wide and spacious
aisles.
A wide range of items are
offered in the men's depart-
ment, hair care department,,
dental needs area, pet supplies,
record department and camera
and photographic area. A full
line of cosmetics is also offeredby the new store.
Attractively designed and art-
fully decorated, the Large new
store is considered an import-
ant addition to the business
community of Murray.
During the next several days,
(Continued on Back Panel
Social Concerns
Committee Meets
A meeting of the Committee
on Christian Social Concerns
will be held at the Douglas
Community Center on Thurs-
day, April 17, at 7:30 p.m.
The agenda will include fur-
ther discussion of the com-
munity's 'recreational needs.




The executive board of the
Murray Woman's Club met at
the club house on Monday, April
14, at 11:30 am. for its re
gular monthly meeting.
Mrs Don Keller, president,
announced the schedule cf
events of the KFWC state con-
vention to be held in Louisville
April 22-24. Mrs. Keller added
that there is additional room
In the cars leaving Murray each
day of the convention for any
club member interested in at-
tending the meeting. Those in-
terested should contact Mrs.
Keller immediately.
The board voted to purchase
ten tables and sixty chairs for
use in the basement of the club
house.
Mrs. Don Hunter, contest
chairman, announced a sewing
contest open to all club mem-
bers in the design and creation
of a garment suitable for a
handicapped or disabled person.
Individual and club prizes are
to be awarded in the national
contest, and Mrs. Hunter hopes
to have an entry from each de-
partment.
Mrs. Don Tucker revealed
plans for the annual chairity
ball which is again being spon-
sored by the Murray Woman's
Club. The proceeds from this
event, scheduled for June 7 at
the Calloway Connty Country
Club, go to the Mental Health
Center.
Mrs. George Hart commended
the club for its help at the Cal-
loway County Library in pro-
viding assistance at Story Hour
and in decorating. Additional
volunteer help was requested.
Mrs. J. B. Wilson reported
that the Garden Department
plans to plant a magnolia tree
on the front lawn of the club
house as part of a continuing






Mary Caudill and Joe Hut-
son, seniors at Murray Univer-
sity School, have been selected
to receive a $200 scholarship
from the Murray Lions Club.
Miss Caudill is the daughter
of Mrs. Mary Caudill of 803
North 18th Street and the late
Robert B. Caudill. She bas -at-
tended schools in Florida as
well as Murray University
School and has maintained a
B-plus average in her high
school work.
Planning to enter Murray
State University for the sum-
mer session, Miss Caudill will
major in pre-med or music.
She lists membership in the




LIONS CLUB SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS—Mary Caudilland Joe Hutson, Murray University School seniors, are ontheir way to class after being td of their selection to re-ceive $200 scholarships front the Murray Lions Club. MissCaudill Is the daughter of Mrs. Mary C.audilk Hutson', par.
*tits are Mr. and Mn, William G. Hutson.
(PAN, by Wilson Westin!)
The Court Square
A two car collision occurred
Tuesday at 10:33 a.m, on the
south side of the court square,
according to the report filed by
the officers of the Murray Po-
lice Department. No injuries
were reported.
Cars involved were a 1064
Chevrolet two door sedan dri-
ven by Iva Harris Knight of 213
South Ilth Street, and a 1984
Ford four door sedan driven by
John Burton Simpson of 214
North 15th Street and owned by
Parker Ford, Inc.
Police said Simpson was park-
ed at a meter in front of Ward-
Elkins and was backing from
the parking meter when his car
collided with the Knight car
going west on Maple Street that
bad stopped for the stop sign
at 5th and Maple.
Damage to the Knight car





The National Farmers' Or-
ganization held its regular
meeting at the Calloway County
Court House on Thursday night
with Clinton Burchett, Presi-
dent, presiding Lowell Palmer
opened the meeting with pray-
sufficient time to the office of
county bargain supervisor. 
Has y
Royal Parker and Guy Luther
made the motion that four





Marvin 0. Wrather, former
principal of Hazel High School,
was the guest speaker at the
annual banquet held by the
Hazel Alumni Association a t
the Murray Woman's Club
House.
One hundred persons attend-
ed the Saturday evening ban-
quet.
Wrather commended the or-
ganization for their efforts in
having the banquet as an an-
nual affair and gave a very in-
teresting talk on the history of
the school. He said the high
school law was passed in 1908,
and the citizens of Hazel or-
ganized a high school there :a
1912.
The speaker spoke of how
education has advanced in Cal-
loway County during the put
fifty years. He said the posit-
ion he now holds of executive
vice-president of Murray State
University is easily compared
to the time when he was the
teacher in a one room school.
A highlight of the evening
was music furnished by a trio
composed of Mrs. Patricia Mil-
ler, Mrs. Celia Grogan, a n d
Mrs. Audrey Scott, accompanied
by Mrs. Gwyn Key at the pia-
no.
Robert Hendon, president,
presided over the business sess-
ion which included an election
of officers for 1970.
The new officers are Tommye
D. Taylor, president; Gene 0.
Miller, vice-president; Mrs. El-




Wilson Gantt, registrar and
director of admissions at Mur-
ray State University, will attend
the 55th annual meeting of the
Association of collegiate Re-
gistrars and Admissions Offic-
ers April 21-25 in Dallas.
He is serving a two-year as-
signment on the program com-
mittee for the organization.
More than 1,400 representa-
tives of about 1,200 colleges
and universities of the nation
are expected to attend the five-
day session.
ONE CITED
One person was cited for
public drunkenness on Tuesday




Two public hearings were
held last night at the monthly
meeting of the Murray Plann-
ing Commission at the City
Hall.
Robert Moyer, vice-chairmei,
presided in the absence of Dr.
Thomas Hog,ancamp, chairman,
who was out of town.
The first hearing was in re-
ference to the rezoning of the
Herman Ellis property on the
Hazel Highway across from
Uncle Jeff's from Residential 2
to Business 2 for the purpose
of placing a large trailer court
there.
A number of interested citi-
zens both for and against the
rezoning for the trailer park
expressed their views.
The commission studied the
pros and cons of the proposed
zoning of the Ellis property,
but withheld any decision until
the next meeting in May.
The other public hearing con-
cerned a large lot on Hermit-
age Drive in the Chapel Hill
Estates Subdivision which the
owners desire to divide into
smaller lots.
Phillip Crant, one of the own-
ers of the subdivision located
south of the Clyde Steele home
on the Wiswell Road, said they
desired to divide the lot.
After discussion the commis-
sion approved the change with
the owners making the change
suggested by the commission.
This was to change three lots
lying on the west side of this
proposed tract of land into two
Iota, according to a member of
the planning commission.
Kelly Jones and Monk Stall-
ons presented plans to the cod:
mission for consideration of
their proposed commercial de-
velopment on the east side of
South 12th Street between Elm
and Vine Streets.
Don Tucker and Bobby Gro-
gan gave reference to the act-
ion of changing the lot of the
proposed apartment building on
the north side of Sycamore
Street to residential.
Two other proposed subdivis-
ions were brought before the
commission. This was the Story
Land Estates being proposed by
Mitchell Story on his property
behind his home on the Lynn
Grove Highway. The other was
the proposed subdivision by
Mac Fitts and June Gingles on
the Johnny Robertson Road.
Officers of the commission
are Hogancamp, chairman, Moy-
er, vice-chairman, and Bob Bill-
ington, secretary. Board mem-
bers are Yandall Wrather, Har-
old Hurt, Dave Willis, Mayor
Holmes Ellis, City Engineer I
H. Key, and City Councilmen
Leonard Vaughn.
Pollution Control Standards
Are Considered Too Lenient
By LIVINGSTON TAYLOR
FRANKFORT,- Ky. OR — Twokey -proposed by acommittee of the Kentucky Air
Poll ution Control Commission
were considered unjustifiably
lenient,:ut at least two 
places,federal officials have to d the
commission unofficially.
The commission's executive
secretary, Ralph Pickard, re/ay-
• to the commission Tuesday
a long list of criticisms in a
letter from the National AirPollution Control Commission.Pickard called the comments
"unofficial."
The two regulations would
limit the amount of particulate
matter, such as dust and soot,
which maye be put into the air.
They were dratted by a com-
mittee headed by John Kane, of
Jeffersontown, an industry re-
presentative on the commis-
moss.
Especially Sharp criticism was
leveled at a clause which would
exempt from regulation "par-
ticulate matter emitted during
the building of a near fire,
the cleaning of a fire box or
the blowing of soot."
"This eseentially nullifies the
standard since an operator
could "blow soot" as frequently
and as long as he desires," the
NAPCA letter stated. "There is
no justification for this degree
of permissiveness."
Asphalt Standards Hit
As for the proposed standerids
for asphalt plants, the federal
letter said, "There can be no
juetification for adopting a
more lenient standard for as-
phalt plants."
Two other sections were Is.
er.
mated his resignation as he'IjamP Wiggins Br "s Search F •or missing Planesaid he felt he could not give
ielded No Survivors
(Continued on Back Pagel
Letter To Editor
Dear Mr. Williams:
Not long ago I read an inter-
esting editorial in your fine
paper concerning a proposed
merger of the County and City
School systems. Since then I
have noticed in your paper thata tax vote is going to be made
in the May primary.
There seems to be much con-
fusion that should be cleared
up and I feel that you and your
capable reporting staff could
certainly contact both school
boards and get the real facts
for the voters It seems a little
strange to see only part of the
(continued en sack Pap)
By DARRELL GARWOOD
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The
Pentagon said today that "re-
gretfully there is no report
of any survivors being found"
from the missing EC121 air-
craft lost in the Sea of Japan."
The Defense Department an-
nouncement shortly before 9
am. EST said a Russian ship
reported picking up what ap-
peared to be faeces of the miss-
ing U.S. Navy reconnaissance
plane.
"The Soviet ship said in re-
sponse to questions that it had
not recovered or seen any sur-
vivors," the Pentagon said.
The plane with a crew of 31
was reported missing early Mon-
day and the North Korean
Communists claimed they shot
it down. Some debris, presuma-
bly from the missing plane, was
sighted in the Sea of Japan
Monday nigh.
the search and rescue operat-
ion at U.S. request. The Rus-
sian port of Vladivostok is only
about 150 miles from where the
plane apparently went down.
The EC121, a propeller-driven
plane crammed with electronic
snooping equipment, had been
missing for about 20 hours when
search planes sighted the de-
bris. The destroyers Tucker and
Dale were en route from Japan.
There were these develop-
ments:
Meeting Scheduled
—President Nixon was tl
meet with his National Security
Council. The White House was
treating the incident in a sub-
dued, non-crisis manner, and
the options, especially militari-
ly, available to Nixon, were ap-
parently limited.
—Vice President Spiro T.
Agnew. in Manchester, N. H..
Tuesday night, ,told newsmen
Two. Russian, shit* jallifd lit (Continued on-lack
belled "generally lenient" and
"rather lenient" in the letter.
Pickard said a number of the.
other criticisms may be due to
variables in the highly techni-
cal field. He suggested that fed-
eral officials be asked to meet
with the commission to find
out "if we are talking about
the same things."
He was authorized to seek a
joint meeting during the week
of May 19.
The commission must hold a
public hearing before it can
adopt new regulatioris. If the
state's program is not _approv-
ed at the federal level, feder-
al officials eventually could take
over enforcement.
Heeds Off Law Suit
In other action, the commis-
sion apparently headed off a
threatened law suit to force the
state commiselon to resume jur-
isdiction in Jefferson County.
The state body previously ced-
ed jurisdiction in Jefferson Co-
unty Air Pollution Control
Board.
In February, John G. Olds-
na, general counsel for the Le-
(Continued on Back Pam





as a military policeman is in
prowess for Pvt. Raymond E.
Paschall, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Winfred E. Paschall of Puryeat
Route 3.
He graduated from basic
combat training at Fort Camp-
bell April I and is now in MP
training at Fort Gordon, Gia
A graduate of Puryeat High
School, Paschall was employed
by the Illinois Central Railroad
in Louisville, Ky., before enter-
ing the Army on Jan. 30. His
wife, Judy, is living with her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Fred On
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A LIBRARY FOR MURRAY
•EFFOFtTS of a relatively few people down through the
years are about to "pay off" with the people of Murray
and Calloway County being the beneficiaries of this ef-
fort.
We know of no other service to this county that has
been moved as many times as the public library. It has
been held together through dedication, love, cietermi-
Uabon and the full realization that a city without a
library is not a complete city.
The local library would have long fallen by the way-
side had it not been for a few people who "held its head
above water" for months and years at a time. It con-
stantly was short of funds, short of help, short of space,
In fact short of everything, except the determination
to keep it going.
It has been squeezed into two or three small rooms
xi Fourth Street, jammed into a small area on South
Sixth Street, and otherwise moved about from here to
there as space could be located.
The library began to expand when the old telephone
office was secured. This location was lost however and
when the library move4 to the present location it really
began to offer a great service to the people of Murray
and Calloway Countq.
A Nigh polo& 1,14111111110111. 1110 Wary was selected
Scir a pilot project sOMprehensive serv-
lees-to the,- people. '
Enough voters thought enough of the library and






HOLLYWOOD UPI Burt Lan-
caster arched his muscular neck
and massaged it with his huge
hand, "You'd be surprised how
tiring this acting business is."
The rugged star of scores of
movies had just left the set of
his new picture and was relaxiog
during the noon hour at his &eas-
ing room.
I asked him if playing make-
believe for the cameras was as
exhausting as his piano moviw
days in Harlem or the seveil
years he put in as a circus acro-
bat.
"Hell , yes it is," he answered,
No Breaks
"I've worked every day for
eight weeks with no breaks bet-
ween scenes, and no continuity
to the story. It doesn't sound
tough, but it is. You're under
tension all the time.
"For instance, in owe MIMI
Pm bawling hell out of a grew
of guys. The next minute Pm la
a love scene, and my mind is
going like a triphammer trying
to concentrate on what I'm doi-
ng."
LancaSter is starring in Univ.-
ersal's "Airport" with Dean Map
din. Lancaster plays the airport
manager. His contract calls for
him to cram all his scenes into
a 10-week period. So the studio
must work the actor without let.
up.
"It's funny, tut the long hours
of deep Concentration are more
exhausting than physical labor,".
he said.
"Action scenes, on the other
hand, are relaxing. You allow
your physical self to take over
and your mind doesn't have to
Work so hard."
-- Lancaster keeps in top-
physical condition by jogging a
couple of miles a day and work.tax for its support That action waled the difference tug out in the gym built into hisfor the library. Sincet time services have Mayas- office. His strength is awesome,
"I stay in shape because I've
done it all my life," he ex-
plained. "But it helps when the
script calls for action. Still I'm
beat after a day's work.
Tbefe's 9:5 much going on ar-
ound you on the set that there's
no way to convey to the tech.
nicians what you're doing.
"I use rehearsale to export.
meat and explore my chorea
terization. And right in the mid.Our thank-s goes to those few who maintained the die of a thought a guy is liable
library when it had little aid. Their vision Is paying off. to stick a Light meter in myAnd thanks too to the ones of more recent times who face - and, boom, the idea dip.
"kept the ball rolling". Murray is on its way to becoming 3PP43a-rs-
a real city. 
Not Ego
ingiy expanded.
With firm local support indicated, both state and
Federal agencies have shown their intent to aid the
library towarfl establishing a buildiria of its own with
even mare services added. .
, -
Approximately $11,000 was handett*1111111411 board
last week by the state and plans are undertow now to
erect a library building.
What progress in the past twenty five years.
Quotes From The News
By UNITY]) EILL88 INTIDINATIONAL
GENEVA — Charlie Cnaplin's private secretary, ask-
ed to comment on the scheduled film comedian's 80th
birthday;
"I last saw Mr. Chaplin two weeks ago and he said
he would have nothing to say to anyone."
VATICA,N CITY — Official announcement of Pope
Paul's plans to visit the World Council of Churches in
Geneva:
''The visit—the first of a Pope to the 21-year-old
world council—illustrates and emphasizes the develop-
ment of cooperation between the Roman Catholic
Church and the council."
LONDON — Rohan McCulloug, cast member of the
stage musical "Hair," sighting Princess Anne Among
audience members who joined in dancing during the
final scene:
"After all the money that was paid for your educe-
Lion, fancy finding you in this kind of show."
HOLLYWOOD — Producer-writer Worthington C.
Miner, on the decline of television:
"The evil of 'I Love Lucy' was that it started the trekto the west Coast. That Meant that control of the pro-
gram was taken away from the creative people and put
back into the control of the agencies. From this time on,television just started to g0 down hiLl." ,
20 Years Ago Today
LIMOS& • TEM= PIM
Murray High School will receive a complete evalua-
tion next week when school authorities representing the
Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools
wilrispend four days in_ Murray visiting and inspecting
the institution.
Mrs. Salina Lafon Wiggins, grandmother of Mrs.
J N Ryan of Murray, formerly of Paris, Tenn., died
April 13 in Memphis, Tenn.
Members of the Methodist Youth Fellowship attend-
ed the conference held in Jackson, Tenn. They were
Frances Horton, Billy Hale, Eugene Barnett, James Bur-
keen, Julia Fuqua, Barbara Ashcroft, and Barbara Har-
ris. •
Misses Meadow Huie, Haiel Tarry, and Myra Bag-
well who are employed in the Chattanooga, Tenn.,
school system are spending the weekend with relatives
and friends in Murray.
"The most important contri-
bution I have to make in a film
Is my own personality. It has
nothing to do with acting. And
It's not ego. An actor must use
the impact of his being and use
his own ideas."
Lancaster is an intense man,
a thinking actor. He strives to
Improve everything in a scene.
He devotes weekends to dicaSt
sembling his role, breaking down
Its meaning and adding vigor to
it.
"I'm not as good an actor as
I could be, because Pm interest-
ed in the entire scope of a film,
Lancaster said. "That's why I've
produced pictures through the
years. I like to hold the reins."
Most of all Lancaster main-
tains a close rein on himself,
which doubtless is the explain.
tion for his longevity on the
screen, his oscar for "Elmer
Gantry" and his continued popu-
larity at the boxotfIce.
FARM BOYS WIN
BERKELEY, Calif. UPI - The
boys from the University of Cal-
irornia's farm campus apparent-
ly have more "pull" than studen-
ts at the Berkeley branch - but
not much.
Roger Klein, student body pr-
esident at the agricultural Coll-
ege at Davis, edged Berkeley's
student Vice President Doug Tur-
ner in a five-minute milking coo.
test Monday. Klein got only two
grams, but Davis got only one.
TOO MUCH
Ten Years Ago Today
LROGIIII TIMIS nut
Bids will be received on May 7 on the new sanctuary
Of the First Methodist Ohurch, according to a release
from the church today. Total estimated cost of the struc-ture will be $220,000.
Mrs. Zettie Grogan, age 85, of Hazel Route One died
yesterday morning at the Murray General Hospital.
Births reported this _week are a son to Mr. and Mrs.A. G. Wilson, and a son to Mr. and Mrs. Norman Lane.
Murray Trebling School FHA officers are OlindaMcNutt, Janice Phillips, Frankie Jo Clark, Benita Mad-dock Dianne Colson, Janice Suitor, Patricia Overby, Betty
Thomas, Anna Sue Rogers, Jan Waldrop, and VirginiaFielder.
Bible Thought for Today
Prove allthings, held fast that which Is good.
—I Thessalonians 5:21.
Our faith has stood up for two thousand years. We
should hold fast to it till something else has stood thetest of human experience.
NEW YORK UPI - Thirteen-
year-old Robert Rix of Glen Ell-
yn, EU., ate eight Jelly doughapis
and part of a ninth in five min-
utes Monday to win a national
doughnut-eating contest.
Robert skipped breakfast be-
fore the 10:34 a.m. contest, and
later decided he'd skip lunch
and dinner, too.
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LONDON UPI - They lie in
great furry heaps like two giant
teddy bears.
Presently, they lurch up and
begin to pace slowly back and
forth occasionally casting disha-
ierested glances at one another,
oblivious to the fact that their
time together is nearly spent
and that zoologists around the
world follow their every move,
They are Chi Chi and An An,
the giant pandas.
They likely will Dever see
another of their kind as long as
they live.
They are together now in a
final attempt by the Landon and
Moscow zoos to mate the only
two giant pandas outside China,
Unless their acquaintanceship bl-
ossoms into romance soon, they
will be parted for good.
An An In London
An An, the Moscow Zoo's male,
has been in London since August
on a monthly lease which Is sub-
ject to monthly renewal or fore.
closure by the Soviet Union.
Zoologists are hopeful that Chi
Chi, the London Zoo's female,
will soon come into a spring
season during which she will be
receptive to An An.
But their behavior toward each
other is disconcerting and there
are growing fears that the mat-
ing will not take place.
The two beasts live in ad-
joinieg paddocks, sloped knolls
with tufts of grass and a wire
fence down the middle.
Doors which bin the paddocks
stand open at either end. Two
bare trees stand in one side for
the giant pandas to lie on.
Like any odier animal in -a
zoo, they occupy most of their
time pacing. CM Chi walks at
the back of one paddock and An
An along the cement drainage
wallaway at the front of the
other.
Larger Than Chi Chi
At one point, An An, apprecia-
bly the larger of the two, saunt-
ers into Chl Chi's side. She
doesn't look at him. He ambles
slowly toward her.
An An gets about Live yards
LOVES A PARADE
CORBY, England UPI - The
Air Training Corps Band will
parade Saturday in full regalia
- with some extras. The drum
major will carry a dead rat
Instead of a baton, and the dru-
mmer will tie a bit of steak
to his belt.
The band is trying to lure
Apollo, its missing falcon mas-
cot, back to the per he left a
week ago. Besides a natural taste
for steak and dead rats, Apollo
loves a parade.
Roman Western
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — James
Garner will star for Dino di
Laurentiis and Columbia in "A
Western" to be filmed entirely in
Rome.
from her when Chi Chi eyes him,
then turns and walks in the oppos-
ite direction. An An follows, but
without quickening his pace.
After following her from one
paddock to the other, he stops,
looks at a row of human oaletok-
ars at the fence and lies clown
on the logs.
The giant pandas still exist in
Szectiwiui Province of China and
there are specimaas in zoos in
Peking, Shanghai, Nanking, Can-
ton and in Pyongyang, North Kor-
ea.
Giant pandas number in the
hundreds. The political climate
of the world being what it is, it
is unlikely the West will see
another of these beautiful creat-
ures for some time.
Red China has even refused
to disclose any information about
the giant panda's habits. During
the unsuccessful first attempt
to mate CM CM and An An in
Moscow in 1966-67, both Soviet
and British zoologists wrote to
the Peking Zoo for, information




by United Nees lntssia.tI.i41
Today is Wednesday, Aplil
le, the 106th day of 1969 with
259 to follow.
The moon is new.
The morning stars are V
us, Mars and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Mercu-
ry and Saturn.
On this day in history: J
In 1032, Congress abolished
slavery in the District of Col-
umbia.
Also on that day, all w
men between the ages of 14
35 were ordered conscrip
into the armed forces of
Southern Confederacy.
In 1947, more than 500 pet/
sons were killed when a Frew*
freighter carrying nitrates e3
ploded at a dock in Texas Cite
Texas.
In 1988, the United States set
a record $20 billion first quit
ter increase in Gross Nations;
Product. Also on that day, per
velist Edna Ferber died at 82
in New York City.
A thought for the day -Et
John Gaolsworthy said, "If yolk
do not think about the futurte:i




LOS ANGELES UP!. Motor-
cycle Policeman Edward W. Og-
lesby got somebody's goat Mon-
day.
Oglesby sighted the goat gran*
ing along the Pasadena Freewaya
and summoned three other offic-
ers to help him herd it back into




HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — Ruts
Lee will star in the musical versio.
of Texas Guinan's life, "Hello.
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(Editor's Note: Fred Parker,
United Press' bureau mana-
ger in Milwaukee in the early
fiE0s, covered all of the Braves'
home games their second and
third year in Milwaukee Now
UPI Southern Division sales
manager in Atlanta, he setups
a return of the old Milwaukee
. By FRED PARKER
-ATLANTA (UPI)-The Atlan-
ta Braves seem to be capturing
touch of that old Milwaukee
The first three years the
bouncy Braves played in Atlan-
ta after moving from Milwau-
Oe were disappointing. The ex-
,Vitement wasn't there. The team
' which moved from Boston and
drew nearly six million fans the
first three years in Milwaukee
drew only four million Its first
three in Atlanta, although it
had 33 more playing dates here.
One reason the Milwaukee
Braves did better at the gate,
of course, was the fact they
grere far better on the field.
Braves were second twice
and third once in their first
three years in Milwaukee. They
have been fifth twice and sev-
enth once in Atlanta.
The past three years in Atlan-
ta fans had the feeling that once
the Braves got behind they
stayed behind. It mattered not
whether statistics supported this
Abeory. The feeling was there.
If the Braves trailed in the late
innings, the fans left the ball
park in droves or turned off
their radios and dept.
. Can Come From Behind
This year the feeling is dits,
ferent. From the opening
you sensed the Braves could
L....1,4mm from behind, that they
win the close ball game.
rIcey did just that in their
first home stand. The only
game they lost they lost big,
113 to Cincinnati. They came
from behind in each of their
three wins over San Francisco.
Two of their three -wins over
Cincinnati were come-trot:a-be-
hind efforts and the third was
a 1-0 cliffhanger.
I used to call them the "hero-
ili-day Braves" in Milwaukee.
They were that again Sunday
When they edged the Reds twice
ia a doubleheader.
Clete Boyer provided the
opening game heroics. He pro-
duced the Braves' one-run lead
in the eighth by Working the
Reds for a bases-loaded walk
and then protected it with three
brilliant fielding plays in the
416eati.
Cepsda is Strong
Orlando Cepeda, the newest
Brave, had driven in a winning
ran in three of Atlanta's first
four victories. Sunday he tied
the nightcap with an eighth in-
ning home run over the center-
field fence, and Felipe Alou
won it in the ninth by knocking
in' his third RBI of the day.
It rained all Sunday morning,
cutting the doubleheader attend-
ance to 23,964. What the crowd
lacked In numbers it made up
In enthuslaam
Actually, faas may never
come to bigger Atlanta like the
droves that descended from
Wisconsin's forests into Milwau-
kee. Baseball in general does
not hold the monopoly it once
held in professional morta.
But the excitement from the
field is flowing through the
fans, multiplying and surging
back through the team.
Writers are using such adjec-
tives as "amazing Braves."
Fans already have visions of
pennants.
You can feel it in your bones.




MOREHEAD, Ky. UPI - Bob
Wright, head basketball coach at
Morehead State University, Tues-
day asked to be relieved of his
coaching duties to begin work on
a doctorate in health education.
Wright, head coach for the
past four seasons, guided More-
head to the Chio Valley Confer-
ence co-championship this year
and his team had an 18-9 won-
lost record. His teams had a
58-38 record in his four years
With the Eagles.
Wright , 43, has been granted
modified sabbatical which will
provide one year's •=alsry over a
15-month period beginning inJune
and ending August 30, 1970.
University spokesmen said no
successor has been chosen.
Before coming to Morehead,
Wright had a 329-72 record as
a high school coach and was nam-
ed 1961 Coach of the Year when
his Ashland team captured the
Kentucky state tournament title.
Wright said after 17 years of
coaching, he and his wife agreed
It was time to prepare for his
profession by working for a doc-
torate in health education.
He said he plans to return to
Morehead in a teaching capacity
In the Division of Health, Phy-
sical Education and Recreation
following the acquisition of his
doctorate. The announcement did
not say what university he plann-
ed to attend.
A 1950 graduate of Marshall
University, Huntington, W. Va.,
with a masters' degree from
Morehead, he Is a native of
Pike County.




All four Murray State spring
sports teams, as well as the
women's tennis team will be in
action this week. All but the ten-
nis and baseball teams were idle
last week because of spring vac-
ation.
The baseball team will play
at Austin Peay Thursday and at
Southeast Missouri Saturday.
The tennis team will play in a
four-team round robin with Tenn-
essee Tech, East Tennessee, and
Western Kentucky, Friday and
Saturday at Bowling Green. The
golf team will play Southern Ill-
inois in a dual match at Carbon-
dale, 111., Wednesday, and the
track team will participate in
the Kansas Relay at Lawrence,
Kansas, Friday and Saturday,
The women's tennis team will
play UT at Martin a dual match
at Murray Tuesday and in a tour-
nament at Mississippi State Coll-
ege for Women this weekend.
The baseball team lost two of
three games Friday and Satur-
day, dropping a 3-0 game at the
University of Chattanooga and
splitting a pair with Ohio Valley
Conference rival, Middle Tenn-
essee, 0-2, 8-1.
The tennis team won two mat-
ches and lost five on a tour of
the Southwest. The Racer netters
beat the University of Arkansas
and Texas Christian, and lost to
Oral Roberts, Oklahoma, Okla-
homa City, and North Texas twi-
ce.
The Racer baseball team is 9-3
for the season andl-1 in the OVC's
Western Division. The tennis te-
am is 3-7. The track team isl-lin
dual meets, and golf team will be
playing its first dual. The wom-
en's tennis team is 1-1.
Almost
NEW YORK (UPI) - Al-
though, no amateur has ever won
the Masters golf tournament,
three finished second or tied for
second -- Frank Stranahan in
1947, Ken Venturi in 1956 and
Charles R. Coe in 1961.
Real Champ
BALTIMORE (UPI) - Eddie
Arcaro, who retired as a jockey
in 1962, holds a record for the
Preakness that may never be
surpassed. He won the race six
times and finished in the money
in 12 of his 15 rides.
•
BLIDE!!-Montreal's left fielder Mack Jones elides home to score on Bob Bailey's triple in the
tint Inning of the Expo's baseball opener against the New York Meta in Shea Stadium lastTuesday. Waiting for the late throw is Met catcher Jerry Grote. Umpire is Tom Gorman. Expos
t won, Hall. 
1.1
BASEBALL ROUND!'
the win while Jim Hunter, who
shut out the Twins for the first
Six innings, suffered the loss.
By VITO STELLINO
UPI Sports Writer
Alex Johnson lets the pitchers
do the worrying.
The unflappable slugger of the
Cincinnati Reds, who rarely ma-
kes comments about anything was
at it again Tuesday nightas he let
his bat do his talking with two
homers, a single and a triple
and five RBIs as the Reds out-
lasted San Francisco 11-10 in a
12 inning struggle.
"The thing about Alex is that
he never worries," teammate
Pete Rose said after the game,
"nothing worries him." Cbvious-
ly, opposing pitchers don't.
Knows About Hitting
Johnson was showing how much
he knows about hitting in the slug-
fest with the Giants as he knocked
in five of the Reds first 10 runs
and then led a the 12th with a
triple. After two intentional wal-
ks, he scored on Johnny Bench's
single.
Elsewhere in the National Lea-
gue, St. Louis edged Montreal,
4-3, Chicago outlasted Pittsbur-
gh, 7-4, New York turned back
Philadelphia, 6-3, Houston topped
Atlanta, 4-2, and Los Angeles
drubbed San Diego, 14-0.
Andy Kosco cracked the first
grand simmer of his career to
climax a six-run outburst in the
fifth and also doubled in two more
runs in the eighth as the Dodgers
drubbed San Diego,
Johnny Podres suffered the
loss while Claude Osteen 2-0
pitched a three-hitter for the
triumph.
Tom Griffin stopped Atlanta
on four hits and struck out 12
before being forced out in the
ninth with a blister on his pitch-
ing hand as Houston beat the
Braves. Jack Bellingham came
on with one out in the ninth and
the bases loaded and preserved
the triumph.
New York snapped a 3-3 tie
with a three-run eighth inning
on a bases-loaded infield single
by Bud Harrelson and a two-run
pinch double by Ed Kranepool
the key blows, Rookie Gary Gen-
try went seven innings to pick up






W. L. Pct. GS
Chicago 7 1 .875 -
Pittsburgh 5 3 .626 2
St. Louis 4 4 .500 3
Montreal 3 5 .375 4
New York 3 5 .375 4
Waatorn Division
W. L Pct. GB
Atianta 6 2 .750 -
Lai Angeles 4 3 .571 1%
San Diego 3 4 .429 2%
San Fran. 3 4 .429 3%
Cincinnati 3 4 .429 2%
Houston 3 5 .315 3
Tuesday's Results
Ctdcago 7 Pittsburgh 4
St. Louis 4 Montreal 3
New York 6 Phiki 3, night
On U San Fran 10, 12 inns.
Houston 4 Mimota 2, night
Los Anteing 14 San Diego 0
Teeley's Probable Pitchers
All Timm EST
Montreal, Grant 1-0 at Phil-
adelphia, Johnson 04, 7:35 p.
as-
New York: Komman 0-1 at
Pittsburgh, Moose 1-0, 8:05
Chimp, Aoki= 0-1 at St.
Look, Cuba 1-0, 9 p. as.
Mad" Reed 1-0 at Houston,
larmaker 0-1, 8:30 p. m.
San Diego, Hiligr_1-0 at Los
, Singer 14, 11 p. as.
Orgy games scheduled
Thursdays Games
Montreal at Phila., night
New York at Pitts., night
Chicago et SL Louis, night
Atlanta at Houston, night





The New York Yankees appear
to have come up with one of their
old fashioned rookies: One with
muscle.
Muscle is what the one-time
lords of baseball have lacked
since the grand collapse of 1965
and the descent into the cellar
In 1966.
Bobby Murcer, whose power
already has begun to excite the
Yankee fans, brought back mem-
ories of another era Tuesday
when he drove in four runs with
a homer, single and double in an
8-2 victory over the Washington
Senators,
Home Opener
The victory in their home op-
ener gave the Yankees a 4-3
season record and additional con-
fidence that they can make a re-
spectable showing this year in
the American League's strong
Eastern Division, The Yankees
are grouped with the Detroit
Tigers, Baltimore Orioles. Bos-
ton Red Sox, Cleveland Indians
and Senators in what Lee Mac-
Phail, their general manager,
calls "the strongest division in
any sport."
The Orioles walloped the Red
Sox, 10-5, the Indians shaded the
Tigers, 3-2, in10 innings for their
first victory of the season, and
the Minnesota Twins defeated
the Oakland Athletics in Tues-
day's other AL Games.
Singles by Max Alvis and Ca;
Peterson followed by Jose Card-
enal's sacrifice fly with one out
In the 10th inning drove in the
Indians' winning run.
Vicente Romo shut out the
Tigers on four hits. during the
last four innings to receive cred-
it for the win. Joe Azcue homer-
el) for the Indians and Willie
Horton connected for the Tigers.
Home runs by Rich Reese,
Tony OliVa and Harmon Kille-
brew accounted for four runs as
the Twins rallied for all their
runs in the last three innings.




W L Pct GB
Boston 5 2 .714 -
Baltimore 5 3 .626 %
New York 4 3 .571 1
Detroit 3 3 .500 1%
Washington 3 5 375 2%
Cleveland 1 5 .16'7 3%
Western Division
W. L Pct.
1 Kanses City 5 2 .714
California 3 3 .500
Seattle 3 3 .500
Chicago 3 3 .500
Oakland 3 4 .429
Minnesota 2 4 .333
Tuesdays Results
Baltimore 10 Boston 5
Cleve 3 Detroit 2, 10 inns.
New York 8 Washington 2




Battimore, McNally 1-0 at Bos-
ton, Brett 0-0, 1:30 p. as.
Washington, Moore 1-0 at New
York Stottlernyre 2-0, 2 p.
Lunn City, Moreland 0-1 at
Chicago, Horton 0-1, 3 p. as.
Detroit, McLain 1-1 at Cleve-
land, Siebert 0-0, 7:45 p.
California, Brunet 1-0 at Oak-
land, Dobson 0-1, 10:30 p. n
hrtinnesola, Peery 0-1 at Seat-
tle, Bee 1-0, 11 p. as.
Thursday's Gamin
Detroit at Cleveland





NEW YORK (UPI) - 1968
was a big year for triple plays in
najor leagues. '1 here were live
three-play killing, including the
first unassisted one in the majors
in 41 years by Ron Hansen of




first horse to .in a tnpie crown
of American racing won two of
the three races in four days. Sir
Barton captured the Kentucky
Derby on Nlay 10. 1919, and
won the Preakness May 14. Near-
1, a month later he won the
Belmont Stakes.
Hurling Hubbell
NEW YORK (UPI) - Carl
of the New York Giants
set the major league record of 24
consecutive victoriee .1iV winning
16 in a row at the close of the
1936 season and eight straight
it the start of the 19:17 season.
•
SPECIAL CUB VLSIT011-Mr. Cub, Ernie Banks, is enthusiastic as ever about
playing baseball while describing how to pack a glove with his father, Eddie, 75.
































































































































































The Kentucky Rho chapter of
Alpha Delta Kappa honorary
educational sorority held its
March meeting at the Holiday
Inn in Murray with the state
president, Mrs. Ruth Ramey of
Lexington as guest speaker.
Dr. Gwendolyn Grossman,
Murray president, presided.
Lambda Chapter of Paducah
and Kappa Chapter of Owens-
boro were guests.
The state treasurer, Mrs. Nace
mi Kiser, and was introduced a-
long with Mrs. Helen Fulkerson,
Kappa president of Owensbo-
ro.
Mrs. Martha Baker, state
chaplain of Paducah. Mrs. Ruth
Copeland, president of Lamb-
da chapter of Paducah was in-
stalling officer and presented
Kentucky Rho with its charter.
A buffet luncheon was serv-
ed with the hostesses being
Mrs. June Smith, Mrs. Martha
Crafton, and Maybelle Walker.
The next meeting will be held
in Paris, Tenn., at the home of





By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABY I recently met a man on the beach. It was
ear* in the morning and we were the only 2 around so we
street up a conversation. He told me he had lost his wife 3
rr,,mths before 1I've been a widow for 3 years.]
We hit it off immediately and had so much in common. It
was wonderful! We had lunch together that day, and dinner
that evening And for the next 2 weeks we spent all our time
together He asked me if I would marry him when a year has
passed since his wife's death I accepted.
We flew north together and be came to my home town to
meet my married children They adored him.
My problem He also has married children, but he doesn't
want to tell them about me yet. He says its "too soon.- I don't
mind waiting a year to be married, but I think the longer be
waits to tell his children about me, the harder it will be.
I love him very much, Abby, and will wait if I have to,
but it doesn't seem fair to me. Please advise me. HURT
DEAR HURT: Deal be hart. He knows his children better
than you do. But tell hint that if he holds off telling them is
bag they might think be's marrying a woman be hardly 'mews.
DEAR ABBY: I am 16 years old and I have a crush on a
guy for the first time in my life We are only on a hello and
good-by basis
I see him about once a week and I say "Hi." Then he says,
"Hi.- Then I say. -Bye" and be says, "Bye."
How can I get on friendlier terms with him? Please don't
tell me to call him up and invite him to something. I don't
know him well enough for that. GOT A CRUSH
DEAR GOT: Use a tittle imagination. Wear something
a_ROCKEFELLER FOR PRESIDENT button' Sr carry a
pair of ice skates — anything to give him a chance to saysomething more than Hi and Bye. II YOU can't think of NOW
Ming to catch his eye and be can't think of anything for open-
ers, you'd better forget him. Neither of you is ready yet.
DEAR ABBY My daughter. Jenny, is being married in
July. She has asked her fiance's 2 sisters to be bridesmaids.
These girls are going to be bridesmaids at another wedding in
June
The gowns for Jenny's wedding have already been selected
and will be here soon
Now Jenny has-heard that her future mother-in-law wants
her daughters to wear the gowns for the JUNE wedding that
my daughter selected for her wedding.
Jenny says absolutely not. What do you say? FURIOUS
DEAR FURIOUS: If the Jame wedding is 'local." and will
be attended by many of the same people wbo will attend
Jemmy's wedding. I'd be iodised to vote with Jenny.
DEAR ABBY - I just read the letter from "LONESOME
AND BLUE," whose husband was in Europe for a "sales
meeting," while his wife was home with 4 kids. I am in exactly
the same position, only I'm home with 41/2 kids'
My husband is a salesman, and has won all sorts of trips as
prizes—but he goes with other prize-winners from different
paralaf the country. His company has never offered him a trip
with his wife and family. Their conventions and meetings are
field all over the world, which! resent, as his regular sales job
takes him away enough as it is
Right now I'm going to the supermarket. That friendly,
good-looking man in the produce department is looking better
all the time. DOTTIE IN DIXIE
Everybody has a problem VVbars yours? For a personalreply write to Abby, Box 65700, Los Angeles, Cal. MSC andenclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Hate to write letters? Send fl to Abby, Box Wee, LosAngeles. Cal. MOM. for Abby's booklet, "How to Write Lettersfor All Occasions."
THE LEDGE I TIKES — MURRAY,
Kentucky 4-H Club Members Return
From Week's Trip To Washington, D.C.;
Four From Calloway In The Tour Group
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Ex-
ploring different aspects of cit-
izenship, visiting places men
before only in pictures, and
making new friends from other
parts of the state — these have
been among the highlights of
the Kentucky 4-H Older Youth
Conference held here this week.
Attending the Conference
from Calloway County were
Andy Armstrong. Route One,
Murray; Karen Alexander, W33
Coldwater, Murray; Jeanette
Jarrett, Route Five, Murray;
and Mrs. Ernest Madrey, Route
One, Murray, who was one of
the adult leaders accompany-
ing the group. Sig Johnson.
Benton, Purchase Area Extens-
ion Agent, was also one of the
adult members of the delegat-
ion.
At this Conference especially
for Kentucky 4.ITers, Young
people from 78 counties in the
state received special training
In citizenship and leadership.
While in the nation's capital,
they gained a better under-
standing of their American her
itage.
The all-night bus ride that
brought the Kentucky group to
Washington may not have been
a highlight of the trip, but it
started a week of new exper-
iences for them. They arrived
at the National 4-H Center,
headquarters for the Confer-
ence, on Monday morning, April
7, and left Washington Satur-
day afternoon, April 12, for
the bus trip home.
The ri-Ifers had their first
 look at downtown Washington
on Monday afternoon, when
they toured FBI headquarters
and visited the National Archi-
ves, where they saw originals
of the Declaration of Independ-
ence, the Constitution, and the
Bill of Rights.
The first general session of
the Conference was held Mon-
day night, and Presidents Wash-
ington, Jefferson and Lincoln
now seem more real to the 4-
H'ers after hearing them dis-
cussed at this session.
Conference keynote speaker,
Thomas R. Wessel told incidents
in the lives of these presidents
to snow that they were real
men, with their own faults, al-
though their memories have be-
come national memorials. A
former member of the Smith-
sonian Institute staff and now
candidate for a doctorate in his-
tory, Wessel disputed some of
the stories that have become
part of the legends about these
presidents.
"They did best what we least
remember them for", he told
the group. Washington took
what is probably the most dif-
ficult and complicated system
of government ever devised
and made it work. Jefferson
made it acceptable. And Lin-
coln kept it whole."
Miss Dorothy Emerson help-
ed group better understand
themselves and their roles as
'tizens and leaders during the
l'uesday morning general sesa.
Ion. Miss Emerson is citizen-
ship-leadership consultant for
the National 4-H Foundation.
Kentucky 4-H'ers placed a
wreath at the Tomb of the Un-
knowns during their visit to
Arlington Cemetery Tuesday
afternoon. Representing the de-
3egation in this ceremony was
Paula Jackson, Davies' County;
Cyndi Meyers, Boone County;
Earl Middleton, Grant County;
and John Quilliam, Oldham
County.
The group also saw President
Kennedy's Grave and the Cus-
Us-Lee Mansion while at Arl-
ington and then visited the
Lincoln and Jefferson Memos.;
les and the Iwo Jima Memorial.
A theatre-in-the-round pro-
duction of the play "You're A
Good Man, Charlie Brown''
highlighted Tuesday night's pro-
gram. The group saw this play
at the Shady Grove Music Fair.
The delegation divided into
five groups to discuss different
aspects of citizenship on Wed-
nesday morning. Each delegate
had earlier selected one of five
citizenship topics for advance
study before the Conference
and for special emphasis tills
week.
One group studied "No Man
Is An Island . . the social
aspects of citizenship." Topic
for the second group was
"Signs of the Times . . the
political aspects of citizenship.
Those interested in citizenship's
International aspects had "It's
Your World" as their topic for
study. Another group studied
"Economic Freedom . . choice
not chance", and the topic tot-
the group interested in educat-
ional aspects of citizenship was
"Learning for Living."
Each group had resource per-
sons working with them during
their discussions, with 4-H'ers
conducting the workshop sess-
ions.
On Wednesday afternoon,
the 4-Wers took a boat ride to
Mt. Vernon and toured t he
home of the liras president A
picnic and a party closed the
day's program.
Thursday was spent on Cap-
itol Hill, where many of the
delegates visited their Congress
men. They also visited the Cap-
itol, Congress, the Supreme
Court and the Library of Con-
gress. In the afternoon. the dl!.
ferent citizenship study groups
took special tours related to
their topic for study for the
week.
Dr. Robert A. Bauer, director
of the US. Government Foreign
Correspondents Center, spoke
to the group. His subject was
"Human Relations and Public
Affairs — America's Challenge
to Excellence."
The last full day of the Con-
ference, Friday, was devoted to
citizenship study group meet-
ings and reports. In the after-
noon, the delegates made plans
about using what they have
learned. Each delegate has the
responsibility to share his citi-
zenship-leadership training with
fellow 4-H members and high
school classes at home.
A special banquet, to which
Kentucky's Senators and Repre-
sentatives were invited, was
planned for Friday night. Sen-
ator Cook planned to attend,
but Senator Cooper could not
be present, but planned to meet
the delegation at the Capitol.
Several Representatives attend-
ed or sent someone from their
offices.
Eugene P. Seifrit, manager
of the National 4-H Center, was
the banquet speaker: his topic
was "Updating Our American
Heritage". A farewell party and
a citizenship ceremony closed
the night's program.
The group visited the Wash-
ington Monument, the White
House, the Smithsonian Institu-
tion, and the National Shrine of
the Immaculate Conception be-




Mr. and Mrs. Don Robinson.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jackson.
and Norman Klapp attended thel
Friendship Night held by Cie-
inter Chapter Order of the East-
ern Star on Saturday night.
• • •
t Mrs. R. L. Wade has return-
ed home after spending the past
week with her daughter, Mrs
'Robert Rowland and family of
Memphis, Tenn.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Aussie Pool of
Royal Oak, Mich., and Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Collins and children,
Michele, Paula, and Lois, of
Troy, Mich., were the guests last
week of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Stone, Ramihon Avenue, Acre
Killer and L. C. Miller, College
Terrace Drive.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Shroat
of Murray and their daughter,
Miss Peggy Sue Shroat who tea-
ches in the Livingston County
Schools, spent last week vacat-
ioning in Arlington Heights,
with their daughter and sister,
Mrs. Glen Pace, Mr, Pace, and
children, Michael and Susan.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Twyman Ed-
wards and son, Jimmy Edwards,
spent their vacation last week
with their daughter and sister,
Mrs. Herman Robertson, Mr.
Robertson, and children, Dale,
LaDonne, and Rochelle, of Aub-
urndale, Fla.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hargis
returned home Friday after
spending three weeks in Miami,
Fla, On Saturday, April 5, they
were joined by their daughters,
Miss Judy Hargis of Murray
and Mrs. Ron Weems and Mr.
Weems of St. Louis, Mo., for the
past week. Mr. and Mrs. Weems
and Miss Hargis drove to Nash-
ville and went by airplane to
Miami before returning with
their parents.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs Macon Blanken.
ship and son, Mark, spent their
spring vacation at Sarasota,
Fla.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Tip Miller and
daughter. Gaye, and Miss Julie
Whitford vacationed last week
at Sarasota, Fla.
• • •
Mrs. Howard Guthrie has re-
turned to her home on the Lynn
Grove Road after spending the
past two months with her son,
Hugh Guthrie and family of
Los Angeles, California.
• • •
Mrs. Pearl Johnson of 509
Elm Street and her 11 year old
grandson, Randy Wright, son
of Mr. and Mrs. David Wright
of Murray Route One, have re-
turned home after a ten days
visit with their son and uncle,
Sgt. Van Johnson and Mrs.
Johnson of Fort Riley, Kansas.
While there they visited scenic
points of interest including Abi-
lene, Kansas, where former
Prtsident Eisenhower is buried
Mrs. Van Johnson is the form
er Gayle Kalberer of Murray
RENTUCK
I Mrs. J. B. Burkeen • •
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Miss Deborah Ann Harrell,
June bride-elect of Rokee Rob-
ert Septa, was the honoree at
a delightfully planned personal
shower held at the lovely home
of Mrs. Thomas Houston on Fri-
day evening, April 11.
The charming hostesses for
the occasion were Miss Linda
Houston, Miss Glenda White,
and Miss Carolyn Hendon.
For the event the honoree
chose to wear a pink linen dress
with black patent accessories
and was presented a corsage of
white carnations.
Mrs. Jamie Harrell, mother
of the honoree, wore a pink
dress with pink shoes, and Mrs.




Mrs. Mallet Dunn opened her
home on Fairlane Drive for the
meeting of the :North Murray
Homemakers Club held on Fri-
day, April 4, at one-thirty o'-
clock in the afternoon.
The devotional leader, Mrs.
B. J. Hoffman, read the scrip-
ture from the second chapter
of Solomon and gave the
thought for the month based
on cleanliness.
Mrs. Charlie Crawford, secre-
tary, called the roll with twelve
members answering with the
most interesting person they
know.
The main lesson for the day
was on "Wild Flowers" and was
preliented by Mrs. Ivan Outland
and Mrs. Oscar Salyers. They
distributed booklets on "Grow.
ing Flowering Perennials".
Mrs. John Workman, presi-
dent, read a letter inviting the
group to "Flowers On Parade"
at the Murray-Calloway County
Library on Thursday, April 24,
at ten a.m. in observance of
National Library Week.
The group voted to contre
bete to lisegftlielinil It
dent Fund for the 4-H mem-
ber to spend six months in
Thailand.
An article, "A Key To Hap-
pine", was read by the fam-
ily life chairman, Mrs. B. J.
Hoffman.
The landscape notes were
given by Mrs. Bernice Boyd.
Mrs. Bailey Higgins conducted
the., recreation with Mrs. Boyd
winning the prize.
Refreshments were served
during the social hour.
Others present, not previous-
ly mentioned, were Mrs. Rob-
ert Boitnott, Mrs. K. T. Craw-
ford,. Mrs. Angie • Gibbs, and
Mrs. C. D. Vinson, Sr.
They made the trip by bus.
• • •
Nell Cloys of Murray Route
One is now a patient at the
Puryear Nursing Home, Put-
year, Tenn., 38251.
__.
groom-to-be, was attired in a
red dress with black accessor-
ies. They wore corsages of white
carnations, gifts of the hostess-
es.
Games were played after
which the honoree opened her
many gifts which had been plac-
ed on a table overlaid with a
mint green cloth under net and
centered with an arrangement
of wedding bells with a minis-
ture bride and groom statuette.
Refreshments of green punch
white and green iced cakes,
mints, and nuts were served
from the beautifully appointed
table draped with a crochet
cloth over mint green and Cen-
tered with an arrangement of
white petunias flanked by can-
dles.
The hostesses presided at the
table and Mrs. Thomas Houston
presided at the guest register.
Thirty-four persons were pre-




will meet at the home of Mrs.
A. B. Cress, 500 North 7th
Street at 9:30 am.
• • •
Illations Night win be observ-
ed at the Memorial Baptist
Church at 7:30 p in. Teachers
and officers will meet at seven
p.m.
• • •
The Ruth Wilson Circle of
the First United Methodist
urch WSCS will meet with
Mrs. J. B. Wilson, 305 North 6th
Street, at 7:30 p.m.
• • •
The Hannah Circle of the
First United Methodist Church
WSCS will meet with Mrs. Sid




Club will meet at the Holiday
Inn at ten a.m.
• • •
The Elm Grove Baptist
Church Woman's Missionary
Society will have its mission
study meeting at the church at
seven p.m.
• • •
The Nature's Palette Garden
Club will meet at the Commun-
ity Center on Ellis Drive at 1:30
p.m. Mrs. 011ie Brown will give
the lesson on dining table or
coffee table arrangements. Mrs.
Mary Miller is hostess.
• • •
The Rho Chapter of Alpha
Delta Kappa will meet at Paris,
Tenn., at 7:30 p.m. Hostesses
are Jewell Montio—riery, Cath-
erine Hopkins, Barbara Hag-
gett, and Mary Nanney.
• • •
The Parents Club of Murray
Assembly No. 19 Order of the
Rainbow for Girls will meet at
Masonic Hall at seven p.m.
• • •
An open luncheon will be
held at the Calloway County
Country Club with serving from
lit noon to one p.m. Golf, swim-
ming, bridge, etc., will follow.
For reservations call Gingles
Wallis, Jimmy Boone, Buddy




The YWA banquet of the
Blood River Baptist Associat-
ion will be held at the First
Baptist Church, Benton, at 6:30
p.m.
• • •
The Kirkaey Baptist Church
WIdS will meet at the church
at seven p.m. Mrs. Max Sledd




The first year sewing clam of
the Kirksey 4-H Club held five
Meetings at the home of Mrs.
Jerry Falwell during the cur
rent club year.
Mrs. Falwell and Mrs. Ger-
ald Stone were the Leaders and
directed the girls in making
their aprons. At the last tnee41
ing the girls modeled thee'
aprons for their mothers.
Girls present were Margaret
McC,allon, Bobbie Smith, Rene
Tobey, :Patricia Melvin, Pam
Todd, Vanessa Stone, and Jill
Falwell. 
the guest speaker. All mem-




Club will meet it the home of
Mrs. Waburn Wyatt at 12:30
pan.
• • •
The Dorothy Circle of the.
First Baptist Church WMS will
meet at the home of Mrs. Er-
wood Beatty at 9:30 a.m.
• • •
The Business and Profeasiont)
al Women's Club will have s
dinner meeting at the Woman's
Club House at 6:30 p.m. The
committee in charge is Mar)
Cromwell, chairman, Minh
Nance, and Marilyn Herndon.
• • •
The Home Department of tht
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the club house at two p.m
Hostesses will be Mesdames ts
C. Doran, 0. C. Wells, R. D.
Langston, F B. Crouch, John
Stamps, R. L. Stinker, and Rob-
ert Smith
• • •
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
hold its regular meeting at the
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m.
• • •
Friday, April 18
The ILSU Couples Bridge'
Club will meet at the Student
Union Building at 7:30 p.m.
Call 753-8279 or 753-1941 for
reservations if you have not
been contacted.
_, • • •
Saturday, April 11
The Faxon Mothers Club will
present a "Music Country Style
Show" at 7:30 p.m. at thi
school. •
• • •
The Kirksey Baseball Assoc-
iation will meet at seven p.m
at the school. Officers will be
elected. All interested persons
are urged to attend.
• • •
Wednesday, April 23
The ladies of the Oaks Coun-
try Club will have a "Come Al
You Are" breakfast at the club•
at 8:43 a.m. A abort business
will be held followed by bridge
and golf. All members are urg-




A dessert card party open to
the public will be held at the
Student Union cafeteria frort
7:30 to 11:30 p.m., sponsored bjil
the Welcome Wagon Newcom-
ers Club. Bring own cards and,
tickets are one dollar each.

























The new Snapper Comets are the ultimate in riding mowers. .. with speed,safety, durability and economy. They climb and work on grades of 45% ormore and some models cut up to 1.9 acres per hour. Powerful 5 to 8 HPgasoline engines (some with electric starters). With implements, they willhaul, move snow, aerate, etc. You can count on years of top performance andpleasure when you buy a Snapper Comet. Let us demonstrate the Comet onYOUR lawn. 41" models also available for larger areas.
MURRAY HOME AND AUTO STORE
Northside Shopping ('enter
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.Did Eisenhower Make The
Right Decision In WW II
NEW YORE (UPI) — Was
Dwight D. Eisenhower right or
wrong when be vetoed a Brit-
ish plan to let Field Marshal
I.Bernard Law Montgomery "go
It alone" in a single thrust to-
ward Berlin late in World War
II?
Absolutely right, says Gen.
Omar N. Bradley, who was a
classmate of Eisenhower at
West Point and one of his top
commanders during World War
H.
Wrong says Montgomery,
(row Viscount Montgomery of
Alamein; the war might have
been shortened if his plan had
'been adopted.
These divergent viewpoints
are set forth in special articles
by Bradley and Montgomery
that will appear in "Eisenhow-
er: American Hero," a special
biography being published next
week by American Heritage and
...United Press International.
11. Frank On Two Scores
Montgomery's recollections of
Eisenhower are frank on two
scores: his great personal ad-
miration for Eisenhower as a
diplomat and coordinator of a
multi-national force, but reser-
vations about his military abil-
ity.
"While I had a tremendous
affection and admiration for






HOLLYWOOD MPS — A cur-
ious new dimension has been
added to the selection of scrips
gad roles by movie actors-4
matter of taste.
Previoualy, the production
code of the Motion Picture As-
Osociation of America relieved
performers of making a value
Judgment of their parts based
on morality.
Now with an anything-goes
phikisophy, actors must decide
for themselves whether playing
perveeted mks, in the nude or
otherwise unorthodox charact-
erizations will have an adverse
affect on their careen.
ee The responsibilty lies hes-
wriest with young players whose
futres in films may depend on
how far they are willing to go
in tempting critics and movie-
goers to condemn them.
Jim Francisco who starred
In beievision's "Mr. Novak" se-
ries, along with such movies as
The Outsider," "YoungbLood
Hawke" and the current "Ma-
rooned" with Gregory Peck
Eland Richard Crenna, is wary.
"I hear performers—especial-
ly actresses—may they'll do a
nude scene or a homosexual
story if it fits into the context
of the script; or if it has some
sone significance," he said,
grinning.
'That's phony, Blatant PEI
scenes are a mistake.
"Like any good book or paint-
ing, the subtlety of the artist
makes the work artful. It leaves
something to the imagination.
"The same should be applied
to motion pictures. Producers
and directors are guilty of bed
taste. bad Judgment and bad
art when they become too 'pac-
ific."
Franciscus believes the too-
vies also should allow audiences
groom for interpretation.
4F More importantly, Freedom
and other young odors are
wondering where movies will go
In their prowling for more on-
mitionaliam. Some producers al-
ready are flirting with what was
considered a few years ago to
be pornography.
"I want no part of it," Fran-
cisco said. "And it won't be
Jong before the ph& gets weary
Sof an overdose of sex in mov-
ies, just as it has of unneces-
sary violence."
claim him as a very great hu-
man being, I find it imposaible
to include hint among the great
captains of history," Montgom-
ery writes.
"But this can be said, and in
no uncertain voice — nobody
else could have carried the bur-
den of supreme commander in
the West in the way he did and
keep the nations and warring
tribes of generals and air mar-
shals working together to the
end. For this alone the world
will always owe him a deep
debt of gratitude."
In his recollections, Bradley
describes Eisenhower's decision
to go ahead with the cross-
channel invasion on June 6 as
his most difficult one.
"Another crucial decision,
"Bradley adds," was whether
or not we were going to let
Montgomery make one single
thrust north of the Ruhr toward
Berlin. Ike was under terrific
pressure from the British to
let Monty go it alone, and he
took a long time to make that
decision. I think he felt Mont-
gomery was wrong from the
first, but he needed some back-
ing on it, and he finally got it
from the American chiefs of
staff. So we advanced on a
broad front. I personally think
it would have been a great
mistake to let Monty have. his
way. Suppose they had hit him
in the flank with the 26 divis-
ions they hit us with in the




historians will argue for years.
about the proper strategy for
the Western Allie following
their victory in Normandy.
"My views have often been
expressed; they have never
changed," Montgomery writes.
"Eisenhower did not agree.
He said the whole Allied line
must advance-on 4 broad front,
from Switzerland to the North
Sea, until the situation became
clear. I pointed out that our
logistic resources could not
nourish such a movement. We
would nowhere be strong en-
ough to get decisive results
quickly; the Germans would be
given time to recover, and our
advance would peter out; the
war would go on into 1945, with
all that would entail politically
vis-a-vis the Russians advancing
from the east; the additional
loss of life would be severe."
The" main test of the 144-
page UPI-American Heritage
volume was written by Kenneth
S. Davis, historian and writer
of earlier books on Eisenhower
and Adlai Stevenson.
SPECIAL HELP
WASHINGTON 1111.0 — The
Labor Department has damni-
fied persons with a history of
drug addiction as "
ed," making them ellhagliedisiZ
special federal Job tolling and
help. A spoke/man mid the es.
pertinent expects to handle "a
minimum of 10,000 drug addicts
in the nest 12 months."
MAJOR PROBLEM
WASHINGTON CUPD — A spe-
cial Senate committee on aging
reports that "inadequate income
Is still the major problem fac-
ing most older Americana, one-
third of whom are living in pov-
erty." The panel's annual report
also said rising health care
costs "are causing great con-
cern and some horde:tips."
BEST WAY
WASHINGTON MP, — British
Foreign Secretary Michael Ste-
wart believes the proposal an-
ti-ballistic missile ABM system
in the United States would be
"the wisest, most efficient way"
to beep up Free World nuclear
strength. Steward, in a televi-
sion interview Sunday menet and
Answens—ABC said the Amer-
inn government should do
"whatever is necessary" to keep
ite nuclear deterrent credible.
BROTHERS SMOTHERED Toni Smothers i left i acilisem the
Columbia Broadcasting System of u MX, -Tenssorship with
all its ranitfications" in cancelling the veekly television pro- ,
gram he does With brother. Dick. Th broth -s. shown In
New York, said the iietiori, it -mtfonndeit breach of contract."
•.'"'
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'Riviera of the Pacific'
Attracts French Algerian
By ROBERT C. MILLER
NOUMEA, New Caledonia
(UPI)-The ghost of Admiral
"Bun" Halsey still haunts the
French in New Caledonia.
Close by tlit„sieek new ho-
tels ere the rustonf Quonset huts
built by the Americans when the
"Tokyo - or - Bust" Admiral
launched his drive northward
in that grim September of 1942.
The French are mill using
many of the utilities put in by
the Sea Bees 27 years ago.
Crazy French drivers zip a-
long the coastal road that got
its first and only asphalting by
Americans.
And the big UTA jets stiii
land at Tontouta Airport which
Halsey's engineers chewed out
of the red earth to support the
Marines on Guadalcanal.
But the Americans - wht-
once outnumbered the Frenct
here - are long gone, and toda)
this beautiful, mountainous is-
land is onion-soup French.
The nickel mines and smeltei
are still the marrow of the eco-
nomy, but the clinking coins and
rustle of tourist dollars are fat-
tening many a French pocket-
book.
There is more honesty in the
New Caledonia ads than in moat
of the travel propaganda which
is just about as factual as a seed
catakg.
Noumea is the Riviera of the
Pacific, it does offer the best
menus and wine lists in the
South Seas: you can live cheaper
in Noumea than you can in
Paris, and its beaches are whiter
and its waters warmer than any
offered by the Mediterranean.
Australis or New Zealand. It
bakes the bast bread this side
of Nice. its anode minuet and
garlicer than the escargots of
Marseilles. il this great Dutch
beers are elsesper than the
American braids.
Kars eyeholes. -mar its per-
petual summer &nate but the
casualties ses only bananas and
coconuts.
imam
The New Caledonians had
barely gotten rid of the Ameri-
cans after World War 11 when
they were hit by an invasion of
their own countrymen - the
t: Estoril from Africa and Algeria
who were uprooted by the
troubles in France's African co-
lollies and migrated here.
These unhappy coloniahsts
first tried France, found it cold
and insecure. and then flocked
to this w was and ipmgie Wand.
Their arrival with new capital
gave the tepid empareny a big
kick in tlinAn sod was just
about as So the locals. 
ForIke New
Caledonians had wrap's!' them-
selves in a cocoon of 'tickle.
When Capt. James Cook /righted
the main island in September of
1774 he noted it was "uncap-
able of cultivation, and con-
sisted chiefly of solid rocks."
Those solid rocks turned oat
to be mountains of high grade
Ferro-nickel which made the
6,200 square-mile island the
world's third biggest nickel pro-
ducer behind Canada and Russia.
The New Caledonians im-
ported thousands of Viet-
namese to mine the ore and
labor in the gigantic amdter.
They handled the managerial
chores, shared the enormous
profits. lived a life of ease and
for the rest of the world they
had only an inseparable now
and thumb.
the new migrants have
changed. all that. Hard-nosed,
aggressive and determined to re-
gain their lost African fortunes,
they have injected new life into
the economy.
"The rest of the Pacific has
to contend with the Chinese,"
sighed one long-time resident.
"We have the Algerians."
The population has jumped
to an estimated 107,000. There
is new construction everywhere.
Hotels have been built, shops
opened and dozens of new busi-
nesses introduced by the refu-
gees. What has happened in
Australia as a result of its ex-
panded migration policy is tak-
ing place in New Caledonia on
a smaller scale.
But the older and wiser New
Caledonians observe the bustle
of activity with an amused smile.
They are betting on the languid
climate and the soft beauty of
the island to sap the energy
and ambitious of the new arri-
vals_ Eventually, they contend,
the Algeria's' will learn that
smearing a ermay piece of warm
bread with a Normandy
Camembert, 
down with a fine burgun is
much preferable to chasing
francs, or dollars, or pound'
in the hot tropic sun.
Flay Business
MIA, Peru (UPI) - The
Peruvian treasury department
has ruled that goldfish should be
subject to export taxes and the
National Forest and Game




ed UPI reporter Betty Work
stands with State Sen. Mari-
gene Valiquette of Toledo in
the Ohio General Assembly
in Columbus. where several
senators threatened to re-
voke Miss Work's floor priv-
ileges if she didn't put on a
longer skirt. Senator Vali-
quette came to her aid, said
she wished she had one her-
self. After an hour's recess,
the skirt was left kind of






FRANKFORT, Ky. UPI - Steal.
log a $5 bog is more seriouslian
stealing several thousand dollars
worth of auto parts In Kentucky,
because theft of abog worth meal
than $4 is a felony punishable tip
up to five years in prison and
loss of civil rights.
Theft of auto accessories, how-
ever, is only a misdemeanor.
That's just one of many in-
equities in the state's criminal
penalties pointed up in a new
study, "Kentucky Statutes:Crim-
inal Peoalties," handed to the
House - Senate Judiciary Comm-
ittee Thursday by the Legislative
Research Commission.
"For many years , Kentucky
was a primarily agricultural sta-
te and the criminal law naturally
reflected the needs and interests
of the population," the IRC study
bulletin stated.
"These statutes should be re-
viewed to . . . reed just penal-
ties in the light of today's needs."
The bulletin said Kentucky is
at odds with most states in its
dividing line between felonies
and misdemeanors.
In Kentucky, offenses which
specify a penalty of death or
Imprisonment in the penitentiary
are felonies. All other crimes
are misdemeanors. In most sta-
tes the dividing line is the mini-
mum length of sentence, usually
one year.
Thus, in Kentucky, a person
convicted of an insurance law
violation, a felony, can speed
only six months in the peniten-
tiary, while a person convicted
of conspiracy, a misdemeanor
under one statue, can be sent-
enced to the county iail for a
term limited only by "the dis-
GRIPPING SQUAT-IN
BERKELEY, Calif.SPI - The
University of California's often-
troubled Berkeley campus will
be the scene this afternoon of a
gripping - though peaceful - squat-
in.
The confrontation will pit Doug
Turner, vice president of Berk-
eley's student government, aga-
inst student President Steve Wo-
odside from the Davis campus in
the adversity's annual cow-milk-
ing contest.
BUSILI1411 HOLIDAY
PARIS UPI - Heart Delano,.
winner Sunday of a 15-mile walk.
lag race, said he was doisg
what comes na
is a lost patrolmen .thDe=
police.
The first English standing
army was set up in 1660.
- '-'"111,1111.11
MURRAY, ILINTUOILY
LIKE A POSTCARD is this scintillating farmstead scene north
of Sioux City, Iowa, but it's not pleasant, with the Big Sioux
W NESDAY — APRIL in, 1
River cutting a flood swath three to five miles wide. The





and a sweet potato. Delicious."
Open Fire Cooking
Most of the Waterman's year
was spent in remoter parts of
the leisines In Tatum, they lived
with a fisherman's family and
cooked over an open fire. Other-
wise, the fish and other foods
that needed heat were prepared
in a couple of pot., using a
one-burner gas stove.
"We had no refrigeration,"
she said, "and I'd occasionallyNEW YORK UPI - It's a bit find myself longing for an ice
of tough decision-making to shut cold drink, But if the childrenup a comfortable house, take thr- missed hamburgers and the like,ee children out of school, and they never mentioned it."bad with them and husband for The odyssey of the Watermansa year's lonely adventure in the is the subject of the latest of thecretion of the jury." south Pacific. television specials put on by theLRC Director James Fleming Susanna Waterman, of Prince- National Geographic Society. Itsaid his agency and the Kentucky.' ton, N. J., did it, and figures the will be shown Tuesday night,Crime Commission plan a corn- whole family unit is stronger and April 15, on CBS.plete rewriting of the state's wiser as a result. Mrs. Waterman said her bus-criminal laws. However, the dra- "Life is a constant review of band already is off on anotherft probably will not be ready for priorities," said the attractive adventure-In south Africa to filmsubmission to the legislature un- blonde housewife, who is 39.til the 1972 session, he said. "The children were growingThe joint committee dilcussed up . we felt it was importantseveral proposals for 1970 legis- for us all to have this experiencelailon,inclgrolizeweisayme abitting000rtoif together while we could." 
Where It AI' meg Illua gm*
jfte's isebillielik to ler. dr-
cult court.





•Thanks to a new miracleingredient in our little carcalled the automatic stickshift," you con finally soygoodbye to the clutch pedal.How does this new ingre-dient work?
Two ways.
First, it provides continuous unemployment for your left foot.Second, it provides near unemployment for your right hand.(The only time you ever shift is when you go over 55 mph) -
Yet, even with its new ways, the bug continues to uphold
the old ways.
It takes only small amounts of oil. Absolutelyno water.And absolutely no antifreeze.
Best of &I, it styli delivers about 25 miles to a gallon of gas.Don't you feel relieved already?




the number of commissioners
appointed to aid the elected Court
of Appeals judges, and dropping
the present use of circuit judges
as special commissioners. This
could involve elimination of the
$2,000 allowance Which circuit
judges now get for being special
commissioners.
The LRC staff is to prepare
reports on both topics for the
committee's next meeting June
17.
WAY OF LIFE
COVENTRY, England UPI -
When the Rayon Rangers met
the Exhall Youth on the soccer
field, it turned out to be not so
much a game as a way of life.
It took five hours and five
minutes for the Rangers to break
a 1-to-1 tie and win, 2 to 1.
"You could say we got to




,E.ach Had Canvas Bag
Her husband, Stanton, 45, a
native of Maine, is a film maker,
diver, explorer, marine biologist
and lecturer. With the exception
of the equipment he needed for
documentaries of marine life in
the warm waters of the Pacific,
the family picked only one rugged
canvas bag each for the year in
French Polynesia.
"We soon were wearing what
the Tahitians wear," said Mrs.
Waterman, in an interview during
a New York visit. "They take a
strip of pares a very inexpensive
cloth and tie it around them.
14 "You find yourself sluffing off
layers of 'civilization' and quite
content when an afternoon is
free to fish or look for sea shells.
"These people don't think in
terms of abstracts, but in terms
of daily life."
There were no television and
radio, but what tee cchildrenwer-
en't helping their father they
would go with the natives into
the hills for vanilla or go fish..
log. Fish Is a basic of the diet
"We ate it three times a day",
ong with breadfruit and fel,
ich she said, is "something
Ike a cross between a banana
TIED TO THEIR JOBS Doing emergency repair work on a
dike along the flooding lies Moines River in Jackson. Minn.,




life in a sea populated "with 30
foot white sharks, real predat-
ors."
The children are George, now
17, Sunna 16, and Gar 13, and
all managed with mother's daily
instructions and correspondence
courses to keep up with their
classmates back home.
KNAPSACKERS- In New York for a time, at least, Herb and
Judy Klinger say knapsacking is the most flexible and least
expensive way of touring. They should know. They knap-
sacked their way along the Pan American Highway on
their honeymoon in lat13, andWave totfred 1115- ccitintries since
He is a schoolteacher and she is an occupational therapist
-6 B. N. LeDuke & Son, gACLTIOSTNAEnERSIdt"OdKERS
INVITE YOU AND YOUR FRIENDS TO ANOTHER
4—
PUBLIC SALE
OF VALUABLE REAL ESTATE




Located at Cottage Grove, Tenn. Turn north off Dresden and ParisHighway 54 at Como, Tenn., or turn east off Highway 89 at Pal-mersville, or turn west off Paris, Tenn. and Mayfield, Ky. Highway69 at Solo's Market. 2-itisies to Big Auction Sale. SELLING ON PREMISES
Saturday: April19, 1969._ LUNCH 
Reason For Selling — Owner Has Out Of State Job
This fisrm ceasists of 301 scrips (ower* or tow with approx. 200 acres of op.,. lend. If is not only agood row-crop form, but she a choice Ilve stock form. If already Wes lots of pursoosoint posturesows down. Tim form joins Hie city limits of Cottage Grey* and has city water in tile hoes.. The formtorn be sold In 3 soporoto tracts mad Hum offered as a whole. You coy purchase either tract or His*Mire 301I acres.
THE REAL ESTATE WILL BE SOLD AT 12:30, REGARDLESS OF WHERE WE ARE IN THE SALE.TRACT NO, 1 Coosisfs of 14L5 acres, has good11 room Immo with city wafer, stock bars, allisocessory out boikliags. Hoes* frosits block topkigkwny. This tract bos 75 acres of open lewd,soot* valuable timber, large live spring( yearerased wafer), 2 stock poods.
TRACT NO. 2 coos's% of 44 acres with approi.
35 acres open kind. 2 stock ponds and 4-10 milefrontage on block fop highway, a very choicelocation for building tots.
TRACT NO. 3 casuists of 121.5 acres with ap-prox. O acres opon load. Has 6 room boos*, boreend tobacco born, 3 stock ponds.All 3 farms served by school bus and moil route
Ike form bins t acre coffee tom, S ocro corn best. ond 1.31 sere Dark Fired tobacco bassi.To Sam • Mir Omer aid vola • rirmeenak, warm* of OrmcMq, wielaw yew Ihreareci maw used MomIF YOU OR YOUR FRIENDS ARE LOOKING FOR A GOOD FARM IN THE MEDIUM PECS RANGE —MY FRIENDS, YOUR LOOKING DAYS ARE OVER — HERE IT IS! BUY NOW WHILE YOU HAVE THEOPPORTUNITY!
FARMING EQUIPMENT
1 3010 Jobs Door* tractor.
imam.;
I H Forman tractor
Lorro saillmour I SOw
1 b14 Ormidow plow
I Mewl Omar
I Some Nib. macaw. %AN Det/wei
71 Mrla re rop• 1 lamomar
St lira of barb Win Iwo
M" wire Imp.)
I 2214 hosoling pkwr
I Penis (1 Mmel (I lormill1 %AMP 2 ManI as WM emir mod WWI, silo.Mow
HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE
AM6grre bed nom 2.1r•
I US,. harem
I UM Thom 21-Aromd ink mole ter11.2 Mod Irvine. dop Valour SAM(Mao le • mei sollessoes
I &WM • I Clio eitabotSword mid s TM.I Si -n dew Meow
Maki mom sulk 1 AM*, woeI Lin,. trunk I Pim* iloolI elperris ewer* morilm 12 redid Oppel1 Comb Om IsMors I Wood Momend say Mum ammerses re ersoMmirow mi Mama amliolly WORM is ormr ma Iasi wow ilk funk fa 
„ay.
dsp .5
rho Per any 64/1...1 lookommilre, Mom wafts* is erN Norwrol N. Iftwria. somors. Italy I. Cortiorgoirimos, Tam_ or M Laholi•
AdorrImores god did inftre 21* 20-4111 2113-7146. 11/Surrak Tionomme. ad
Friends: We hove loud, livestock. forlesiog oquipossurt, tioniittre and tummies of this Big Auction Solo.
Could you ink for more of Doe sole
Mr. & Mrs. Newel N. Newton/ ownersROUTE 1 — COTTAGE GROVE, TENNESSEE
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Starts With Building A Bigger And Better
MURRAY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Know Your Chamber Of Commerce Better
The Murray Chamber of ComMerce is composed over EH busi-
nesses and professional people, dedicated to the future progress and
growth Or Murray and Calloway County.
We are proud to hays as ACTIVE members the following pro-
gressive and dila Waged people.
WE WANT YOU TO KNOW THEM AS MEMBERS OF YOUR
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, WHO ARE TRULY WORTHY OF YOUR
SUPPORT. -
These are men and women Who make your Chamber strong,
work to protect the economic health of your community and strive
for a better business climate as well as cultural and educational
advancement.













S oak of Murray Ellis Popetrn Company Lindsey'. Jowitiors - HARES, Chapter E53 Audray Simmons -
Bool's Tvno-Up Shop ,Enix Interiors J. E. Littleton Company National Lumber Slaughter House Hwy. &4I---
A. B. lei* & Se Ezell Sosoly School Lovo's Stud,* _COMPerfNational Stereo, Inc. Smith's Poultry Company
Wes Disportvrtont Pere Family Shea Store Dr. C. IL Lowry Ordway, P. W. South Caere Bel Telephone
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Doti Fenton-Hodge Lutheran Church OTASCO - Companyhe Pronklin Store Harry J. Fete Lynn Sr..', Milling Company Outland Stood & Popcorn Dr. Harry sparks
Blooduittship Auto Parts Fitts Block & ReEy Mix Lynhorst Resort Company Starts Hardware
C. 0. Batukarant, Roe Estee Friendly Finance McKee lattipnwint Co.
OY•rhaY, Oviarli•Y a Ovorbe, Stela & Allbritton
Brisker Pioche Jewelry McKeown Off k. Miele/ewe Attorneys Stokes Tractor & IntitionositGone S. .041r14, Architect IN & H Construction Company porooiss Resort
Company& Cheers Dr. Harold Gish Manley Oil Connery Dr. Castle Parker Sea A CharIWs
Bens Laundry
















Thurman Furniture ConwelYUwe Coe, Costrostor Holiday In. Robert 0. Miller, Attorney Paschall Truck Linos T. I. M. I. Inc.San Calhoun Phoebe, A J. Preston M•Slawd Phillip D. Mitchell Peplos Bank Or. A. H. TitsworthIlliserk Holland Drug C4.
11""""
Murray Bait Company ' Pins Bluff Shores Triangla InnCalloway Coney Fare Gorse Murray cealetkien Kirk A. Pool Company Tucker Roal Estes
04•It•ol 6 1600EIN
County Lambe Howston.McDoett Clink Morray-Calloway County Purdom & Thurman Insurance Valantino Printing
Calloway
Canspowy
Hoopftal Aency Waldrop Roe Este*Calloway Co. Soil intprovonne ptegase a nredery, Attorneys Murray Coal & 144 Company Dr. A. D. WallaceAssn.










H. E. Chrisrnan & Company Chemical Co.
Dr. Weein Mitten lbrics, e.Murray Fa
Wayion Rayburn
Richardson & Trevathan,
Warner & Brawn Votoristorian
ClinicCoat.,Chuck's Music ane 
Irvin Cobb Resort Murray Hatchery Accountants WarrenSee Company
Drs. 0. C. Walls & Jam N.e
J. H. Churchill Funeral Hese





Rucly's Restaurant ByrnT. C. C.ollio Insurance AgetaY Jerry,. Dristsio Murray Livestock Company Frank Ryan Wost Kentucky Rbral ElectricDr. J. M. Convarso
Cooper & Martin
Johnoan's hooey






Westorn Auto StaraGm-Aydin Compaory
Corvette Lane Sea Kodak* t Dock Moonily Machina & Tool Sager Glove Company Western Kentucky steeps
WilliamsLas. oil Cooper, if aners-Purdorn Motor Company Radiate & s...KastockyFred Celt/ion Company CoinfilleYMurray Natural Gas SystemK onlako Ste* Part Sav-Rito, Inc. ServiceCross Furniture Company
Dr. A. H. Kopporvd MorrarOno-Near Martinizing Scott Drug Company Dr. A. G. Wilson
KohOs Variety Store
Credit hues.. of Mere
Claimers Soars Shoo Wilson insurance & R*4111000
Winchetor Printing Cowpony
Credit Thrift of Antorica
Lake-Way Shore, Inc. Murray Masa Court Wallis Soars, Distributor GulfD & W Awe Supply, Ins.
Daily Standard Oil Cowpony
Dairy QueenSettlo-WorkmanDale & Stubblefield Drugs




Jews M. Lassiter, Attorney
Promtko L Lassitar
ray Supply CompanyMurrayet







Shackelford, Goode & Thurmawo
Accountants
E. T. Winchester, Mete Tire
Dr. Ralph Wood.
M. 0. Wrathor





IF you are not now displaying this sign in your office or
place of business, we urge you to join now. No other
organization air) take the place of an active CHAMBER
OF COMMERCE. Each business firm reaps the many
benefits of our CHAMBER and each should be a
MEMBER, sharing in the financial up-keep that is such a
vital investment in the welfare of all.
Ray, Brownfield
1969 OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Robert Carpenter
Paul Engle 

















Max B. Hurt  President
Glen Doran    1st Vice-President
' Dr. James Byrn   2nd Vice-President
C. D. Vinson   Secretary
Holmes Ellis   Treasurer
Janes Garrison  Trustee
Joe Dick   Trustee
Jimmy Boone   Trustee
• • •
James L. Johnson  Executive Secretary





This Page Sponsored by Murray's Banks In Community Pride
BANK or MURRAY PEOPLES BANK
VIITH 0 THIS PROGRESSIVE COMMUNITY —
•••
0,
EIGHT THE LEDGER & TIMES — MUSIE•Y, KENTUCKY
FREE RCA 21 IN COLOR
T. V. SET
Will Be Given Away




















- MORTON'S Coconut Custard PIE
When You Buy 2 Morton's
Coconut Custard Pies for 78c 0
ALL 3 For
FREE
ONE Can "BUTTER ME NOT" BISCUITS
When You Buy One
At Reg. Price 1
FREE
One 20 Oz. Loaf BREAD
HARTSsMISS LIBERTY•Colonial
When You buy One At
Reg. Price of
FREE
CNE - 303 CAN SHOWBOAT PORK & BEANS
When You Buy 2 Cans
at Reg. Price 2 CANS 
25c5 
0
ALL 3 CANS 2,,,,.__....
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

















.4-  COLONIAL 15 OZ.
SIZE 39 kr 
-
-mleroprI NI MISS LIBERTY 0
WI . TWIN PACK
ii...—A















iql.c . ASST. cFLAVORS 346...n. $1
111
FAIR WEATHEREtiqrAllrfrill lr CHUM
TALL CAN 69
-































STARCH 39 vDOG FOOD
_
3191ParkayOLEO . lb29 Bond's Kosher Dill
PICKLES 
()jilt; 49 FurniturePOLISH. , • CLEMON 59 Northern CBEANS 2 -IL 29 29 ,
ReellLI
Hunes cCATSUP 313,1 Liquid Detergent -cH film'. 22-oz.. 43 Fabric 6IF N sfi  —20 OL- . 49 YlpSweet Treat Crushed ,NEAppiE „Licari. 991A Cris<
MISS LIBERTY BROWN & SERVE Settee LYKES 24 oz. , t PAPER SOUTHLAND CANT.;ROLLS opfk1g2. , 19 TISSUE 4 rolls 29 BEEF STEW 59y'PLATES 100 CT. 79 cl




$3 15-0z.11 LiquidpuRExBleach 03,,,t;. 42 ,
,Miss
ARMOUR SAUSAGE .
ENNA 5 5-oz. 1
DryDARMilk Ix p8i-qgt . 19 TTEJARMOURS PC 1EAT 831/2 1




























with this _coupon Ind. 06- .410.11* jposolimar or 0.0. ̂
VOID AFTER APRIL 22 69
A











WEDNESDAY — APREL 11160
•
nter S. 2t West Mo-ray, K .
ROASIP PAYERS
A 94 U. S. INSPECTEDGRADE "A"• FR E PR.. EEOne 7 Oa. Pkg. RONCO MACARONI
When You buy 7 Oz.
EL BO MACARONI
BOTH PKG.
One 8 Oz. Pkg. Mrs. Weaver Pimento
Cheese Spread
When You Buy 8 Ox.. Pkg. Mrs. Weavers
Both Pkg. For 49c
3 Oz. Pkg. LAND-O-FROST sliced meat
































I pint COFFEE PAL
when you buy
one at regular price
































SAUSAGE 2A.69 APPLES 4t.39
319







rtha White Fresh Sliced Pork or
EAL 5:43 ,BEEFtlyp 39
1ARD -ct 597 FteshAWterne H b. 
Morton's (cxc. barn)
53' 












8-o2. 1 WhH°IfegoBindo GN A stizck1 .42ctram 25 624 2.39,FISH_STICKI3r1
10 HOOPtittetE,79
;g of 2 Miss Liberty; 35 yiALT
LIBERTY UOUrt/t) •
00 STAMPS 100
with this coupon and
.64441040 4.1011.1011N MIL '460






with thb teapot Mg 1111r611111,
el IIL OW • • •
PIMENTO, CHEESE














99 IslitiONS 39Fresh Green
29' o'NIONS 10 
WANKS 11789 odil NS 345
Fresh P ORK " c Fresh Cris
BRAINS 19 RA cellobag
LIBERTY COUPON
50 STAMPS 50




VOID AFTER APRIL 22 '69
ILIBERTIt couroN
SO STAMPS 50
with this coupon and purchase
Of
5 LIGHT BULBS
VOID ArrER APRIL TR, '89
LIBERTY COUPON
50 STAMPS 50
with this coupon and purchase
of 3 lbs. or whore
GROUND BEEF lb. 63*











the National Ruial nectric Co-
°Puntivc Aaan' ahnn that e'l)-
entives rate highest in ”fairDelsof rates" while private w
companies score Jrst in refficer-
mei in thatiagiat : - Itrt 1,394 persons interviewed
nationwide, 53 per cent would
prefer to live in small towns if
they 
had their choke, 38 Der
cent in rural areas, and 5 per -.1.
cent in big cities. (Four per cent
had no preference).
Corporate Attitudes
to a survey rry riamiesai Lam
omic Research Associates, Inc-
NERA, a New York °coo
oink c Ling-r- - rum, read the
°vwaseralithareact theyti" W toohe Plicielille*. t
On the other hand, the study• •
in!" 
ted that -a substantialmin
(Int/: 
felt that
rewere reasonable and •
fleet the rresent anti-trust
catanrt... - o the Supreme
Imports Hurt
Beth Steel
BETHLEHEM, Pa. (UPI) -
Bethlehem Steel which• had
been the nation's second t
°13Plier of steel since the 1920s,
nag dropped to the No. 3 spot.
The company reports in it.
employee publication "Beth-
lehem Review" that it has been
bumped out of second place
by toreign-made steel.
Foreignrod shippedues" 4*most 18 million basis of staid in-
to the United Stains Isat year,
Import
 t° Bidgekeee• Thit
tons rrioTerulaCethsli wlistidehent" 15 ilia"ssp-
plied.
SYmtlielie "lame Um
NEW YORK (UPI) - U.S.
synthetic rubber eensumptioe in
1969 is expected to reach 1.95
million long tons, compared
with 1.86 million long tons in
1968, nearly a five per cent in-
crease, according to the Inter-
national -Institute of Synthetic
Rubber Producers.
• • •
Hormones are secreted into
the blood by glands such as the
thyroid.
•




w • " • - vt- -



















PTITSBURGH (UPI) - A na-
tionwide study of the use of
perking meters attributes up to
- A Mid- S12,000 in annual retail sales to
that, a space. This breakseseritma alipert parluini38 
rich imd peer alike, 15 per cent down to per space each day
of adult eteleen are too tel and for a six-day shopping week,
all segments of the population accorainj to CD. Fayling, man-
seam from bad teeth. 
err parking meters fm.
Dr. Arnold E. Schaefer, a Rockwell kanufacturing Corn
who's eibo biochemist, 'to is piny. Pittsburgh
chief of the U. S. Public Health
Service's initritioe program,
said that wel$4o-do persoes as
well as lbt poor suffer from utilities Rated
maInutritios. FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) -
The animal have such prob- St .i.. .4 1 tinnel survey be
Om Guidelines
NEW YORK (UPI) - Manyleading corporations believe the
Department of Justice's merger
guidelines will have some effectupon their futiire merger pittm,
but few feel they are totaliv
recluded from consummating
ergers in the future, according
ICE E Officials said they might have to dynamite to save IAG 
Lake River in Crookston. Minn.. as ice and fallen debris jamlems as anemia, obesity and
dental diffladties, Scimeter said
In testimony at an interview.
In Witness
Schaefer, secretary of the Am-
erican Institute of Nutrition, has
spat the last two days as a wit-
now at the Food and Dreg Ad-
ministration's nearly year-long
hearings on advertising and lab-
eling of vitamins and minerals.
Schaefer also testified in Jan-
uary before the Senate Select
Committee on Nutrition and Re-
lated Human Needs.
Schaefer is chrecting a national
nutrition survey of families who-
se incomes range from $180 a
year to more than $42,000 a
year. Of the latter grow he
said: "We do have problems in
them."
Schaefer said that 14 per cent
of persons over 10 years of age
in the Texas nutrtlion survey
reported they were unabie to
chew some foods because of the
condition of their teeth.
"Severe dental decay occurs
in all segments of the populat-
ion," Schaefer said,
Little Change
*Mader testified there has
be tittle chasiliblitilieStlesee
of smunia the lest VD iSis.will
Its neat at tettgee,Is-
a sod inability *Achieve she.
rp physloLl and melltal parlor-
=DM
In his appearance before the
Senate committee Jan. 22, Schae-
fer, a native of Tripp, S. D., do-
nned malnutrition as: "An im-
pairment of health andphysiolog-
ice1 fenctions resulting from the
failure . . . to obtain the proper'
Sped that will sently all the esse-
'OW Nutrients in proper amount
and belince."
An isterriewer asked Schee-
ler, If people are "well-fed"
Amid there be signs of ander-
seeridemeok except in persons
with a deems?
Schaefer replied: "By signs of
malintrition or under-nutrition
you are talking about growth
retardation of children, low tis-
sue levels as measured by blood
and urine.
"Our answer to that is, no,
there should not be."
Robert E. Peary made .a
id.r Journey to the North Pole
in 1901.
Columbia Copying F ilm
"--st
2
P .S. Dear Boast
If you can't read
•his, take it to your
secretary.




















_TIMER • FRL • SAT APRIL 17, 18, 19
Sears Catalog Sales Office
hie is the pod ol' country foil
Sit All the clothesdins"you con grab in-One













Register Amy Time chiling the Sale
,oluoble TV will be given 0./0
















MOTORCYCLES ... Lowest Price Ever
MODEL 106SS - 4-CYCLE MOTOR WITH
H- SPEEDS TO 60 M.P.. Was $389 __ NOW
$22400
MODEL Sane - 4-CYCLE MOTOR. SPEED
TO 70 M.P.H., 5-Speed - Was $479.00 Now
$31200





















Wide Guard Fiberglass Belt
23-INCH CUT
4-CYCLR, 3174 MP., 211-INCH CUT, mom-
TIP CUTTING HEIGHT ADJUSTSIT 
W. re cutting on Anniv•rsery cake the
first thing Thurs tiror Win g u s
in refreshments as we c•i•brate five
wonderful years in Murray.
Ws are also poised to CUT PRICES as
we cut the cake. The cake will go fast
but you will have three whole days to











• See Sears chatip saws demon-
strated... take a ride on a
garden tractor. Everything
For outdoor living on sale...
be sure to come by.
Let Serino ford gelds you quickly to your kiwi of bursoic
I'll be glad to help you plan any home improvement, whether it involves choosing an
appliance or installing anew kits/len or bath. Let me give you a derailed estimate based
on Sears low catalog prices. No Money Down - take up to 5 years to pay on Sears Mod-
ernizing Credit Plan.
mid 753-2310 anytime during the sale
PUSH ROTARY - RIDING MOWERS
4-CYCLE, 33 112. 
$4450
$5950
4-CYCLE 24-INCH CUT RIDDIG MOWER$"I H.P. ENG., 4 CUTTING HEIGHTS __ Only 174
4-CYCLIC, 411-IN. CUT RIDING MOWER




RO'TO SPED=   Only
4 HZ., 4-CYCLIC ROTO WADER
POWER RIVILRER  Only
OUR FINEST 4 H.P. ROTO SPADIA
POW= REVRASE IC CUT, Was $117.111
H.P. VIC. START GARDEN TRACTOR
with 31I- MOWER - Was $6119.44 _ ___ Now
7 H.P. MAR. START GUMS TRACTOR
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By THOMAS P. FAZIO
MIAMI UPI - A cool stewar-
dess has let it be known that
hijackers don't rate free drinks
on nonscheduled flights to Hav-
ana.
Jand Hoffman was one of the
hostesses aboard a Pan Ameri-
can 727 jet which was diverted
to Cute by four armed men Sun-
.day during a Puerto Rico . to.
Miami hop. When one of the
hijackers ordered a scotch on
the rocks, she made him pay.
"He gave her a dollar and she
gave him 50 cents change," said




Dix said he was about 250
miles out of San Juan when Miss
Hoffman called him from the aft
back galley and said, "A man
here wants to go to Havana. I
think he has a toy or something."
"Bring him up and let's find
out," the captain told the stew-
ardess.
The gun was no toy.
It was the second hijacking6 within 48 hours, the 22nd of the
year and the 14th involving U. S.
airplanes. For Pan American, it
was the first of the year and
the third in the airline's history.
An Ecuadorian Airlines DC6
was hijacked last Friday during
a flight in South America.
Dix described the gunman who
entered the cockpit as short and
stocky and unable to speak good6 English.
"He kept waving his gun around
saying, 'Havana, Havana'," the
pilot added. "Later, hg bummed
a match from me to light a cig-
arette and said,' 'Thank you'."
Three Others
Three other hijackers remain-
ed in the passenger sections.
• "They never pointed the guns.
at us," Miss Hoffman said."In-
itially they were very nervous.
They would change the guns from
one hand to the other. They appea-
red to be congenial wity every-
one."
One of the hijackers read a
Bible inscribed "To Ramon,"
stewardess Merrill Potash said.
"He kept telling me about how
• great it was in Havana," she
added. "He left the Bible on
the plane when he got off in
Cuba."
The hijackers exchanged plea-
santries with the passengers and
assured them "it will be a short
flight," according to Dr. Harold
Habenicht, a pediatrician from
Mayaguez, P. R.
Cuban guards led the four hi-
ll jackers away after they surrend-
ered two pistols and a knife at
Jose Marti Airport. The passeng-
ers were served orange juice





IDanes earn at least 6 billion
• •-a, kroner ($800 million) more than
they declare in their tax returns,
according to a study by the
state-owned radio. If everybody
• paid levies on their full income.
the study said, taxes could be
cut a third.
1.7 INCREASE
WASHINGTON SPO — A re-
cord 7.5 million itudents are st-
anding colleges and universa-
la in the United States, accord-
*" to the Department of Heal-
s, Erkioation and Welfare. It
said the enrollment figure for
Mat fall NOS an 8.7 Inman
over the previous year.
4
AND AWAY WE GO--One of
16 persons arrested on a va-
riety of charges during a
"Be-in" in Montana de Oro
State Park, Calif., is hustled







NEW YORK UPI - They say




ncy expert cleans on a planned
daily and weekly format and the
annual sweepout is as passed as
beating a rug on the clothesline.
Not at our house, it isn't.
We're not exactly beating the
carpets with a broom or other
weapon. Nor are we putting fea-
ther ticks and pillows out on the
line to exhume the winter's dust
as women once did. We sleep on
foam, anyway. We also live in a
Manhattan apartment and that
sort of cleaning would be frown-
ed on. It also would be illegal.
But the people at cleanliness
centers who tell me they've quit
advising on spring rejuvenation
of the household left me with
only one recourse. Draw upon
my own guidelines for making
the job easier, if you too have
the old-tishioned approach to the
problem as I have.
If the budget is unlimited, hire
the professionals and move into
a posh hotel or motel for a week.
This is a must especially if
you're hiring professional paint-
ers. Occupying a house during
their siege prepares you for the
psych ward.
If you are a do-it-yourself type,
though, memory tells me the
advice was: approach spring cle-
aning cheerfully. It can be fun.
Hah!
Take stock, plan the assault
room by room. It won't work
out that way; somehow the whole
house will be disorganized, but
It's a helpful lift over shy men-
tal blocks.
Assign tasks. Pop takes on the
attic and basement, fortiftedwith
the knowledge it will keep him
temporarily away from another
assignment - getting the lawn in
shape, the shrubbery trimmed.
While he's re-reading last ye-
ar's collection of magazines, he
can soften the job with memories
of the one summer he made a
hole in one.
Get the children involved. In-
volved is a big word these days.
At our house, ours get involved
simply .pn mother's orders, eith-
er store it neatly somewhere or
Off it goes to charity.
Somehow the "either , else"
threat rids a lot of clutter. Just
don't look at how the kids do it.
Of course, as the executive
supervisor of spring cleaning,
you have special privileges. Like
let's eat out tonight, mother's
'tired. Or the kitchen is in such
an uproar that meal preparation
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NAND #319INADER SENTENCED Aida Issa Saud Second from
left I. 1/4, is sentenced to 20 years imprisonment by a military
mutt in Gaza. Israel, for lobbing hand grenades at an Israeli
vehiete. wounding four soldiers. (r,, ht. photo)
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TWO HAND CRAFTED PLAGUES FREE TWO NAND CRAFTED PLAQUES FREEWith Purchase of Blonder With Purchase of Wall Clock




PLEASE INCLUDE 75C  HANDLING CriAHC,ES
EACH DOT PUNCHED REPRESENTS  $500 PURCHASE


















































New Crop Yellow 3-lb. bag
ONIONS 
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990
Frosty Seas - 8-os.
FISH STICKS 3/'1.00
Frosty Acres - 6-os.
ORANGE JUICE  4/89*
Garden Delight - 2-lb. bag
FRENCH FRIES  294
Frosty Acres - 5-os. pkg.
PRE-BAKED WAFFLES _ _ _ _ 10*
Morton - Assorted Flavors- 14-os.
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Gov't Takes Some Sting
Out of Travel Abroad
sylvatic plague occurs,-
By MURRAY J. BROWN . Still recommended for all
UPI Travel Editor international travel are vaccine-
NEW YORK (UPI) - tioasagainst




Americans planning to visit coon
tries where such rinsmies mav be
a threat, shots against yellow
fever, cholera and typhus are
advised.
In some countries, however,
immunization against yellow fe-
ver or cholera is required and the
traveler whose health certificate
does not include a record of
such vaccinations is liable to
tine for up to two weeks.
addition, Americans returningDim!~ Goner in "an"' Gs. to the United States from areasnoted:
Ion painful preparlig to travel
abroad this year thanks
changes by die U.S. Publ
Health Service in its bat of
commended vaccinations.
Inoculation against
bus been ritually dropped fro
trat for the average travel
a the world.till et
for the more dead
et
A recant release from the ger-
vice's National Communicable
`Typhoid vaccine is no longer
reeessusastisel for Europe, nor
far other areas if the traveler
days at the usual tourist accom-
modations."
Another important change
which might affect roving
Americans includes recommen-
dation of anti-plague inocula-
tions "only for Viet Nam, Laos
and Csmbodia, unless the travel-
er will have occupational expo..
ore to rodents in area in which
where contagious diseases may
be prevalent also face surveil-
lance or detention for 14 days
unless they have had the neces-
sary inoculations.
Yellow Fever
Anti-yellow fever shots may
be obtained only at authorized
Public Health .;eryiee centers.
Cholera and other required and
recommended vaccinations may
be administered by a private
physician or di local health
agencies.
The in .lations against
yellow fever, good now for 10
years, and the cholera, valid for
six months, must be recorded in
the authorized International Cer-
tificates of Vaccinations and
must be validated by local public
health authorities. It is a good
idea to record other recommen-
ded shots in the yellow booklet,
which may be obtained from tra-
vel agencies, air lines and s-
cwpaiUas or U.S. passport
es. they often can also pro-
vide up-to-date information on
health conditions in various
countries. All Americans travel-
ing overseas, with the exception
ofMmico, Canada, Bermuda and
some of the Caribbean Islands,
are REQUIRED to have proof of
vaccination against smallpox
within the past three years. A
record of the immunization must
be made in the health certificate
and also carry the official vali-
dation stamp.
Some immigration and health
officers in Western Europe don't
even check the certificates but
others, there and elsewhere
around the world do. More im-
portant, a valid smallpox cer-
tificate is necessary for reentry
into the United States without
running into what could be ser-
ious complications. Failure te
poetess a valid certificate, or
other acceptable proof, could
mean vaccination at point of
entry or surveillance up to 14
days, Of both, or even detention
for up to two weeks.
Required and recommended
inoculations should be taken at
least several weeks before sched-
uled departure date from the
United States. Some are admin-
istered in a series spaced over
days or weeks and become valid
only at the end of periods which
range from six to 12 days. And
then, there is always the posaibil-
ity that the shot might not take
and another is necessary.
Veteran travelers usually staple
or clip the international health
certificate inside their passporb
for safety and carry them in
their pocket or purse to help
speed clearance by immigration
and health officials.
Incidentally, we erroneously
reported in a recent column
that Americans did not need
passports for entry into Great
Britain, Scandinavia and most of
the countries of Western Europe.
We meant to say visas were not
necessary. Passports are required,
as was pointed out in a letter
from Frances G. Knight, Director
of the U.S. Painport Office.
Mies Knight emphasized that
federal laws require every U.S.
citizen to have • valid passpoel
to depart from or to enter into
the United States. The only
exceptions to this general rule,
she said, are countries in North,

















To you, the voters of Canova), County,
I would like to offer myself as a candidate for tbe
office of Clerk of the Calloway Circuit Court. In
doing so I realize that all the offices cf the
county belong to the people, who are to choose
whom you would have serve you for the next
term.
With the exception of military service
I have been a resident of Calloway County all of
my Life. I am married to 'the former Margaret
Purdom, we have daughters, Mrs. Jay Bucy of
Winchester, Kentucky, and Katie, who is a stu-
dent at Murray High School.
As in the past I shall endeavor to serve
you t othe best of my ability at all times, in the
most efficient and courteous way that I can.
I shall try to see as many of you as I can,
however, because of the duties of the office I
will be limited to the time that I can devote out-
side in the next few weeks. If I should fail to
see you in person I would appreciate it very much
If you would consider this as a personal appeal
for your vote to this office on May 27,1969.
JAMES H. BLALOCK
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HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - Lee




Weaver in 'A Western'
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - Dennis
Weaver, whose "Gentle Ben"
Tideo series was cancelled, plays
a supporting role with James
- Garner in "A Western."
• • •
Peppard To London
0 HOLLYWOOD (UPI) -
George Peppard - packed up for






HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - MGM4, will produce a new one-hour ad-
venture drama for NBC-TV next




HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - Peter
Graves completed his movie role
in "The Five Man Army" in
Spain and returned to Holly-
'. wood to resume his starring role





HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - jack
Albertson, landed a top role in
"Rabbit, Rwi".at Warner Bros.
• * •
Off to London
HO L LYWOOL/ (UPI) -James
Olson, who won applause for his
perfoivnance-a- with ---Joanne--
Woodward- in "Rachel, Rachel,"






HOLLYWOOD_ (UPI) - A
church, bank, stagecoach office
•
•
and small town bordello were
built near Apache Junction, Aria..
for Warner Bros. "The Ballad of




HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - Hal
Wallis will film the story of
Anne Boleyn in "Anne of the
Thousand Days" for Universal.
• • *
Rooney Signs
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) - Mickey
Rooney sired with Universal to
star in World Premiere: 'A





the development of a climatic-
ally controlled railroad car it's
now possible to ship perishable
fruits and vegetables at "pam-
pered" temperatures.
The new covered hopper, de-
signed and manufactured by
ACF Industries, advances tech-
niques in produce shipping
which in the past had to rely
on -mechanically or ice refri-
gerated cars.
With this design, potatoes to
be made into chips, for example,
can arrive at a southern pro-
cessing, eliminating "curing"
time at the end of the line.
Temperatures in the ear can be
varied during shipment throne'
a self-contained unit that pro
vides forced-air circulation.
ATTEMPTS RECORD
SINGAPORE UPI - American
flyer Alvin Marks took off early
today for Maiila in his attempt
to set a new world record in a
small plane. Marks was flying
one day ahead of schedule in his
Cessna t210J single engine turbo-
charged plane. He left Sacramen-
to April 3 on a scheduled 15-yad
TeentillwiletittrfEr;-
The Thirty Years War lasted
from 1618 to 1648.
* * *
Jupiter is the largest and most
massive of the planets.
Yankee Poodle Pandies
Sy JOAN 0.11ALIVAN
VOU COULD blindfold a
• food detective, take him
around the country and he
could pretty well guess where
he was by the food he was
fed, for each region has its
yankee doodle specialties.
• Virginia lays claim to
creating Brunswick stew, al-
ttlbugh North Carolina and
Georgia insist they had some-
thing to do with it too. The
Colonial version featured
squirrel. rabbit or veal but
the current favorite ingredient,
as in today's recipe, is chicken
• Head to the New Eng-
land states and from Maine to
Rhode Island you will find
clam cakes or fritters, some-
times called "Boat Steerers",
are popular fare. Along the
shore, they are made with
fresh steamer clams or with
the hard shell clam which New
Englanders call by the Indian
name Quahog. The recipe here
utilizes canned minced clams
easily obtainable anywhere.
• In Pennsylvania Dutch
country one dish you are sure
to be served is Shoo Fly Pie.
Although many versions are
made with molasses, the one
we've borrowed from a Penn-
sylvania Dutch cook calls for
corn syrup.
BRUNSWICK STEW




Courtesy Best FoodsSOME CALL IT cake and some call it pie. Whichever, Shoo Fly is a Pennsylvania Dutchspecialty. Most versions are made with molasses but the one giveti today features corn oil.
•





• 1 tablespoon Worcester-
shire sauce
2 teaspoons sugar
3 cups whole kernel corn
fresh, drained canned,
or frozen
3 cup lima beans, fresh.
drained canned or
frozen
Coat chicken pieces with
flour. Heat corn oil in deep.
heavy kettle. Add chicken,
cook over medium heat, turn. 
tagas needed, until lightly
browned. Add onion. Cook
stirring occasionally, until
onions are transparent. Add
tomatoes, salt, cayenne pep-
per. Worcestershire sauce and
sugar. Cover: simmer until
chicken in almost tender. Add
vegetables. Cook until chicken
and vegetables are tender.
Serves 6.
Note: Chicken may be remov-
ed from stew when almost
tender, then boned, skinned
and returned to stew with
vegetables.
CLAM FRITTERS
1 (10-14 ounce, can
minced clams









Sift flour, baking powder
and salt together into bowl.
Add eggs, reserved clam liquid
and milk. Stir until blended.
then stir in clams
Melt 2 tablespoons marga-
rine on hot griddle. Drop bat-
ter onto griddle by tablespoon-
fuls_ Cook until browned on
WEDNESDAY — APRIL 16, 1969
VEGETABLES AND MEAT—in this case it's chicken--join forces for a hot, hearty Brunswick Stew from Virginia
both sides, turning once when
edges are browned and crisp
and bubbles break through
surface. Continue until all bat-
ter is used, adding margarine
as needed. Makes about 48 13
inch, fritters.
SHOO-FLY PIE
4 cups sifted flour




1 cup dark corn syrup
2 cups boiling water
3 teaspoons baking
soda
Grease and flour 1 I 9x13x2
inch). pan.
Mix flour and brown sugar
together until thoroughly
blended. Blend in margarine
with pastry blender or 2
knives until coarse crumbs
form.
Reserve 1 cup crumbs.
Mix cinnamon into remain-
ing crumb mixture. Stir in
corn syrup. Gradually blend in
I% cups boiling water.
Dissolve kaking-sucia in re-
maining 14 cup boiling water;
stir into crumb mixture. Pour
into prepared pan. Sprinkle
with reserved crumbs. Bake in
375 F. oven about 45 minutes
or until cake tester inserted*
center comes out clean.
Oil was the rust mineral pro-
duced in northern Canada.
a..
The area of Greenland is
about 840,000 square miles.
life ~avThg grace/ei
LIFE-SAVING information
- "allergic to penicillin" —
Is on Medic Alert bracelet.
Sy JOAN O'SULLIVAN
NURSING is a life-saving
• career but one nurse, Linda
Collins, has saved countless
lives not because of her pro-
fession but because of her
own health problem
• Linda once lived in fear
that a standard post - injury
tetanus shot would be her
death sentence. Her father,
Dr. Marion Collins of Turlock.
Calif., worried that she might
be in an accident, unconscious
and unable to warn doctors of
her problem, so he hit on a
solution. He' spelled out her
allergy on a bracelet that she
now wears at all times That
was in 1956 and it was the
beginning of Medic Alert. a
non-proftt organization that
now has 300,000 members




POLICE ARE being alerted to look for life-saving MedicAlert bracelet on victims when they arrive at accident.
lem—a hidden illness, Such as
diabetes, epilepsy or asthma,
or an allergy to drugs, such
as penicillin, sulfas, or tetanus
antitoxin.
• Each wears a Medic
Alert bracelet or medallion to
guide doctors in an emer-
gency. The bracelet lists the
patient's problem mid also
carries the. telephone number
0, 0
PAT BENTLEY of Alameda, calif., mild diabetic, looks at
Medic Alert display at San Frfinclacir'EmetKenCy nospital.
of Medic Alert in Turlock
Calif. Physicians can call
round-the-clock collect to ob-
tain additional medical infor-
mation that may save a life.
• The American Medical
,Association estimates that 40
million Americans-- that's one
out of every five—should be
wearing a medical warning
emblem. It is also estimated
that there are some 200 con-
ditions that require a person
to carry emergency medical
identification to insure Correct
first aid
• The files of Medic Alert
are Ailed with thank you let-
ters from members whose
emblem-wearing has paid off.
There is the frequent story
of the diabetic or the epilep-
tic who might have been
mistaken for a drunk when
ill -except.for the Medic Alert
emblem.
• There are stories, too,
about accident victims who
would have received the usual
first aid dosages of drugs to
which they are allergic ex-
cept, again, for the life-saving
bracelets.
• Is there someone in your
family who should be wearing
a Medic Alert bracelet, some-
one with a hidden illness or
an allergy that might endan-
ger his life in the event that
shock, delirium, driconsclous-
nest; or coma made it impos-
sible for him to explain his
condition'
For information on mem-
bership. write directly to the
Medic Alert Foundatiiin Tut.-
lock. Calif.. 95380:
-4 V
Announcing the first car of the 70s
at 1960 prices.
FORD IVVVERICK $1995*
( You don't have to read it all-but its nice to know it§ all there)
Most new cars look like other cars. But when the
word gets out that something really deferent is on
the way, rumors run wild. Few cars have caused
as much talk as Maverick. Ford's new entry in the
small car field rivals the economy imports In price
... but tops them In power, performance, passen-
ger room and luggage capacity. We've been bom-
barded with questions about Maverick. Now, for
the first time, here are the answers.
Q. Why did you build the Maverick?
A. We think of Maverick as another one of Ford Motor
Company's answers to the gold drain Now Ameri-
cans who want small car economy don't have to
send their U S dollars overseas.
0. Why did you-gell It Maverick?
A. You know what a maverick is A maverick breaks the
rules A maverick is different Maverick plugs the big
gap between the compacts and the imports It has a
wheelbase eight inches shorter than a '69 Falcon,
eight and one-half inches longer than a VW 1500.
Nothing else like it
0. Why did you make It this size?
A. Maverick pinches pennies, not people We gave
Maverick more leg room More shoulder room More
luggage room. Good example the front at of a
Maverick offers you nine inches more shoulder room
than the front seat of the leading economy import
and its trunk can handle all the luggage for a family
of four, including a set of golt clubs •
a. mud do I get for the price?
A. You get your monefs worth. A complete, built-for-
Americans kind of car Room. Hot styling. Color-
keyed interiors. Even the heater is included. 5ome
economy car interiors are about as luxurious as a
park bench Not Maverick's. You get plush seats.
Schedule in the Maverick owner's manual goes up to Cloth and vinyl upholstery with unroue tartan pleid---
108.000 miles or nine years. that ought to tell you
car Because it s all there A complete car all ready
to drive home.
0. What kind of gas mileage can I get?
A. That aepenas on you as well as the car You can get
as much as 25 or 26 miles per gallon-if you have an
educated toe and the right road conditions If you
have a lead foot, or do a lot of city driving, you will
get a lot less In tests by professional drivers at our
tracks, where we do our best to duplicate actual
driving conditions. Maverick averaged 22 5 mpg
0. What kkidol power does Maverick have?
A. Maverick's Six lets loose 105 galloping horses_
That's 52 more .than you get in the 4-cylinder VW
1500 Maverick can cover 417 feet in ten secondsfrom a standing start. That means you can get up to
highway speed in a hurry When you enter a 70 mph
turnpike, you won't feel like a retired bookkeeper
thrust into the middle of a pro football game.
0.1f it has an eight inch longer wheelbase than the
leading import, does 11 still handle and park easily?
A. Maverick can U-turryin a tighter circle (356 feet)than the leading economy import (36 0 feet) Mav-
erick can slant through traffic like a halfback_ It can
turn on a dime and give you nine cents change. If
you've been driving any other American car, you II
find Maverick s neat size adds up to 5i/2 feet to any
parking space
0. Can Detroit really build &small economy car that's
tough and long lasting?
A. Its not easy, but we did it Maverick's unitized body
construction Flakes it light. strong and durable It's
welded like a battleship Rustproofing compound
goes into deep crevices that never see the light of
day Then all that strength is covered with four coats
of paint for lasting beauty. Result one tough little
Car that s put together to stay together (The service
Cloth inserts. You also get safety features like smart something about its rugged durability.)pull-out door handles Strong safety door locks Two-
Speed electric wipers Safety Letts. Head restraints
Plus conveniences like armrests, coat hooks. lighted
healer controls . . important tittle things that add so
much to your driving comfort.
0. What abbot options?
A. You can get 'em if you want 'em You can order inte-
gral air conditioning (It's built in, not hung on )
Other options include 3-speed automatic or low-cost
semiautomatic transmission, and a hefty 200 CID Six
But lots of people won t put an extra cent into this
O. Sow about parts and service?
Maverick is designed to be unusually easy to ser-
vice You're dealing with_made-in-America parts and
6.000 easy-to-find Ford Dealers. Fast repairs and
easy replacements mean extra savings in both timeand money
0. Is Maverick realty 'osier and less expensive to
maintain than an economy import?
A. Definitely Maverick oil changes come only every
6 000 miles and chassis lubrication once every
A.
36.000 miles The leading economy import recom-
mends oil changes every 3,000 miles (twice as often
as Maverick) and chassis lubrication every 6.000
Miles (six times as often as Maverick!). Those are
lust a few examples of the many ways Maverick
lessens inconvemence and lowers operating Cost.
0. Can I do my own maintenance work?
A. Yes, if you have an average amount of me
ability The Maverick owner's manual c
pages of detailed diagrams and easy-to
structions for routine maintenance lobs you can do
yourself, if you wish. You'll find it easy to change
spark plugs, replace ignition points . . plus many
other do-it-yourself repairs and replacements
0. Can a small car be sate? And how sate is safe?
A. This small car incorporates the latest advances in
engineering. Maverick's brakes are as big as stan-
dard compact's-designed to stop cars weighing
hundreds of pounds more Maverick gives you
weight . . power stability Designed for Ameri-
can driving conditions.
0. How does Maverick ride?
A. Here's where Maverick's longer, wider stance really
Pays off. You get a smoother, quieter ride. Mav-
erick's tight, strong, unitized body helps eliminate
squeaks and rattles. Special insulation blocks out
road noise. The people who brought you 'a Ford that
was quieter than a Rolls-Royce now bring you a
small car that doesn't sound like a power mower
0.1s there an advantage in the aket that Maverick-Is
really a 100 car?
A. Slower depreciation is one money-in-the-pocket ad-
vantage Maverick's 1970 model designation meansit keeps its trade-in value higher. longer (Maverick
is built to be a good investment from the minute you
buy it to the minute you sell it,)
Better come take a look at this one. You'll find itwhere the action is . . . right in there with other greatFord values like specially equipped Ford Galaxie500's Fairlanes ... Mustangs and Falcons.
You'll find them at your Ford Dealer's . the placeyou've got to go to see what's going on.
For an authentic 1/25 scale moral of the new
Ford Maverick, send $1 00 to Maverick. P 0
Box 5397. Department ms0 Detroit, Michigan48211 (Offer ends July '31, 1969.)
•Manufacturer's suggested retail price for the car. Price does not Include: white sidewall tires,$32.00; dealer preparation charge, If any; transportation charges, state and local taxes.
IT S THE GOING THING'
MAVERICK (1_41Treci__,)
The place you've got to go to see what's going on-your Ford Dealer
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Adjustable
IRONING TABLE
Sturdy & practical, Steel
with rolled edges. Levels
to floor automatically, ad-
justs from 23 to 36-in. 299
Ladies — Ladies
LADIES SHORTS



















Comfort in foam cushioning.
Sporty denim or nylon blend.
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Will Handle Any Ironing Job!
PROCTOR-SILEX IRON
3-way ironing: dry, steam or spray. 17
even flo vents, no spill extra high water






Poly foam & cotton layered






Slide top to fill and lift off to
erno1Y. holds 44 qta,
Ladies — Ladies
SWIM SUITS
Ladies and Children, New Styles,








SlIzets• 40 297 
Sires
to 3S 167











100% water repellent. draw-
string bottom, elastic cuff.








tic base & han-




































Flair by Paper Mate.










An assortment of 16 colors
for Interiors Fast drying
Permanent Press






cuts in slim & regular. 6-16.
ROLLER & TRAY
58c
Synthetic covered paint roll-
er, 1 41x9x21/2-In. fray.
2-in. paint brush 3.1c
9x12-11. plastic cloths 17c





Mock turtle neck, sizes 6-16

















































I wish to announce that I am
• araididate for the office of
County Judge ot Calloway Co-
unty subject to the Demomitic
Primary, May 27th. My formal
annowicement will appear later.
Paid for by candidate Roger
Jones, James Chaney, treasurer.
A-18-C
$100.00 REWARD for infoetna-Lion leading to arrest and con-
viction of person or persons tak-
ing my motorcycle. Jan Dalton,
753-2927. A-17-C
17' YOU ARE planning a new
home, let me figure with you.I have several plans on headand can design and draw plansto suit your own fancy. For
complete building and planning
service, call Gerold L Carter,
753-8350.
BELTONE factory fresh hear-ing aid batteries for all makehearing aids, Wallis Drugs.
. O. A GARAGE SALE will be heldFriday and Saturday beginning
at 8:00 a. In. each day, at 301
So. 8th Street. A-18-C
WANTIIII TO RIMY
WANTED: Ow or two-bedroom
unfurnished boom out of city
limits on paved road. Must have
D running water and bath. Rest
reasonable. Phone 753.1916 be-
fore 5:00 p. in., and ask for
Mary. TFNC
WANTED: One-bedrooni apart-
ment Kitchen mud be furnish-ed. Wanted by June 1. Phone
759-7826. A-17-P
MALE STUDENT needs room




































Very good condition, new motor
and reconditioned tranamiadom
springer front end, filliterf bar
mounts. Call 7534199 after
5:00 P. in. ITNC
NEW HEAVY DUTY disc blad-
es. Coulter blades and plow
points. GM our price before youbuy. Vinson Tractor Company,
753-4802. May-14
GREY NIGHTCRAWLERS and
Red Worms. Be sure and try
these Grey Nightcrawlersi Forthis vicinity the Grey Night.
crawlers are very new. They are
resistant to beat and to cold.For your bait needs, Call 7153-
3460, or see Lee Smith on theNew Concord Highway. Watchfor the signs. iymc
TREAT RUGS right, they'll bea delight if cleaned with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric shampooerEl. Big K.
TWO AIR • CONDITIONERS,
Colcispot, 10,500 BTU. Also GE
washer and dryer. Phone 436-
=85 after 6:00 p. in. A-16-P
NICE DRESSES, sizes 14'4 and
18%, also nice black coat, size
14. Phone 753-3048. A-18-C
NEW fashion colors are Sue's
delight. She keeps her carpet
colors bright-with Blue Lustre!
Rent electric shampooer $1.
Western Auto Store. A-19-C
NEVER used anything like Lt."
Say users of Blue Lure for
cleaning carpet. Rent electric
shampooer, $1. Big K. A-19-C
18 FT. NIMROD Riviera camp-
er. Excellent condition. Call 753-
3903. A-17-C
3% H. P. BOAT Engine; also
table top 90 gal. electric water
heater. Phone 480-3823. A-17-C
USED STOVE, refrigerator, 2
end tables, matching coffee ta-
ble, Avaciado rug. All in ex-
cellent condn. Phone 753-
2677. A-17-C
TWO RIDING Horses, one recit-
ing horse and one fox trotter.
Call 489-2963. _ A-17-C
STORM DOORS and windows,
all itenclard ilia*. Custom built
to-el ray-vrindow.- Also repair
of broken glass and screens.
Free estimates. No obligation.
Gerald L. Carter, 753-8260.
A-17-C
HOME MADE peanut brittle,
fresh daily, 50r a beg. Phone
753-7520 for free delivery.
A-28-C
TILE MURRAY Housing Com-
missior, on the corner of Brood
and Naafi Drive, has for sale,
two used power mowers, 20 and
22 inch. Can be inspected from
8:00 a. in. to 4:00 p. in. Contact
L D. Miller. A-17.0
1967 SUZ1TKI Motorcycle. A-1
shape, 250 cc, $417.00. Phone
753-7295. A-21-C
AKC REGISTERED Boxer pup.
pies, $60.00. Paris, Tennessee.
901-642-3137. A-21-C
APACHE Tent Camper trailer.
Sleeps four. Excellent condi-
tion, $350.00. Phone 753-8444.
A-17-C
1964 FORD pick-up 100 series.
Also Davis Trencher and trail-
er, Model T-86 C, with doter
blade. Phone 753-2854 or 753-
1477. A-18-C
THREE MALE 9 week old En-
glish Shepherd puppies. Phone
753-5883. A-18-P
TRUE BURPEE'S Big Boy and
VF Hybred, barge tomato plants
now ready, Shupe Nurseries,
Sedalia, Ky. A-18C 
Kentucky Bicentennial
 1
 FRANKFORT, Ky. (UPI) -
Kentucky's 1974 Bicentennial is
expected to attract 16.5. million
visitors who' will spend nearly
$150 million.
41,
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RILAL WATI POR SALO
JUST USED, a home for the
large tansily. This unusually at-
tractive home contains 5 bed-
rooms, he diming area, 2
bath rooms, large living room,
den. Chain link fence with at-
tractive hedge inchicied in land-
seeping.
HAVE YOU BEEN looking for
a house with a fireplace? We
have just the one. This brick
house is located close to the
University and has 4 bedroom,
2 berths, den, living room, large
kitchen, built-in appliances.
Priced at only $24,500.
A NEW 4-bedroom brick home
on Magnolia Drive with beauti-
ful interior design. All of the
latest conveniences are includ-
ed in this home.
SPACIOUS 4-bedroom brick sit-
uated on a 30 acre tract 1 mile
from the South city limits.
There are many opportunities
in the development of this pro-
petty.
A CLASSIC tri-Level with 3 bed-
rooms. Professionally designed,
spiral staircase, fermi dining
room, fireplace. A very large
home winch affords the ulti-
mate in privacy and the pleas-
ure of convenient living Call
now for a showing of this fine
home.
UNDER conatruction, a 3-bed-
room brick in Keeneland Sub-
division. A fine floor plan, at-
tached garage. You may select
your own color scheme now.
A LIKE-NEW 3-bedroom brick
home In Kingwood Subdivn.
2 bath rooms, carpeting thro-
ughout, central had and air
conditioning. Nice drapes, dish-
washer and disposal included.
Blacktop driveway.
NEAR THE MSU campus, a 3-
bedroom brick with larger than
average bedrooms, exposed
beams in the kitchen and fami-
ly room. Large swimming pool,
and the back yard is complete-
ly enclosed for the ultimate in
privecy.
A 3-BEDROOM, 1'4 story home
located near the South Side
Shopping Center. Formal din-
ing area, attached garage. Lot
size is 120 x 160. This is a bar-
gain priced house.
FOR THE discriminating buyer,
this contemporary home will
Asti* your requirements. Lo-
cated in beautiful surroundings
with over 1 acre of land. Feat-
ures found here are: cathedral
ceilings, large recreation room,
fortnal dining room, living
room, den, 2% baths, and many,
many others.
A NEW BRICK home near Almo
Heights. 3 bedrooms, dining
area, central had, and carpet-
ing throughout. Reedy for im-
mediate occupancy, posseasion
with deed.
A BETTER than average 3-bed-
room brick almost completed in
Keeneland Subdivision. Large
rooms throughout, formal din-
ing area, attached garage.
AN -EXCEPTIONAL buy on to-
day's market. This 3-bedroom
brick is located on an extra
large lot in the Robertson
School District and provides an
abundance of space for a grow-
ing family.The price is only
$17,900. Low interest rate, trans-
ferable loan.
ALSO IN THE Robertson School
District, a well planned 3-bed
room brick. Centered heat and
air conditioning, private patio.
Located on a choice corner kit.
2-BEDROOM frame on Sharpe
Street. Recently redecorated in
side and out. Priced at just
$8,000.
ABOUT 4 MILES north
Murray on,, a paved highway,
2-bedroom frame just redecorst
ed. Situated on 2 acres of land
with a good will.
THE PRICE of this house twa
Jim been reduced by over
$1,000. It is a tastefully redec-
orated 24bedrocan frame locaiec
within 1 block of the
Side Shopping District. Situat
en on a large tree-covered lot
A 2-BEDROOM frame locstei
in city. Has very modern inter
ior and exterior. E3ectric
heat. Priced at only $10,700.
A 2-BEDROOM,. W x 57' mo
bile home on a 200' x 200' lot.
Located in Rolling Acres Sub-
division.
WE HAVE nurner-itis ideally lo-
cated builwine lrts, s-me are
wocxled.
DUE TO the many homes that
we have sold during the past
few wefts, this is an opportune
time to list your home with
for. quick sale With warm wea
ther approaching, there will be
a large demand for various
types of homes. If you are in-
terested in trading, selling o
buying, consult with us.
TUCKER REALTY & Insurance
Co., 502 Maple Street, Murray
ICy. 753-4342; Home phones;
Donald R.. Tucker 7534020,
Bobby Grogan 753-4978, W. Paul
Dailey, Jr., 753-8702.
Al
TWO LOTS on Ledbetter Chur-
ch Road Size about 100' x 350'Mrs. Cleo Simmons, phone 474-
2385
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
THREE-BEDROOM brick house,
full air conditioning, all elec-
tric, large living-dining rooM
combination, large kitchen and
utility storage area, carport, on
extra large lot. Near Robertson
School. By owner. Call 753-1292
days or 753-8073 nights. A-18-C
'fir•OWEBDAY - APRIL 16, 1069
1965 GMC. Call 436-5847. A-21-C1965 CHEVROLET pick-up, 6-cylinder, straight shift, newtires. Nice truck, $750.00. Call489-3811 after 5:00 p.
A-17-C
SPACIOUS corner lot, 155 x 255
ft. on Hermitage. Beautiful
prestigious area, well develop-
ed. Owner must sell. Phone 753-
8642. A-19C
INIRVICIES OPFIIRSID
KELLY'S TREMITE and Pest
Control. locally owned and op-
erated for 20 years. We can
be reached 24 hours a day. 100
South 13th Street. Phone 753-
E114. H-A-16-C
WILL BE PRIVATE tutor for
4th and 5th grade students for
six weeks this summer. Call
753-3426 after 7:00 p. in.
A-18-NC
SPRING HAS SPRUNG and now
is the time to make your old
kitchen or family room come
alive. Call for free estimate
without obligation. Gerald L.
Carter, 753-8260. A-17-C
1964 GMC pick-up, 6 cylinder,
straight shift, short bed, $550.00.
Call 489-3811 after 5:00 p. in.
A-17-C
1965 FORD Calaxie 500, 2-door
hardtop. 352 V-8, power steer-
ing with standard transmission.
A local low mrieage car. Parker
Ford Used Car Dept. Phone
753-5273.
1963 FORD X-L Convertible,
Automatic tranumiseion. Power
steering and power sakes. A
one owner Kentucky car, with
37,000 actual miles. Parker Ford
Used Car Dept. Phone 753-5273.
A-17-C
1967 FORD pick-up 3g4 ton.
Specially equipped for camper
or heavy work. Like new. 19,-
000 actual miles, Phone 762-
4409. A-18-C
1962 RAMBLER. Two-door se-
dan. V-8, automatic transmis-
' n. Power steering and power
rakes. A solid little car. Park-
er Ford Used Oar Dept. Phone
53-5273. A-17-C
11967 MUSTANG, 2-door hard-
top, 6-cylinder anal automaticEXPERT CHINA Repairs; doll taennnission. A local low mile-hospital; antique doll repairs a one owner car. Parker Fordspecialty. Edith Helsel Hal Used Car Dept. Phone 753-52'73.Creations, 753-8064. A-19-NC A-17-C
FOR ALL KINDS of building 1964 COMET, 4-door sedan, V-8.jobs, new homes, farm build-4kutornatjc transmission. Powerfags, roofs, remodeling or other • -..: and power brakes. Asmall jobs. Free estimates. Sev- I.. clean car. Parker Fordenteen years experience. Ca/1 sod Car Dept. Phone 753-5273.489-2963. A-17-C A-17-C
WANTED, baby sitting job,
days, experienced. Phone 753-
E591. A-18-P
AUTO/WOLIN Pea SALE
1965 DODGE, Window-Van. A
local one owner vehicle, with
automatic transmission. Parker
Ford Used Car Dept. Phone 753-
5273. A-17-C
1966 PONTIAC, Cutlass. Four-
door hard top. Automatic trans-
mission, power steering and
power brakes, factory air, vinyl
interior and vinyl top. A one
owner Kentucky car. Patter
Ford Used Oar Dept. Phone 763-
5273. A-17-C
1967 FORD X-L, 2-door hard-
top. 390, V-8, automatic trans-
mission. Power steering and
power brakes, factory air, vinyl
interior and console. A two-
owner Kentucky car. Parker
Ford Used Car Dept. Phone 753-
5273. A-17-C
FOR RUNT
FOUR-BEDROOM brick home at
1000 Sharp Street. Key at 206%
No. 10th St. To rent contact
Bob Gass, 1816 S. W. 10th St.,
Pt. Lauderdale, Fla. Phone 524-
5341. TIC
FOUR-BEDROOM frame house,
Maly to be rented now. If in-
terested phone 753-7573. A-18-C
NEW 3-BEDROOM house. Avail-




tric heat. Two blocks from Uni-
versity. Phone 437-8551. A-17-C
MAY 1, unfurnished one side of
duplex, 1631 Farmer. Two bed-
rooms, living room with di-
nette, kitchen, storage room and
private drive and carport,
$75.00. Call 492-8174 after 4:00
p. in. A-17-C
1961 VALIANT, in good condi-
tion. Phone 436-2393. A-18-P
NEW YORK (UPI) - A traveler
returning from abroad will find
clearing customs is faster if he
has all his foreign purchases on
one bag. together with sales




000k and day waitress. Apply
in person, Tree/who* Driee.la,
12th & Chestnut. ITC
WANTED: Waitress, full or part
time. Apply in Immo after4:00 p. In. to G's Italian
Restaurant, Dixieland Shopping
Center. A-17-C
WANTED: Waitresses, full or
part time. Apply in person to
Jerry's Restaurant, South tab
Street. A-18-C
ATTRACTIVE Position; Man or
woman 26 to 65 with pleasing
personality arid unquestionable
character to accept local posi-tion immediately, if accepted.Write fully to Opportunity Un-
limited, P. 0. Box 726, Mayfield,Ky.
GOOD MAN OVER 40--,Forshort trips surrounding Mur-ray. Full-time man we wantis worth up to $16,500 commis-sions in year, plus regular cash
bonus. Air mail Y. E. Pate,Pees., Texas Refinery Corp.,Box 711, Ant Worth, Tessa76101. A-17-C
DRIVERS WANTED full time
Apply in person, Radio Cab.
A-2.1-C
NULP WANTED
WANTED: 2 eacperiencea wait-
resses for afternoon shift. One
full time, one part time. We pay
more than anyone in the lake
area, tips are red good. Ken-
tucky Lake Lodge Restaurant on
Highway 68 in Aurora, Ky.,
Phone 474-2250. A-18-C
MARRIED MAN over 28. Full
time employment. National com-
pany. Auto helpful. May mean
doubling your inr_ome. Neat ap-
pearance, saes attitude help-
ful. Must be stile to start work
at once. For information call
from 9:00 to 10:30 a. in:, Padu-
cah, 443-8460. A-32-C
Camping in Everglades
FLAMINGO, Fla. (UPI) -
About one out of every 10
vacationers in Everglades NationalPark last year was a camper. The
majority of the 100,000 campers
used the sites at Long Pine Key,
six miles from the Park's major
entrance, -ar the ones at
Flamingo on Florida Bay. In-
creased camping activity in the
wildlife sanctuary has resulted in
expansion of these facilities
several times since the Park was
established in 1947.
WOMEN need extra money.
Make up to $5.00 hour. No mo-
ney invested. For inforation call
753-3454. A-18-C
$17,000 PLUS Regular Cash Bo-
nus for man over 40 in Murray,
Ky. area. Take short auto trips
to contact customers. Air Mail
K. E. Crawford, Pres., Panther.
Chemical Co., Inc., Box 52,
Font Worth, Texas 76101.
A-19-C
WANTED: 2 experiented short
order cooks for afternoon shift.
Steady work, at least 8 hours
per day, more if you like. Will
pay more than anyone in this
area for the moon that can
go ahead with the orders, and
is Last. Kentucky Lake Lodge
Restaurant on Hwy 68 in Au-
rora, Ky., Phone 474-2259.
A-18-C
Peanuts®
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YOUR NEW PLAY WILL CREATE
A SENSATFON, MR. OREPSL
















SEEN II HEARD .
ICeestinued Pima Pees Omni
Swett and as the bed umpais.
;slowly. at a pea wbee& dales
the eye, the unfoldthe process
proceeds with time as ao de-
ftest. The was breath of
spring enctiereges the unfold-
beg process until Really the
raw growth, fitted with new
Rh, stretches out to ils full
angel and loseadth, le glorify
the season and delight the eye
of the per by.
Newts throbs with mach dame
each hour and asch day to
otyutify the mere bunion.
Three City Councilmen, now
:earring. did not file for re-
Alection They are Mason Bleak-
p. Vaughn, and
:Duddy Hewitt.
A mother, 103 and her son, age
71, signed up for Medicare in
Pennsylvania.
A kid found a bunch of old
milk bottles and thought be
had found a cow's nest.
What kid, when first introduc-
ed to chemistry, has not came
to the dinner table with a sup-
erior smirk on his face, and





Blankenship son of Mr. and Mee
F. E. Blankenahip of Purple
Route 1, recently participated as
a belliatic made analyst, in the
launch of an Athos F made from
Vandenberg Air Force Base in
California.
The Atlas F booster carried
aloft four different Alr Force
ealellites and their three payload
mapdattm mathisa
111Macied
ir rt immr. Odl f.,l  mid




Hincock 001161ft Ai ilia Hark.
Calif., M
His wife, Ihmalle, k the
dau gh ter of Mrs. OMME116•11Y









Iteothisied Presto Pep Clem.
memberekip of the County
Beard makiag say effort to se-
pias the new merger and tax
imasties. Why are they not all
moody going to the people and
lariat all the cards an the %-
tole? Does the vote for the tex
mean a mite for the saerose
Does the Chain:tan of the Come
ty Board and his easoeates
have another plan that they are
keeping under wraps? What do
they propose to do for our
childreal
This question of our schools
should be settled this year or
we will have folks with child-
ren moving out of our county
and new CORMS will think twice
before buying property and
moving into a county that is
confused and muddled in its
plans for education of its young
people?
Don't you please contact Mr.
Jeffrey, Mr. Miller, Kr. Stubble-
fkdd, Mr. Richardson, Kr.
Schultz and any other person
In authority and try to get
something of the real story of
what this is all about.
An earnestly concerned citizen
signed Charles Parks
Route 1, Murray, Ky.
Hog Market
Federal State Market News
Service 4-1849 Kectucky Pur-
chase Area Hog Market Report
Includes 10 &Wag S.o.v.linis.
Receipts 1488 Head, Barrows
and Gilts 23e Lower; Sows, Stea-
dy.
US 2-3 200-240 the $19.50-20.00,










30 women delegates from
Lutheran churches around the
%mid are expw. ted to attend
• lnternationil CoistiliatiOn of
Lutheran Women to be held
June 23-28 at the Bastad Lay
Center in southern Sweden, re-
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GM your out-of-season clothing
out of your closet and into our box
storage—tor protection until you need
them again. Well Saniton• dryclitan
them to make them brighter and softer







* Insured . . Safe
tr All Gannenb Mothproofed
FREE'
* Pay Nothing rill Fall




"The Ciaaner Interested In You" •
TEl
Mrs. Tutt
Mentinued Fran Pena One)
four diamonds and commended
her for her long service record.
Stanley Sisk, pant depart-
ment, Hopkinsrille, pneented
the honoree with her life mem-
bership plaque in the Tele-
phone Pioneers of America
Among her many gifts she
received was a book. "This ls
Your Life", from Mrs. Tuft's
group chief operator, Miss Car-
olyn Weklauf of Paducah.
Others from Paducah at the
dinner were Kiss Edna Nikel,
chief operator, Miss Sally Cope,
Miss Eris Pryor, Mrs.. Velad
Simpkins, Mrs. Margaret Mur-
phy, Miss Marjorie Harris. and
Mrs. Winnie Williford.
Accompanying Mrs. Tutt from
Murray were her husband, her
sister, Mrs. Sue Wilkerson, her
cousin, Mrs. Reva Shelton, Mrs.
Max (Raze) Beale, Mrs. Odell'
Vance, Mn. Jessie Crago, and
Mrs. Guy Spann.
For the occasion the table
was decorated with arrange-
ments of white stock and red
carnations.
Mrs. Tuft is the daughter of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Parker of the Penny Commun-
i She and her husbana re-tY.
side on their farm on the old
Benton Highway just north of
Murray.
Mrs. Tutt is active in the work
of the Seventh end Poplar
Church of Christ. She enjoys
cooking and cariag for the many
lovely flowers she grows.
The Murray woman also helps
her husband in the grooming
of the show horses they have
themselves and also those of
The Cherry's. Their stable mas-
cot is a goat which recently
gave birth to twins born a week
apart recently.
The Ledger & Times con-
gratulates Mrs. Tutt upon her
many years of service with the
Telephone company and wishes
her much happiness in her re-
tirement.
Hayes Is
Manttnued Prom Page east —
United Or Perish", a booklet,
published, not at government
expense, by Hon. Alvin
01(onski from Wisconsin, be
distributed among farmers
here.
It was announced that a
meeting would be held in May-
field April 11 to discuss $ re-
ceiving station which is to be
built.
E. .1. Hayes, president of the
Carlisle County NYC. was the
guest speaker. He spoke o n
"Bargaining For Grain". Slides
were shown accompanied by a
tape discussion.
Facts from the USDA re-
vested in the discussion were
that a fanner in Idaho receives
Less for his wheat than the
tariff to import it to Rotter-
dam, corn prices have been
cut in half in the last twenty
Years, farmers' machinery own-
ership has increased 400 per
cent, but so has his indebted-
ness, and Germany receives ten
dollars more for hogs than a
farmer in the United States.
Caaailisa Arts Centre
OTTAWA (UPI) - Canada will
have an added attraction for
foreign visitors beginning May
31 with the opening of the
National Arts Centre, a $46.4
million theater complex in
Ottawa, Ont.
The Centre contains a 2,300-
seat opera house-concert hall, an
800-seat theater, an experimental
studio, a salon, a restaurant, a
cafe, a 900-car garage, two book-
shops, a record shop, a coffee
shop and a boutique.
LZDOR111 è TIMMS MIIII1RAY. tiliSTOCET
Pollution
ICsaftsteed Preen Paw oft.)
gal Aid Sod*, of Louisville,
filed a demand for state Jura-
&aloe citing the Jefferson
board's agreement not to en-
limn the law against Air Re-
duction Co. in Louisville. 0'.
Mara biter aid he would file
suit if the itate comneasion td
sot act.
On a motion by stste Atty.
:Ian. John B. Breckinridge, the
xwomiesion Tuesday i.nstroded
es staff to draft a mew mule.
tion setting standards for local
commissions, retailing Periodicreports on local Progress or
problems, and establishing a me-
thod for revoking total juris-
diction.
After the action, O'Mara aid
he will "give than a chews to
me if they am wive this thing"
before he files suit.
He authorised its staff to take
necessary action to bat open
burning at a large number of
public said private dumps which




Lutheran student movement wid
be kicked off in late August at
a ex-day constituting conven-
tion of representatives of the
denomination's two principal
student organisations.
A joint convening committee
of the Lutheran Student Asso-
ciation of America (LSAA) and
Gamma Delta, meeting here, set
Aug. 23-28 as the dates and
Denver as the tentative site for
the convention. The LSAA 16,
made up of college and univer-
sity students affiliated chiefly
with the Lutheran Church a
America and The American Le
theran Church. Its counterpart,





NEW YORK - The
inauguration of service
by Fin nair between i and
New York in May is octed to
stimulate an increase in American
tourists, according to Jaakko
Paavela, Commissioner of Tour-
ism of Finland. Paavela said on a
recent trip to the United States
that between 60,000 and 70,000
Americans are expected to visit
Finland this year. In preparation
for what the Finns hope will
be an ever-increasing tide of
tourism, Paavela said a new $17
million terminal airport is being
completed in Helsinki and severd
new hotels are under construction





English Version of the New Test-
ament, published by the Ameri-
can Bible Society and popularly
known by the title "Good News
for Modern Man," has received
the imprimatur, or official ap-
proval, of Cardinal Richard
Cushing, Archbishop of Boston.
More than 14.9 million cop-
ies of the TEV New Testament
have been put in circulation
since its first _appearance in
September. 1966. The first
printing of an edition of
100,000 copies with the impri-
matur is being prepared. The
Rev. Dr. Laton E. Holmgren,
a general secretary-of the Bible
Society, said there will be no
changes in the text.
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Modern New
(Cemintied Prim Page Owe)
through Saturday, special pric-
es are being offered on all mer-
chandise in the More.
Visitors to the store this
week are urged to register for
$1,000 in free prises. The find
1,000 visitors to the store are
being given large gift bags fill-
ed with a variety of items.
Those registering may re-
ceive a portable color TV sot
valued at $230. Two of thew
sets are being given. A port-
able Singer Sewing machine
will also be given free. Other
prizes include an Oneida stain-
less steel 53 piece set, service
for eight; r. Sunbeam "fast
back" shaver; a Lady Sunbeam
hair dryer; a Dominion automa-
tic oven-broiler; a Pollenex de-
luxe facial sauna; and hundreds
of other prizes
Drawings for the many prises
will be held on April 28 and
those registering do not have
to be present to win. Winners
will be notified by phone or
mail.
During' the grand opening
sale of the new store, the first
prescription will be filled at
one-half of the regular price.
The store will be open from
9:00 to 9:00 each day and from
1:00 to 8:00 on Sunday.
Visitors are urged to read
the four page color advertise
ment run in the Ledger and
Times on Monday for the off-




April 14,, 1969 Alhalselesse
Mrs. Revery Young, 1307 Pet
cy Ann Dr., Murray; Mn. Mary
Comptes, Res. 1, Dover, Tenn.;
Mrs. Willie Smothennan, Rte.
Murray; Marvin ask. au. 1.
ikum; We. Bentice Wallet,
1619 Magnolia Dr., Murray; Mn.
Shirley Jonas and Baby Girt,
Rte. 3, Murray; Mrs. Nina rex,
Rte. 1, Lynn Grove; Mrs. Pa-
tricia Throat, 804 lelne Murray;
Mrs, Lilian Blachwell, Rte. 1,
Murray; Mrs. Vera Smith, Gen.
Dee, Dexter; Baby Boy Law-
rence, Rte. 1, Murray; Milton
IficQwithey, Its.. 1, Benton; Joe
Wimberly, 210 So. 13th St.,
Murray; Mn. Hattie Elkins,
1613 Hamilton, Murray; William
Ilinewin, Rte. 6, Murray; Hrs.
Ethel Hutson, Rte. 2, Hanel; Mrs.
Celia Buchman, Box 13, Dexter;
Aadiur Perry, 706 So. art, Mur-
ray.
April 14, leee Dismissals
Mester David Cunningham,
Rte. 4, Murray; Mrs. Virginia
Buchanan, 402 So, 12th St., Mur-
ray; Mrs. Swirly Outland and
Baby Girl, the. 1, Batton; Mrs.
Ruth E. Halley, Rte. 2, Cottage
Grove, Tenn.; Mester Brim
Huffman, 906 College Cr1,, Mur-





Peak attendance at the 33rd
General Council of the Assem-
blies of God may reach 14,000
according to the Rev. Warren,
McPherson, coordinator for the
„
University
WRDNRSDAY — mom, 14, Igo
Search For
(Cewelewed Prim NM Osta) (Cwormed Prow Pees Otsa)
wards a scholarship annually
to two Calloway County high
school seniors. Calloway Coun-
ty High, Murray High, and Mur-
ray University School each sub-
mit the names of one boy and
one girl for consideration by
the Lions Club scholarship com-
mittee.
Scholarship committee mem-
bers this year were George Lig-
on, John DeVine, Dub Russell,
and Arvin Craiton, all of Mur-
Jlor•
Council.
The Council is scheduled to
meet in Memorial Auditorium
Dallas, Tex., Aug. 21-26. The
Assemblies of God is a Pente-
costal church group of more
than 8,500 churches in the Uni-
ted States. It has 969 mission-
aries in ttz foreign countries
Beta Club, Notional Forensics the odinin 
believes thetitratio nLeague, Future Business Lead-
en, Tri-M Club, band, a ltd lame was more than 103 sea
gymnastics team among her miles away from the North Ko-
high school activities. ream coast when two MIG jets
Hutson, son of Mr. and Mrs attacked it.
William G. Hutson of Route 5, —Chairman L Mendel Rivers,
has a B-grade average for three D-S. C. of the House Armed.
and one half years of high Services Committee, called for
school. This is his first year to immediate military retaliation
attend Murray University opine North Korea, with nu-
School. He was a student at clear weapons if need be. But
Grove High School In Paris, for the most part, compassion-
Tenn., previously, al reaction was restrained and
Also planning to attend MSU, cautious.
Hutson has selected industrial —North Korea demanded a
arts as his major field of study. meeting of the Korean Military
He will enter Murray State in Armistice Commission Friday,
the fall. In high school, Hutson Presumably to bring up thee
has been a member of the Be- Plane Issue. There was no Oi-
ta Club. dictation from the military in
The Lions Club of Murray a- Seoul that it would accept.
—The Pentagon said the
piane was under orders to fly
no closer than 50 miles from
the North Korean coast, and
was actually 90 miles out wheg
last heard from late Mondso
night, Easter Standard Time.
The Russian destroyers steam- dr
ed toward the area after spott-
er planes sighted debris Tues-
day night Washington time.
The United States had asked




Paul C. Reinert, president
St. Louis University, has
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With sporty, racing type mag wheels and taper exhaust pipes and rear bumper guards and suave racing stripes on sides and rear and walnut grain steering wheel and hand-rubbed walnut shift knob with Wolfsburg Crest
oinnounimmillinsimmuumm
and chrome engine air-intake grille and
tissue dispenser with Wolfsburg Crest and
and fanfare horns for a sound that's ten
# •
a tape system that plays what you want to hear and
chromed drip rails, sills, kick plates, dOor edge guards
feet tall and front and rear stone shields for protection coming and going and an elegant walnut grain dash for that luxurious look and (as a racy option) . . . wide oval tiros.
Bug bomb.
(Volkswagen's Formula Vee.)
The swingingest VW ever to come down the sportier look. You'll:find_them everywhere.
pike is here. Inside. Out. Our bug runneth.over.
Formula Vee. La dolce VW. Yet underneath all this opulence throbs
It's got mag wheels. Wide oval tires, if the thrifty VW engine. Sure, the Formula
you want 'em. And fanfare horns that'll
blow your mind.
Altogether the Formula Vee has more
than 20 posh features that give it (and you)
more comfort, more convenience and a
Vee costs a little more to buy. But it still
costs a lot .Ins to run.
Come in,ancl see it. Drive it.
•
The Formulas- Vee. Inexpen-
sive highway snobbery.
CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN INC.












UPI Foreign News Analyst
A face-saving device has post-
poned until next Aug. 6* major
crisis in United States-Peruvian
relations.
But it is only a pooVosement
and coins by Sal date eases
meet is readied oncost:potation
for the $120 million International
petrologist company properties
seised by Peru's military gov-
ernment last Oct. 9. the U. S.
by law must take action certain
to reverberate through the 'hole
of Latia America.
The Hickeedoeper Amendmeot
of 1962 requires that the United
States cut off its aid to any aien-
try expropriating U. S. property
and falling to take "appropriate"
steps toward compensation with-
in six months.
It has been used only owe.
against Ceylon in 1963,
Multimillion Dollar Loss
Originally scheduled to have
taken effect this April 9, it could
cost Peru around $100 minks
in loss of aid, its sugar quota
and the right to buy $500,000
worth of U. S. arms at cut rate
prices each year.
The loophole permitting post-
ponement was an administrative
review of the case by govern-
ment ministries considered to
have been undertaken Feb. S.
Peru's nationalistic and =D-
U. S. rulers have reed in
budge from their position that
,the company, a saddlery of
Standard Oil New Jersey, owes
the country more than a Milks
dollarS in taxes and illegal *vb.
fits against only $71 mill! a it
is willing to pay in comimisat•
Total U. S. private investment
in Peru amounts to more than a
half billion dollars and the list
of U. S. firms operating there
reads like a -Who's Who" cd
Ainerlean industry.
U concludes seat giants as
Ford, General Motors, Chrysler.
leferealkeial Telephone and Tn.
Inn. and ranges a gamut from
cameras to cosmetics.
Marxists Support Peru
Stpport for Peru's action co-
mes lxith from the cometry's
vocal Marxist left and from wo•
altily landowners whose fortunes
are among the greatest in the
Americas.
The Marxists charge that the
company has been staling nat-
ional wealth. Extant', social
reforms instituted by the com-
pany have been embarrassing
to the landowners.
As the consequences of the
government action have come
to be realized, anti-American
sentinient has risen. But it also
has placed pressure on the go-
vernment and strong elements
within the military establishment
are reported unhappy over gov-
ernment policy.
More men than women died
of cancer last year and more
women went for medical check-
ups according to the American
Cancer Society. Help conquer
cancer by contributing to the
Cancer Crusade.
About 4,500 children under
15 died of cancer last year ac-
cording to the American Cancer
Society. Help cut this toll by
supporting the Society's April
Crusade.
GUILTY Ni WAIN CASE
Erik Vitiltehorn, is. Palo
Alto. Calif.. and his mother
Evelyn comfort tack Other
in San Francisco after be
was found guilty by a jury
Of. failure to register for the
draft on his mOther's in-
structions. He facet a maxi-













STINE NOM: 9 AM to 9 PM
DAILY • Closed heft. 
\ cool\ SNIP AND SAVE We Give
QUALITY STAMPS 
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NEW EXCITING GLASSWARE, COLOR: AQUAMARINE,
SWIRL DESIGN. START YOUR SET TODAY!THIS WEEK: April 14th thru April 19th, 1969
ic,'"oEz GLASS












(Without Coupon  594
With This Coupon and $5.00
Or More Purchase
Coupon Valid thru April 19th, 169
Redeem at C0OPER-MART1N er BIG STAR
Lowe Owe Ciasseare Par Csateisser
Redeem All Three Coupons










(Without Coupon  39c)
With This Coupon and $5.00
Or More—Purchase
Coupon %aid Apell 19th, 1969
Redeem at COOPER-MARTIN or BIG STAR
Least Owe Coopers Pee Coeheamer




Redeem All Three Coupons































WITH PURCHASE AND 
COUPONS MAILED
QUALITY STAMPS
TO HOMES WEEK OF 
MARCH 31st
This Weeks' 
Coupons, April 14th thru April 
19th
• 100 Stomp 
Coupon on $3.00 or more 
purchase at any
Firm giving 
Quality Stomps other than 
Food Stores.
• 100 Stomp 
Coupon 4, 53 00 or Mora purchase at
6-ox. PKGS. ELM HIU.
Cooper-Martin or Big 




• 100 Stamp 
Coupon on 4 — 20-ez. LOAVES 
HYDE PARK
BREAD.
(Without Coupon 2 for 35c)





Coupon Valid thru April 19th, 1969
Redeem at COOPER-MARTIN or BIG STAIR






Minute Steaks lb. $129
BEEF









With This Coupon and Purchase of
sts,- BAN SPRAY' io,DODORANTLimit 00111 Coupon et esterase.
C..,..Expires SaIttedwy, Apell ',ME
COC)Itit•MARTIN ST01113
Redeem at RIG STAk
11
COUPON
SO Free Quality Stamps
With This Coupon and Purchase Of
Phs.r4 ALKA SELTZER
Us Ono C••••• Per Cirstoo..,
Coupon Expires Saturday, April 14. INC

























































THE LEDGER as TIMER
• East Kentucky Medic Aid
Recipients Abuse Program
By LIVINGSTON TAYLOR
FRANKFORT, Ky. UPI • East-
ern Kentucky medicaid recipien-
ts get unnecessary drugs through
doctors' prescriptions and go to
the doctor for minor ailments,
such as the common cold, for
which paying patients would tre-
at themselves, a preliminary
survey report released Wednes-
day showed.
Economic Security Commiss-
ioner Merritt S. Delta Jr. said
the report showed the need for
'1 4 more intensive investigation of
the medicaid program, education
recipients, and meetings with
the medical profession.
"The ultimate conclusion must
be an eclucationai program for
recipients," Delta said. "How
we go about that will take time,"
Delta ordered the study be-
cause the state taxes a possible
$13 million reduction in federal
▪ medicaid funds next year and
because of unusuelly high med-
icaid payments to some eastern
Kentucky doctors and druggists
who serve needy recipients und-
er the program.
Two Economic Security Depa-
rtment officials interviewed 50
eastern Kentucky families whose
members made more than 20
visits in 90 days to the top 13
doctors in terms of medicaid
payments.
"Virtually all clients stated
that they returned to the phy-
sician whenever their conditions
worsened or when they had ex-
hausted their supply of prescrib-
ed medicine and drugs," the re-
port said. "This indicates de-
pendency or unnecessary relian-




"Further , permissive office
procedures among the few doc-
Afars involved in this survey en.
--courage overutilization. Most of
the clients interviewed stated
that, after the initial office visit,
P, their prescriptions had been giv-en them by a desk clerk, secre-
tary or nurse without physician
consultation.
"A significant number stated
that, at one time or another, a
person other than the patient,
usually a family member, used
his medicaid card to go to the
doctor's office to obtain prescr-
iptions," the report said.
• The report also said there is
"an apparent over-utilisatioe of
medicaid services for minor
nesse' which, among most paying
clients, would not justify an off-
ice call." One at the most fre-
quent examples is a common
cold, the report said.
Although the survey was aimed
at recipients, the two investigato-
rs said two doctors sought them




that they cannot, because of their
professional code of ethics, turn
away patients, but they did re-
mark candidly and unfavorably
on the effect of these numerous
and unscheduled return visits
on what is an already overburd-
ened practice," the report said.
The report concluded with 10
"fairly representative" case in-
terviews which portrayed the pr-
oblems and the human misery
involved.
"Client F." the report said,
worked in the mines before
an accident there left him crip-
pled. He said he had been in
a wheelchair for 17 years, and
that the frequent muscle spasms
in his legs are so painful that they
result in frequent hospitalization.
At the hospital he is given shots
which 'ease his pain consider-
able."
"Department records show th-
at this client went to two doctors
regularly, alternating his visits.
He visited one doctor 21 times
and the other 16 times over a
90-day period, and saw one or
the other of the doctors every
day for a month.
"In January , Client F under-
went surgery to have his bladder
removed and he wears a colos-
tomy bag. The hospital gave him




NIENISTORIC MONSTER Villagers examine a 10-foot "tusk" of a sea creature that washedup on the beach in Tecoluta, Mexico. ,The carcass measured out to 30 feet in length, IRfeet wide and had a "serpent-like" body covered with hard armor. Scientists believe the
creature is from the dinosaur age and has been frozen in Arctic ice.
Oregon Issues Guidelines
On Religion In Stools
By LOUIS CASSELS
By United Press International
Public school officials in th-
ousands of American communiti-
es have overreacted to the Sup-
reme Court's 1963 ruling on cla-
ssroom religious exercises.
They have interpreted it as a
ban on prayer and Bible reading.
It is not and never was intend
ed to be. The court went out of
its way to make that clear.
All that it held unconstitutional
was the formerly widespread pr-
actice of starting each school day
with a mini-worship service, whi-
ch typically included a devotional
reading from the scriptures and
unison recitation of the Lord's
Prayer.
READING, Pa, UPI -A startled
traffic policeman flagged down a
car containing three niele girls
In Reading's busiest intersection
Wednesday, but allowed it topro-
ceed when the teenagers explain-
ed, "We're going to a nudist
convention.
"What else could I do?" Pat-
rolman Felix V. Staclaerski ask-
ed. "The gentlemanly thing was
to loot the other way."
To help cure more, give more
to the American Cancer Society.
Infringed Liberty
This practice, the court said,
Infringed religious liberty and
transgressed the line of separa-
tion between church and state
drawn by the First Amendment
to the Constitution.
Despite the care with which
the court formulated its ruling,
one still hears - even from school
officials - the preposterous state-
ment that it's now unconstitutio-
nal for children to pray or read
the Bible while they're on school
property.
In an effort to clear up such
01I. TANKS HIT Egyptian firefighters play streams of water on blazing fuel storage tanks
at the Nasr oil refinery in Suez. The refinery was hit by a four-hour Israeli barrage.
Watch this Space !
Coming to Murray Soon,
the Cure for the 'BUG:
— -
minconceptions, Oregon's state
superintendent of eitincation, Dale
Parnell, has issued a set of guide-
lines for public school officials
in his state.
They are clear, sensible and
entirely in accord with the spirit
and letter of the Supreme Court
ruling. They could become a
model for similar action by other
state Departments of Education.
Here are the Oregon guidelines
with some parenthetical comm-
ents by this reporter:
Religion is Factor
1. The teaching of religion is
to be distinguished from teach-
ing factually and objectively abo-
ut religion. Religion is often
a factor to be considered
history, art, literature and mus-
ic. Religious holidays such as
Hanukkah, Christmas, Passover,
etc., should be -explained to stu-
dents, „.
2. Instruction in morality, et-
hics and values is encouraged,
but instruction shall not resort
to partisan religious sanctions.
In other words, a teacher sh-
ould tell children it's wrong to
steal, but she may not say that
you will go to hell if you do
steal.
3. Bible reading for historical
or literary instructional purpo-
ses is encouraged, but it is im-
proper to require prayers in
classes or assemblies, to say
grace before meals or to dis-
tribute to indivudial students re-
ligious literature on school prop-
erty for any purpose other than
for clearly identified school ci-
rruculum purposes. The Supre-
me Court explicitly recommend-
ed that public schools offer obje-
ctive courses in biblical literatu-
re and religious history, and a
few already are doing so.
4. School books, films, news-
papers, bulletins or public add-
ress systems shall not be used
to promote or encourage nonre-
ligion, partisan religion, part-
isan religious viewpoints, relig-
ious groups or partisan religious
activities.
May Accept Invitations
5. School choruses, bands and
orchestras may accept occasion-
al invitations to perform at non-
school religious functions only
on condition that any member
of the group may be excused
without penalty of any sort at
his request.
6. No public school funds, pr-
operty or other facilities shall
be used for devotional display
of religious symbols. Christmas
creches are fine for Christian
homes, out of place in a tax-
supported school educating chil-
dren of-many faiths.
7. Religious baccalaureate Sea,
rvices shall not be required see
hool activity. Student represes.
tatives of graduating classes de-
siring to have a baccalaureate
service may arrange with a cler-
gyman for his services and for
suitable facilities. This disposes
of the nonsensical idea - now
parivalent in many communities -
that the court "outlawed" bacc-
alaureate services. The only re-
quirement is that they be privat-
ely arranged and conducted - like-
any other worship service.
8 . A pupil's religious belief
shall be honored by excusing
..him at his or his parents' re-
quest from school on his own
religious holidays.
SHOCKING KISS
WEMBLEY, England UPI -The
Bradley's new nylon sheets look
just lovely, but they buildup such
a charge of static electricity that
Tom Bradley was nearly knocked
down when he gave his wife a
good-morning kiss.
The company that makes the
heels advised Bradley to wear
rubber-soled slippers the next
time he kisses his wife while
she's in bed.
There will be 600,000 new
cases of cancer this year and
half can be cured by early di-
agnosis and proper treatment,
according to the American
Cancer Society. You can help
by supporling the Cancer
Crusade "
TREAT YOURSELF TO A
FLAVOR SURPRISE FOR
CEREAL - COFFEE - FRUIT
RYAN'S
OFF PAL
A NON DAIRY PRODUCT
A PASTEURIZED HOMOGE111/11
PRODUCT FOR
COFFEE, CEREAL ARO FRUIT
CONTAINS NO MILK OE MILK FAT,ftcesomits (nee S'• 1411‘ vt GA tit.
at • SOOluill CAW !A?! wow.,
ocm • %Oft& 10011.*•,* 140000.11, • OAT, 0110000•NIO CHCAPCIIPNIS CAIMAGAINIAN ••50 AOTIPICIAS(00,11 18.1111 c•romiti
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Will Of Eisenhower Gives
Personal Effects To Center
By WILLIAM ECENBARGER
GETTYSBURG, Pa. UPI - The
late Dwight David Eisenhower
bequeathed the bulk of his per-
sonal effects, including his cele-
brated golf clubs, to the Eisen-
hower Center at Abilene, Kan. -
his boyhood home and final rest-
ing place.
The 11-page last will and test-
ament of the 34th president of
the United States, who died Mar-
ch 28, was opened for public in-
spection Wednesday at the Adams
County Courthouse.
The principal beneficiary of
the estate is his widow, Mrs.
Mamie Doud Eisenhower. No val-
ue has been placed on the estate.
Had Mrs. Eisenhower preced-
ed her husband in death, the
principal beneficiary would have
been John Eisenhower, the cou-
ple's son, recently named by
President Nixon as U. S. am-
bassador to Belgium.
Dated May 25, 1965
The will was dated May 25,
1965. It was offered for probate
late Tuesday afternoon, 30 minu-
tes after the Courthouse was
closed to the general public.
Other provisions of the Eisen-
hower will included:
- To the Eisenhower Presiden-
tial Library at Abilene: "All
of my papers and other docu-
mentary materials" except those
"of private or personal interest
to me or to a member of my
family."
- To the Eisenhower Founda-
tion at Abilene: Various tangible
personal property, including sp-
orting equipment, steuben glass,
office furniture, souvenirers, fl-
ags, medals, decorations and sw-
ords.
- To the Los Angeles County
Museum of Art: An Eisenhoweg
portrait done by Andrew Wyeth
In 1957.
There were four cash bequests
In the will.
- $5,000 to Brig. Gen. Robert
L. Schulz, Eisenhower's long-
time aide.
Enlisted Aide
- $5,000 to M. Sgt. John Moan-
ey Jr., Gettysburg, an enlisted
aide to Eisenhower since 1942,
- $1,000 to Michael J. "Mick-
ey" McICeough, Hyattsville, Md.
a World War II Eisenhower aide.
- $500 to M. Sgt. Leonard D.
Dry, Washington, D. C., Eisen-
hower's chauffeur during World
War II, now serving with the
Secret Service.
Under a separate agreement
dated Nov. 27, 1967, Eisenhower
deeded his 235-acre farm home
here to the U. S. Interior De-
partment as a national historic
site. There is a stipulation that
Mrs. Eisenhower be given use
of the farm for "approximately"
six months after his death.
CAPITAL PLAZA" PROGRESS PICTURE—These
three stories show the shape the StatSs Capital Plaza
Office Building is taking in North Frankfort. Com-
pletion of the 28-story, $23,084,000 structure is ex-
pected in late 1970. Also under construction in the
52-acre urban renewal area is a cafeteria building and
other commercial areas which will cost an estimated
$9,632,890. The office building is at the corner of




Picture this situation. You
are visiting friends. During
the conversation you drop your
handkerchief .on the floor.
There is quiet in the room.
You bend down to pick it up
. . . and c-r-u n-c-h! A little
embarrassed, you hurry, snatch
up the handkerchief and try to
get back into a standing posi-
tion, hoping that not many
heard. But when you do, again
your knees go c-r-u-n-c-h.
Many people experience
cracking noises without other
apparent symptoms. Some, on
examination, will find that
their knees are a bit swollen
at times a condition which may
cause considerable concern.
Often local treatment is in-
effective.
The knee is a peculiar and
complicated joint—let's try to
understand it. Most joints have
a complete sleeve of ligament-
ous tissue surrounding them.
Inside these capsules are the
membranes responsible for the
fluid within the joint which
lubricates and absorbs shocks.
But unlike other joints, the
knee has only a partial capsule
of ligament. The front of the
knee has tendinous fibers in
which the kneecap is imbedded,
completing the capsule. The
muscles on the front of the
thigh are continuous with these
tendinous fibers and are re-
sponsible for keeping them
taut. Weakness of the mus-
cles allows to much slack and
too much fluid to gather.
In many cases, the condition
of the knees—the cracking and
even swelling—may- be due to
lack of tone. You can improve
the tone of the thigh muscles
with knee exercises. For ex-
ample, sit in front of a fixed
object, lock the toes_ and front
part of the foot, try to straight-
en the knees, hold for a count
of seven, then relax and re-
peat. Gradually add to the
number of repetitions. As the
-structure of the knee improves,
the function will normalize.
If you are concerned with
your knees and notice condi-
tions that do not appear to be
normal, it is recommended that
you visit your doctor of chiro-
practic. If your problem is
a lack of tone, he can recom-
mend specific exercises to al-
leviate your condition. If your
problem is structural, he can
advise and treat you accord-
ingly.
(• PUSLIC SERVICI MESSAGE LROar •.fil
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The corporation already has
a $1.3 million -letter" contract
with the Air Force to start to
outfit the 130E fleet of more
than 200 aircraft. I
Both the military and -eiv-
Hien need for such a safety
system is urgent.
Lt. Col, Richard F. Solomon,
St. Petersburg. Fla.. after a
flight-test of the "station keep;
er," which provides "eyes" for
the pilot flying in formation
even in foggy or stormy weath-•
er, said. "If only equipment
such as this had been available
-while I was Mang my C130 in
Vietnam, I could have. made
1FR lInstrument Flight Rules
drops much easier at such
places as ithe Barth, where es-
sential cargo was so badly
needed last March."
• • •
AT the same time on the
homefront, fear of another air-
craft congestion crisis like the
one that hit New York, Wash-
ingten and Chicago last sum-
mer already has forced the fed-
eral government to set flight
quotas for five of the nation's
busiest airports: New York's
LaGnarclia. Kennedy and New-
ark; Chicago's O'Hara, and
Washington's National.
The Air Force pilots who
have been flight testing the
"station keeper" are enthusias-
tic about its effectiveness,
Twelve C130Es of the 777th
Tactical Airlift Squadron
(464th Tactical Airlift Wing)
recently took off in formation,
flying beyond nearby Ft. Bragg
Army Post in a drop altitude
of 1.000 ft. with a 2,000-ft
separation between the aircraft,
(Much of the cargo flown by
TALC comes from Bragg).
Monitoring the final testing
were Sierra executives James
Donovan (flight test director/
and Robert J. Theisen (founder,
vice-president and a Merl.
• • •
AFTER the flight, we asked
Maj. Robert 0, Munson. Charles
City, Iowa. to sum up the opin-
ion of the Air Force men doing
the testing. He said, "All the
efteeMewerompamw......r.witekriernmerwanemale 
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Air Force Now Tests
A Collision-Dodger
The "station keeper" perches above the instrument pelmet
By ESTHER VAN WAGONER TUFTY
Cestral Press Associatios Correspoodest
,POPE AIR FORCE BASE, Fayetteville. NC.--A new safety
aircraft device, no bigger than a kitchen clock, which promises
to prevent collisions in the crowded skies, is being tested here.
Like so many innovations, the "station keeper" was designed
specially for military purposes to prevent collisions in formation
flying. But its adaptation for civilian aviations is seen as "a
natural- and already is being developed by the pioneering Sierra
Research Corporation of But-
experienced pilots think it is
a real good system and it has a
great potential."
• • .
MANY of the test pilots have
served in Vietnam. One; Lt.
to!. Roy D. Stouter, Ashland,
Ohio, explained, "This equip-
ment is designed to save air
apace by knowing just where
the, airtraft are and this would
have been swell many times in
Vietnam ,when we wanted to
drop 11 10t of men or equipment
together in an area under poor
weather conditions."
Brig. Gen: Joseph--N. Dono-
van, Morenci. Arit, who com-
mands the USA Tactical Air-
lift Center II, said -Si-
erra's station keeper shows
promise and. on -eompletion of
the testing. it will be known
how this military equipment
may later be useful in civilian
aviation."
TALC is 'conducting tests
continually to advance tactical
airlift as a viable aerospace
force on automatic flare launch-
ers, survival radios for downed
air crew members and a one-
man insulated life raft.
• • •
THE "STATION - KEEPER"
perched atop ,the instrument
panel in the C130C cockpit has
several circles on its, face. The
distance between those circles
represents the distance between
the Air Force planes flying to-
gether to a certain spot to
dump their cargo of men, wea-
pons and ammunition or what-
ever is needed to the combat
forces or to accomplish any
combat objective.
Dotted on the circle, are tiny
"blips- to show exactly where
each plane is flying in relation
to other planes.
The close proximity of- Pope
Air Force Rase and the Army's
Ft. Bragg, home of the Green
Berets, adds to the prime im-
portance of this complex for
airborne training. Demonstra-
tions for many world dignitaries
and for several international




James M. Billington and Shir-
ley Billlngton to Dr. Stanley R.
Huffman and Maggie U, HuNtttan;
lot in Keeneland Subdivision.
Allen Floss and Doris Rose to
Jesse E. Spencer, Jr., and Joyce
Rae Spencer, 39 acres on North
16th Street.
Esc o Gunter and 'Annie Lee
Gunter to Dr. Glenn Canter Wil-
cox and Helen Stephens Wilcox
of Orange, California; three lots
In Stubblefield Addition,
Calloway County Land Com-
pany, Inc., to Lee Zinkovich, Jr.,
and Dolores Zinkovich of Evan-
sville, Ind..; lot in Pine Blot
Shores Subdivision.
Joe Becher and Maurine Bac.
her of Okeechobee, Fla., to Rob.
ert W. Cooper and Mary Lee
Cooper of Route One, Bertrand,
Mo.; property in Calloway Conn-
Lakeway
.
 Shores, Inc., to Elis-
abeth Ann Mouton of Mayfield;
lot in Lakeway Shores.
Calloway County Land Com-
pany, Inc., to Howard L. Musser
and Mildred T. Musser of Ham-
tin; lot in Pine Bluff Shores Sub-
division.
Rhoda Stone to Roy Sugg and
Dorothy Sugg; 30 acres on Pro-
tean's-Harris Grove gravel road.
Pat Ross and Mary C. ROSS to
Larry Wayne Butler and Dianna
Gail Butler; lot on Irvin Cobb
Road.
Hardiman Miller and Mary Al-
ice Miller to John D. C.alboon
and Mary Wilma Calhoon; 74
acres on Shoemaker (Laycock)
Road.
Charles D. Starks to Rollie
Ray Stards; 171/ acres near State
Highway 95.
Coy U. Todd and Norva E. Todd
to Keith L. Iverson and Norma
Faye Iverson; four lots on Lake
Road from Hamlin-Pine Bluff Sh-
ores Road to Kentucky Lake.
Coy M. Todd and Norva E. To-
dd to Peggy Sue Allen; lot on
Lake Road from Hamlin-Pine Bl-
uff Shores Road to Kentucky La-
ke.
Katie Miller to Bob Miller and
Sue Miller; lot on Ewing Hart
Memorial Highway.
Lorene Ellis to Wildie Ellis
and Lorene Ellis; correction of
title to lot on Broad Street.
WATCHWOMAN — Mrs. Vir-
ginia H. Knauer of Philadel-
phia talks to Ietkifters in
Washington after being
named the President's ad-
viser on consumer affairs.
Mrs. Knauer, 54-year-old
grandmother, was Pennsyl-
vania's Bureau of Consumer
Protection director.
FROM THE OTHER SIDE comes this photo of a North Vietnamese rocket crew and 
weapon
near Hanoi. It's these Soviet-made rockets that have been raining on South Vietnam.
LOS ANGELES-TO-NEW YORK RUN Bruce Tulloh, 33. from
England, jogs alongside his admiring wife Sue and 7-year-
cld son Clive in Los Angeles, training to try for a new Los
Angeles-to-New York record run He figures to do the
2.830 miles in 66 days, including six days he calls "spares,"
Present record is 73 days Tulloh has done, a mile in 359.3
Orphans
There arc more thaii 31)0.(XX)
American children under 18
who has e lost their fathers to
caticer and over- 250,000
lost their mothers help sas
lives from cancer by supporting
the American Caincer Society.
Support cancer research by
supporting the American Can-.
err SoCiety.
0
Mr Grocer Int•rstale Bakeries Corporation
will redeem this coupon tor 100 plus 2"
handling on the purchase ot any size loaf
of Hart's White Bread if you receive and
handle it strictly in accordance with the
terms of this offer Invoices proving pur-
chase of sufficient stock of Hart's White
Bread to cover coupons presented for re-
demption must be shown upon request.
Coupon is non-transferable Customer MUM
pay any sales Ilk Cash value 1/20 of one
cent Only oneelgupon per customer Offer
expires May 9, 1969 Interstate Bakeries
CorOoration. Railroad S Kendall Streets.
Sikeston Missouri 63901 Good only when_
terms of offer are fully met. Any other use
of this coupon constitutes fraud Otter
limited to the States of Arkansas and
lAtssour.
ON NEW HART'S WHITE BREAD
41h
WHY DOES THE RED BARON
HATE THIS COUPON?
Because he's deterMined to do anything to
keep you from trying new formula
Hart's White Bread. In fact, despite all _
precautions, the cursed Red Baron is flying
here to steal the new formula. At any cost!
Why on earth would the Red Baron want to
steal it? Because this new formula makes
bread more-tender, more tempting, more nice.
Besides that, the Baron is a baddie. Snoopy's just
got to stop him. And everybody in your family
can help. How? Give Snoopy
time. He's working on a battle
plan right now. In the mean-
time, so we all can understand
what's at stake, use this
coupon and taste tile new
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ONE OF FOUR NEW AMX
2-DOOR SPORTS COUPES





Contest Void where Prohibited by Levi
MY HARDWARE STORE NAME
CITY STATF











• 6 Teaspoons • 6 Oval Soups
• 6 Dinner Forks • 62-Pc Din-
ner Knives
Sparkling, easy-to-clean
smartness and casual beau-





Freeze . -cook . serve . . all in one dish and It almost washes It-
self! Heatproof, coldproof, completely nonporous Pyroceram. the space age
ceramic.
SET INCLUDES: 1, 1/2, and 13 covered saucepans, 10" covered skillet. Detach-





























REG. 4.95 2.99 I°•••
COLOR MATCHED IN AVOCADO OR HARVEST GOLD!
Companion Items in attractive, rigid, Lustroware. A cheerful lift
to kitchen choreal
Large Dish Drainer • Combination
2014 x Drain Tray Soap a Scour Tray
Deluxe Sink Strafes, • Sectioned Slivenvare Cup
Supplement To
"THE LEDGER AND 'TIMES"
— TEN BIG SALE DAYS STARTING TODAY
ROCKINGHAM 16-PIECE
DRIP DINNERWARE SET
Beautifully glazed . . . and ovenproof.
Popular rich brown with glacial white
drip. Styled for gracious informal liv-
ing. A terrific buy! Get your set today.
• 4 91)4" Diner Plates













Duelfty OE olock with inveepsecond hand, automatic wake-to-music. edynarnic
speaker, drift compensation and automatic volume control. Built-in antenna.











Completely automatic. No lights ..
no dials. Classic urn shape In pol-
ished aluminum. Coffee at Its best,
VALUABLE COUPON










































ass. 19913RY special! Stainless steel, wavy edged







Comfort-ave. ironing , sitting* or
standing. Ventilated ironing surface for
festw, cooler drier herring. Top and
legs finished in sandalwood color. Plas-
tic non-slip lag tips.
PRID-JID"
Ironing Pad & Cover
REG. 2.98
Pommy gamut waffle bill













Rigid rugged polyethylene molded hinge . cannot










• 1" Macaw • r






Extra space for cosmetics ...
towels . . . toiletries.
Three big shelves, 22" ions.
• to $fyi'7 to fit ill stand-
3" deep. Poles extend from
ceilings.












it' x 18" window glass






REG. 1.0$ 89c or.
Feet acting, odorless
seeks out stoppage. Narra-


























ilearsatesd to deer clog-
ged Was in • [iffy. Ac-




Washable trim to 
ht. 15" x 24"
size Easily cut 
aluminum quickly










Drops like a plumb bob . .





Positive point-stop for perfect pointing
Recommended for den, kitchen, workshop
or chi lent value!
0
2-Speed Jig Saw
REG. 22.95 Save 2.96
• law speed for sisal and plastics.
• 11101 spss1 for wad sei tampositleas.
• Csablastlem rip fame and circle gads far accurate
rip ads.
• Capselty 1' lanifseed, 114' softwood.
• II* gad SU SIM. kw speed 2,110 SPIV.
• 1/1W. Blade sad 8 vinyl card inhaled.
.V;
Meat Thermometer





















tip adjustable chrome plated
grids. Heavy-gauge reinforced
steel firebowl with beaded rim.
• As a Mahler -00e piece ef pear lights charcoal searing Mt In i minutes.
Ni lighter fluids meded.
• As a ative-Weries Fastest! Steaks sr Hamburgers in 10 Minutes. Molds






Safeguard *valuables in this quality bond
box. Easy operating, strong, and durable
Fine self-catching lock with key. 111/2 x




REG. 21.95 Save 1.96
Pick the speed to suit the Job. Just
squeeze the trigger for speeds from low
to high
Man-grip handle for greateot comfort and
or:intro' Gears and chuck to handle bigger
Jobs. Capacity: steel 3/8"; hardwood 1/4"
0 to 1000 RPM, 1/7 HP.





Modern design . old-fashioned flavor and family fun! Makes
delicious Ice cream quickly. Tough and rugged blue poly-pro-
pylene bucket keeps Ice cream 8 times longer . . doubles as
an Ice bucket for parties and picnics. Powerful motor, 80 cy-
cle, AC only, UL approved
FANS FOR A COOL SUMMER
4=710" Adjustable Angle -i).-77-0- 20" 2-Speed Portable ---Casio 20" 2-SPEED
AIR CIRCULATOR HOME COOLER WINDOW FAN
SALE   
REG. PRICE
11.95
For floor, table or window sill. Cools en- For floor or window. Child-safe orille on
tire room. both sloes. Manually Reversible.








Protects against oily and watery spots and
spills. Sprays on an invisible protection.
For $1,4 Cleanable fabrics and 'upholstery.





Powerful, quiet operation. Child-saf
' 4
*grille; extension panels to fit 27' tot i







Full length zippers. Holds
1 or more garments. Clear
. lets you see what you
store!
BLANKET BAG .
Full 26" zipper. For blank-




Easy to use ... easy
to carry. Holds curl-
ers, rollers, bobby
pins, clips. Oullted
taffeta plastic In flo-

























lea in this quality bond
ing. strong, and durable





to suit the job. Just
;ger for speeds from low
for greatept comfort and
Ind chuck to handle bigger




vor and family foal-Makes
and moved blue poly-pro-
nes longer . . . doubles as








Ion panefs to fit 27' t






Full length zippers. Holds
I or more garments. Clear
. . . lets you see what you
store!
BLANKET BAG .
Full 26" zipper. For blank-




Easy to use . . . easy
to carry. Holds curl-
ers, rollers, bobby
pins, clips. Oullted
taffeta plastic In flo-








Fine snap lock and key. Strong, dur-
able . . . full length hinge for easy





Highest quality' For wood or metal out-
swinging doors 7/8" to 1-1/8" thick. Posi-
tive night lock. Replacement adapter
plates to cover old installation holes.
how Utility Cabinet




















plated pulls • 80"
high, 22" wide. 10'
deep.
Hundreds of uses . . . in home or office, at church
or club. High quality beige baked enamel. r/s" tubing.




Durability for the really









• Heavy Duty Shock-Absorber
• Adjustable Closing Speed
or metal storm and screen
iv`IENRtahr,"ES HOLY BIBLE
39.95 THIS 14.88VALUE SALE
• Large, easy-to read modern type, self-pronouncing.
• Words of Christ in non-bright "brick" red.
• Over one hundred color reproductions of world's great paintings.
• Over 100,000 center-column references.
• Largest ever Biblical Cyclopedic index. .
• Finest non-glare paper with edges overlaid In rich velvet-plil.
• Abounding in new and improved aids I. Bible understanding.
• 9 z 111/2' size .. podded, embossed block or white cover.

















Boilproof polyethylene with sir-tight, snap-
-seal, see-through covers. Three covered
white bowls in pint, quart and 2-quart
sizes for many mix and store uses.




• With LW and Control •
Large family size Completely immersi-





No pre-heating. Adjusts automatic-






REG. 8889.95 . 
- 6-QUART SIZE
REG. 14.95 12.88
Speed cooks meat to juicy tenderness in one-







wearing qualities. 48'' lac-




2 to a Custoiner--Bring This Coupon
CAR WASH BRUSH
REG. 1.39 1.19
Quick easy way for car and home cleanup. Easily at-






100% air and water tested. Easily Inflated, two valves,
72" x 27" size Specially formulated of rugged material.





. and so light it
'Boatel Keeps contents
cooler . . longer, will
not rust. Perfect for pic-
nics, camping, fishing,


















ROD 8R EEL COMBO
REG. 915 4.99
• Junior Size, Professionel Duality
Specifically designed for children. 48" Solid fiber glass
rod. 2 chrome plated guides and tip, solid ash handle.
Adjustable drag reel for sure safe line protection.
UNION IMPERIAL
PLASTIC TACKLE BOX
• 2 Autnmelk Trays
• 14 Tray Compartments
• Us 7 71/40'1510,
REG. 9.95
599
Super-tough thermoplastic - practically Indestructible.
Weatherproof . will not dent, shatter, peel or crack











itary liner. Gray and






Big caddy cart with 5"
balloon wheels. Six 24"
screw-in handled mallets
with 7" hardwood heads
3" knurled hard maple
epoxy finish double
stripe bails.
HEY KIDS! LET'S 'PLAY BALL
lid/day. Reg. 6.95 Fielder's Glove
Full size web, spiral-laced. Ad-




Official size and weight . .. good







.• CAN OPENERO 
Choice of AVOCADO or41
HARVEST GOLD0
• REG.
• 9.95 , 5.99
SAVE 3.96 WITH COUPONOpens all size cans, oval and dented onestoo One lever control, secure grip, magnetholds lid With Bottle Opener
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Quotes From The News
Br UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
WASHINGTON—A U.S. Defense Department spokes-
man giving details on the Navy reconnaissance plane
shot down by the North Koreans:
"Concern for the lives of the 31 crew members of
the EC122 has been deepened."
TOKYO — In a speech monitored in Tokyo, North
Korean Defense -Minister Gen. Choi Hyun charged:
"The brigandish act committed by the U.S. imperial-
ist aggressors this time was part of their _planned war
preparation for igniting a new war in North Korea."
CAO LANK Vietnam--President Nguyen Van Thieu,
saying that the South Vietnamese are "ready to shoulder
their own responsibility" in the war, added:
"In terms of flesh and blood, we are ready to replace
our allies."
WASHINGTON — Former Secretary of State Dean
Acheson told the American Society of Newspaper Editors
vonvention,That as far as the Vietnsunees War goes: .
"I would rate far lower than the press or public dossthe possibility of anything Much Coin-big out of the peacetalks in Parts."
ANN ARBOR, Mich. — After five unsolved slayingsof coeds in 20 months, Eastern Michigan Universityfreshman Line Wiggans, 19, commented:
_ . "Scared? Are you kidding? We never go to nightglasses in groups of fewer thae-fWer girls or nacre." .
Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER a TIMES FILE
The Blackwood Brothers of Memphis, Tenn., and
the Singing Speer Family of Nashville, Tenn., will be in
Murray on Apra 21 in a Murray Junior Chamber of Com-
merce appearance.
Holmes is. Rotarian and Mayor of the City of
Murray, was the speaker at the regular meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club. He gave a condensed report of
city progress to the Rotarians.
Kathleen Sprunger, Sallie Sprunger, Carol Querter-
mous, Dianne Larson, Nancy Ryan, Lynette Lassiter,
Susie Outland, Kay Winning, Evelyn Williams, and Eva
Overcast are Murray Senior Scouts working to make
money for their trip to the Roundup at Colorado Springs
in July Mrs. Arlo Sprunger is leader.
Mr. and Mrs. John McClure of Louisville are the
guests of Dr. and Mrs. Woodfln Hutson.
Bible Thought for Today
When the wicked bearetn rule, the people mourn.
—Proverbs 29:2.
Neighboring countries mourn, too.
AUCTION
LOCATION AND ALCTION MITE
1-*•9 and one-half miles South of kentucky Dane 'tillage onHighway 641. *disarm ,,,,, reashord
Friday Night, April 18 - 7:00
Saturday Night, April 19- 7:00
New Maple Furniture
Anctiens5111 410D IRe Held lpril 2.i-26 In The Sane Location

















































and sows ...Hies, *ad all MUST SI SOLD
Net Ilteeeewsibit Per Archie...,
s Ma-ic_4.,nsa.15.





















Foster homes can be an im-
portant link between the hos-
pital, an emotionally ill person.
and his return to normal living
in the community.
Many patients need no longer
remain in a mental hospital.
But they do need continuous
supervision while they make the
change from institutional to
community living. They are
unable to return to their own
homes either because they have
no home and no interested rel-
atives or because their home
environment might he condu-
cive to their readjustment.
Illustrating how this works is
the foster home program of
Saint Elizabeths Hospital—Divi-
sion of Clinical and Community -
Ser., Ices of our National Center,
located in Washington, D.C.
About 2.200 patients are now
living in over 250 foster homes
in the area. These are operated.
on a basis of pay train the hos-
pital, by individuals or families.
All foster homes are evaluated
carefully for their physical ar-
rangements. and the family's .
feelings about their service to
those who will live with them,
A few patients fail to .adjust
So foster homes and return to
the hospital. A few others simpii.
sit. But some get jobs and are.'
eventually well enough to be
officially discharged from the
-hospital.
The foster care coordinator
for the hospital tells of one
long-time patient who went.
after many years.. to live in a
foster home. The woman had.
been a telephone operator be-
fore her illness. One day she
announced that she was going
to take a iob test. A fashionable
Washington hotel needed a
switchboard operator. '
Fearing that the woman
might be in for disappointment.
the foster care coordinator
warned- that she might not be
able to pass the test, but urged
her to try her best. A few days
later a call came.
-There were eight or nine
other applicants," the happy
voice said "but I got the job."
She became head switchboard
operator at the hotel. Not
many long-term patients are as
successful But the point is that.
if the combined efforts of hos-
pitals all over the country and
such foster homes are success-
ful. fewer and fewer patients
will have such long periods of
institutional life and can return
sooner to normal living.
Almanac
yessagz1y7 Why. It's the Queen Elizabeth 2 after a hull
cleaning in drydock at Southampton. England. Soon the big
luxury liner will be plying the At'antic like her predecessor.
by United Press International
Today is Thursday, April 17,
the 107th day of 1969 with 258
to follow.
The moon is between its new
phase and first quarter.
The morning stars are Mars,
Venus and Jupiter.
The evening stars are Mercu-
ry and Saturn.
On this day in history:
In 1521. Martin Luther was
excommunicated from the Ro-
man Catholic Church after re-
fusing to admit charges of
Heresy.
In 1917, Sen. William Calder
of New York introduced a bill
calling for Daylight Savings
Time . . but it was defeated.
In 1945. the British prime
minister rose in the House of
Commons and paid homage to
President Franklin D. Roose-
velt, saying: "He died in har-
ness and we may well say in
battle harness."
In 1988, the FBI issued a
warrant for the man later iden-
tified as James Earl Ray, sub-
sequently convicted of the mur-
der of Martin Luther King.
A thought. for the day —
Oliver Wendell Holmes said,





sitors priured into Britain in
record number. m 194101. accord-
ing to the nation's official tour-
ist organizatirm.
1 he British 'travel Organiza-
tion said the country attracted
more than 4 million visitgrii for
the firs( time last year, an in-
.reaiir of 14 per cent over 1967.
.1 he's included I 341,000 (vim
Europe. up lB er cent. and
)C1$000 (non the United States,
a gain of 5 per cent. •
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A SMALL TOWN IN GERMANY -
John Le Carre
AIRPORT - Arthur Hailey
PRESERVE AND PROTECT -
Alm Drury




THE FIRST CIRCLE -
Massa* Solzhenitsyn
A WORLD OF PROFIT -
Louis Aiseldisdoes
AND OTHER STORIES -
Jobe 011iza
THE HURRICANE YEARS -
Cameron Hawley
Plonicklion
THE ARMS OF KRUPP -
William Manchester
THE MONEY GAME - Adam Smith
MEMOIRS. SIXTY YEARS ON THE
FIRING LINE - Arthur Krodt
THIRTEEN DAYS -
Robert F. Kenneth
THE 900 DAYS -
Harrison Salisbury




ON REFLECTION -Helen Hayes
with Sandford Daily
MY PEOPLE - Abb. Eban




..NEW YORK (UPI) - Fe..
Parker is going to have a new
sidekick when the "Daniellloone"\ 
series begins its sixth year on the
NBC network in the fall. He is
Roosevelt (Rosey) Grier, giant
former tackle for the Loa Angeles
Rams National Football League
team who retired from the
gridiron in Mg. Grist has been
edging into show business via
singing and guitar playing for
several years. in the video series
he will play Gabe Cooper.
• * *
Brothers Sid and Marty Krofft,
whose puppet extravaganza. "Les,
Poupees de Paris," has played all
over the country for eight years,
are creating a half-hour television
series that NBC will broadcast
Saturday mornings beginning in
September. The show is called
"H.R. Pufnsnuf.- The Kroffta
will not use puppets and are
cagey about content, describing
it only as "a total happening for
everybody, introducing a new
entertainment dimension yet sin




.S. travelers to foreign count-
ries are finding a legal way of
increasing the amount of pur-
chases they can bring back duty
free.
In addition to the SIO0
worth of purchases that may
be brought back duty free, the
law allows a person to mail from
a foreign country gifts valued
up to $10 without duty. The
traveler may mail as many .as
he wishes but only one to any
one person each day. 1 he pack-
age must be marked "Gift
alue Under $10".
Alcohol, tobacco or perfume
may not be included.
C rite S c rapo
]ti!Dacko 11
27-E -Pok, remained • a game solely inIndia until 1869.0when morne• of the
10th Hussars. returning to England, carried
back the polo idea, introduced It,' and the
sport swept swiftly into favor. Teams were
organized throughout England," it is stateci
by Frank Menke, hist-Colin rif sports.
The game was then many centuries old.
having originated lit appears, among Mon=
got& "Polo is one of the oldest of sports,"
tc quote another iinnalist of games.
"The horse has always been an important
adjunct to man's competitions-In war or
peace. Jousting between knights, a favorite
pastime in the Middle Ages, was no sport for
sissies. Many brave knights were killed in
peacetime tournaments." I Even kings felt
called upon to risk their lives in these af-
frays)
James Gordon Bennett, publisher of The
New York Herald, who was well aware of the
Impact Walter Scott's Ivanhoe had made
on horsemen in America. They staged tour-
naments in emulation of medieval knights.
Bennett introduced polo
to the United States by
having The Nereid spon-
sor a game indoors, at a
riding academy in New
York. He insured that
attention be given regu-
larly in The Herald sport




was induced to send over
the winners of the first
"Champloruihip of the
BrItieh Empire" to play.
British players won
this and the first two re-
turn tourneys, but then
United States tearrui, for-
tified by hard riders and
hardy "ponies" from
Western ranch country,
proved capable of play-
ing the game at lie best.
CLARK KINNAIRD
Early polo game in Unit-
ed States, as pictured by
a Harper's Weekly artist.
20 Years Ago Today
LIIDGE11 • TIMES FILE
in
Dr. J. 111 Wall who weed away at his home last
Sunday was buried Monday with the Mitecnic Order
oonductIng the services. Rev. Milton of Cadiz officiated.
Senator George Overbey was guest speaker at the
nmplavammtIn g of the Murray Rotary Club. He explain-
ed the recent UFA legislation in the general assembly
and other issues that came up.
blies Robbie Jo Parka, daughter of Ncr. and Mrs.
Olive Parks of Lynn Grove, was a participant In Junior
Mgt Poetry Reading at the State Speech Festival held
at Lexington on April 13.
Go to Sunday Seux)1 Day has been designated as
May 1 over the state. ThIs year will be the 35th annual
observance of the day.
MOONWALKER'S FATHER SAYS SON CALM Stephen K. Arm-strong holds a portrait of his son, astronaut Neil Armstrong.at home in Columbus, Ohio, after it was announced that Neilwould be the first man ti set foot on the Mnon during alunar orbit in July. Asked if his son seemed excited, thefather said, "Heavens. no! He's as calm as if he was goingto the next city." Armstrong and astronaut Col. Edwin"Buzz" Aldrin will spend 2 hours, 40 minutes. on the Moon.
ontinuous Showing
FrorT p m pally
TODAY *
thru Tuesday
Winner of 3 Academy Awards.
CAMELOT
gab
TICHNICOLOPI• PAINAVISICHe MORA WARNER 11005.-REVEN sorra
Reserved Performance fl ADMISSION
Tickets On Sale Adtilts  2.00
for the 7:00 Show 14 Children  1.00
Are weeds and insect pests
sapping the -grow power'
In your garden' Zap them
with Nill.Ko! 3:in-I
Garden Dust controls
hosts of insects on a
wide variety of plants.
Rose Dust controls
numerous plant diseases
and plant pests. too 10% Chlordane
Oust. 5% Malathion Dust. 5% Sevin
Dust 80% Wettable Sevin, and
500,, DDT Wettable Powder,
complete the Kill-Ko garden party
Available in 1 lb cans and
4 lb. bag;
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• Braves Top Houston,
Stiouis Loses  Fifth
Sy JOB CARNICELLI
UPI Sports Writer
Hank AiIlr011, the modest men
, Irma Mobile, Ala., has taken
soother step up the ladder to-
ward his improbable but not
Impossible dream.
Aaron became the second
most productive home run hit-
ter in the history of the Na-
tional League and the sixth in
the annals of baseball Wednes-
day night when he saashed his
61211i career homer in leading
,the Atlanta Braves to a 6-4
'victory over the Houston As--tree.
The home run, Airco% second
of the year, tied him with f.
55. tams:nate Eddie liatthenvs
for second behind San Fran-cisoo's Meow etc has
Tallahassee Open
Will Start Today
TALLAHASSEE, Fla, UPI -
Tallahassee stages its first PGA
tourney today, the Tallahassee
Open, while many of the big name
pros are away at tournaments in
California and North Carolina.
The capital city affair will
Jcast a field of 144, including 50
pros, battling on the rugged par
72, 7,008-yard Killearn Country
Club course.
Heading the field will be Tom-
my Aaron who has won more
• than $60;000 this year.
Others joining him in the com-
petition for top money are Herb
Hooper, Richmond, Va. Chuck
Courtney, La Jolla, Calif., Cliff
• Brown, Nashville, Tenn., Bob
Menne, Andaver, Mass., Steve
Opperman, San Francisco, Don
Massengale, Tommy Jacobs and
Local pro Bert Yancey.
Prominent newcomers on the
circuit include Gary Abbott, Or-
ville Moody, Martin Roesink of
Holland and Bobby Cole of South
Africa.
The field got its first taste of
rough sledding Wednesday when
only 20 of the 50 pros fired
under par rounds, with Courtney
and Townsend firing the best
rounds of 68 each.
Foursomes headed by Hooper,
Courtney, Brown, Menne and Op-
. penman tied with a net 57 for
first place in the vrarmup pro-am.
589. Babe Ruth is the career
leader oath 714.
Elsewhere hi the Nationel
league, Chicago nipped St.
Louis, 1-0, Pittsburgh bombed
New York, 11-3, and Los Ange-
les romped pest San Diego, 9-1.
The Montreal-Philadelphia game
the only other scheduled con-
test, was rained out.
Aaron's homer came after Fe
lix Malan walked and scored
on Sonny Jackson's triple. The
veteran slugger also doubled in
the Reeves' last run in the nin-
th, scoring Milian from first
on a blooper to right.
Ferguson Jenkins scattered
five hits in recording his first
victory of the season and Billy
Wililams scored the only run
on a third inning fielder's cho-
'ice aa Chicago beat St. Louis
for its fourth victory in a row
end eighth in the leit nine
garnet
Williams singled, took second
on a walk, moved to third on a
sacrifice and best third base-
man Hike Shannon's throw to
the plate on Randy Hundley's
grounder for the game's only
wore.
The victory was costly for
Chicago, which ket the services
of second baseman Glenn Beck-
ert for at least three days. Bee
kert received a concussion in a
second base collision with Shan-non.
Jose Pagan had four hits, in-
cluding a two-run triple in thefirst inning, to drive in three
runs as the Pirates routed theM. Pittsburgh had 15 hits,Including nett in the first 21-3
innings off loser Jerry Koos-man. Robert Clemente also hadthree hits for the Pirates.
Bob Moose struck oat 10 bet-ters en route to his second vic-tory without a defeat.
Andy Remo, Thin Haller, Wes
Parker and Willie Crawfordslammed home runs to powerthe Dodgers over the Padres.Bill Singer allowed only fourhits in recording his second vic-
tory witchut a be..
Jim Turner of the New York
Jets accounted for 145 points-
all on field goals and extra
points-moat scored by kicking
in the history of the American
Football League.
FORD
The CURE for the 'BUG'.
See it ati Special Showing,







Chicano 8 1 .668
Pittsburgh 6 3 .667
St. Louts 4 5 .444
Montreal 3 5 .375
New York 3 6 333








W. L. Pct. 08
Atlanta 7 2 .778 —
Los Angeles 5 3 .625 144
San Fran. 3 4 .429 3
Cincinnati 3 4 .429 3
San Diego 3 5 .375 344
Houston 3 6 .333 4
Wednesday's Results
Mt. and Phila., ppd., rain
Pittsburgh 11 New York 3
Atlanta 6 Houston 4
Chicago 1 St. Louis 0




San Diego, Kirby 0-1 at San
Francisca Marietta' 1-0, 4 p. in.
Montreal, Grant 1-0 at Phila-
delphia, Johnson 0-1, 7:35 p. in.
New York, Cardwell 0-1 at
Pittsburgh, Bunning 0-1, 8:03
p.
Chicago, Hands 1-0 at St.
Louis, Giusti 1-0, 9 p. in.
Atlanta Jarvis 0-1 at Hous-
ton, Riasingame 0-1, 8:30 p.
Only games scheduled
Fridays Games
Pittsburgh at Phi/a., night
New York at St. Louis, night
Atlanta at Cincinriati, night
Houston at Lois Ang., night
San Diego at San Fran., eight
American League
East
W. L. Pct. GB
Baltimore 6 3 .688 —
Boston 5 3 .625 %
New York 4 3 .571 1
Detroit . .4 3 .571 1
Washingent 2 5 .375 2%
Cleveland 1 5 .143 4
West
W. L. Pct. 08
Kansas City 5 3 .625
Chicago 4 3 .571 34
Oakland 4 4 .500 1
PARKER FORD 
•
LEDGER I TIMES — MURRAY. KENTUCKY 




NEW YORK UPI - Baseball
lockers are like hunily heir-
looms.
They're not much to look at.
Generally, $25 cash will buy
everything in them on a good
day, yet their owners take un-
common pride about who inherits
them after they're gone.
The clubhouse men assign all
the lockers and some still save
those nearest the shower room
for the bizeest timers so they
won't have to walk so far.
Pete Sheehy doesn't operate
that way. He's been with the New
York Yankees since Babe Ruth's
day and there aren't any better
clubhouse men around.
The only tools he ever uses
are experience, instinct and good
common sense.
He has seen the lockers handed
down from one generation to the
next and they always were handed
down under his supervision.
There was the case of Joe Di-
Maggio and Billy Martin, for ex-
ample.
Joe D's Locker
Billy liked to pal around with
Joe when they both were with the
Yankees and when it came time
for DiMaggio to retire, Martin
asked him whether he could have
his locker. DiMaggio said sure;
Martin told Sheehy what Joe had
said, and Sheehy said it was per-
fectly okay with him, too.
Martin couldn't be tiakpie.r. He
had hit the jackpot. Not only could
he have the locker previously
used by his idol, but it also was
situated right next to the one bei-
ng used by his best friend, Mick-
ey Mantle.
But then Martin was traded
by the Yankees and Mantle mov-
ed into Joe D's old locker, and
when Mickey retired this spring
The natural question was who wou-
Id inherit it from him.
Sheehy asked Mantle whom he
thought it should be and Mickeysaid he didn't know whereuponthe Yankees' clubhouse man said,
"what about Bobby Murcer?" and
Mantle replied, "he was the one
I was thinking of."
Bobby Murcer, 22, and recen-
tly returned from the Army,
couldn't believe it when Sheehy
told him he was getting Mantle's
)1d locker this spring. Murcer
iad to ask Mickey himself in
Fort Lauderdale.
"Is it true you want me to
!lave your locker?" Murcer ask-
ed Mantle, with whom he played
briefly miarch 7befc596eg7.oing into serviceo
"That's right," said Mickey.
"I want you to have it." Murcer
didn't know what to say. He
stammered his thanks and added,
"I hope I can do one-quarter
as well as you did, Mickey."
Mantle Blushed
If you know Mickey Mantle,
then you know talk like that
makes him turn pink all over,
and if you've seen Bobby Mur-
cer, you also know he's the clos-
est the Yankees are going to come
to another Mantle. For awhile,
anyway.
The one thing Murcer and Man-
tle have in common is the state
they come from. Bobby was born
In Oklahoma City which makes
him "big city" alongside Comm-
erce, the town where Mickey
was born.
Mureer can run but 'doesn't
have Mantle's power. Then again,
who does?
There was nothing wrong with
the way Murcer operated in the
Yanks' home opener against the
Senators Tuesday, though. He
celebrated his first game at Yan-
kee Stadium since leaving for the
Army by driving in four runs
with a homer, double and a single
which merely upped his batting
average to .438 and his RBI total
to 10.
Seattle 3 3 .500 1
Calif. 3 4 .429 154
Minn. 3 4 .429 1%
Wednesdays Results
Wash at N. Y., ppd., rain
Baltimore 11 Boston 8
Chicago 5 Kansas City 2
Detroit 8 Cleveiand 2
Minnesota 6 Seattle 4




Detroit, Lolich 1-0 at Cleve-
land, Williams 0-1. 1:30 p.
Washington, Moore 1-0 and
Pascual 0-2 at New York, Stot-
tlemyre 2-0 and Rahnsen 0-2,2, 1 P. m.
Baltimore, Palmer 1-0 at Boa
ton, Stange 1-0, 1:30 p.
Only games scheduled
Fridays Games
Oakland at Kansas City, night
California at Minnesota
Seattle at Chicago, night
Baltimore at Wash., night
Cleveland at Boston
Only games scheduled
Before he left for service,
Murcer played shortstop for the
Yanks and wore No. 17 on his
back. Now he's playing third base
and wearing No. 1 and a story
goes with that, too.
"Bobby Richardson and I were
kinda close," Murcer said. "Be-
fore I left the club he askedmeif
I would like to wear his uniform
when I came back and I said I'd
be proud to."
Richardson talked to Murcer
about that in 1966 and the uniform
was kept in mothballs one entire
year while the Yankees' new third
baseman was in the Armyat Port
Huachuca, Ariz.
There aren't many ballplayers
they save a locker and a uniform
for, but Mantle and Richardson
feel Murcer is sort of special, If
Murcer turns out the way they
figure he will, some kid wlll hope
to inherit his locker or uniform
some day.
Bezeffice Opens   _ _ 6 :l5 p.m.
Show Starts _ 7:00 p.m.
* TONITE thru SATURDAY *
VIOLENT in anger
SAVAGE in love.... 4
DEFIANT in play!!
hoksailkAbitfruitvii)914
A icture for women to see with their hearts!
fr- * ROSS HUNTER PSOOUCIW)5
LANA TURNER
AraliSirrittICOLOR










It was a familiar scene in
the Detroit.. Tigers' clubhouse
Wednesday night with Denny
McLain, the man who won 31
games, holding court and Jim
Northrup, the man who breaks
up ball games, dressing in soli-
aide.
It all makes for a swinging
clubhouse — especially after
n easy victory like the Tigers'
8-2 triumph over the Cleveland
Indians Wednesday night.
Denny was in such good form
Wednesday night that he even
allowed that he enjoyed a fifth-
inning homer hit by Jose Car-
denal of the Indians
"I kind of enjoyed Cardenal's
homer," he said "I like to hear
the exploding scoreboard."
Cleveland Scoreboard
McLain referred to the Cleve-
land stadium scoreboard which
goes off like a July 4 celebrat-
ion when a Cleveland player
hits a homer.
Northrup hit a two-run hom-
er in addition to his double and
Norm Cash also homered for
the Tigers, who dealt the Ind-
ians their sixth loss in seven
games.
The Baltimore Orioles wal-
loped the Boston Red Sox, 11-8,
in a game ended by rain in the
bottom of the eighth inning,
the Chicago White Sox beat the
Kansas City Royals, 5-2, the
Oakland Athletics defeated the
California Angels, 6-1, and the
Minnesota Twins edged the
Seattle Pilots, 6-4, in other AL
games. Washington at New
York was rained out.
In the National League, the
Chicago Cubs shaded the St
Louis Cardinals, 1-0, the At-
lanta Braves dawned the Hoes-
ton Astros, 6-4, the Pittsburgh
Pirates routed the New York
Mets, 11-3, and the Los. Angeles
Dodgers stopped the San Diego
Padres, 9-1
Pam Orioles
Brooks Robinson, Don Buford
and Paul Blair hit homers ti
pace the Orioles' 18-hit attack,
offsetting two homers each by
Billy Conigliaro, playing be-
cause of his brothers injury,
and George Scott Dave Leon-
hard, who went 3 2-3 innings in
relief, received credit for his
second victory without a loss
while Ken Brett suffered the
loss.
Rookie Carlos May drove in
three runs with his third and
fourth homers and Buddy
Bradford added a two-run hom-
er in the White Sox' victory.
Joe Horlen, a disappointment




By JOE ST, AMANT
RANCHO LA COSTA, Calif.
UPI - There were some com-
plaints about the condition of
the course today for the first
round of the $150,000 Tourna-
ment of Champions but nobody
who receives $2,000 for four
days work play wants to squawk
_very much,.
it Two grand is the minimum
stipend for the 28 pro golfers
who qualified for this exclusive
event by winning PGA tourna-
ments during the past 12 months.
Top prize is $30,000 and with
that kind of money at the end of
72-holes, there is an incentive to
conquer the par-72, 7,11a yard
Rancho La Costa course,
Miller Barber qualified for
the T of C by winning the Byron
Nelson and Kaiser opens.
Roberto de Vicenzo, Houston
champion, was a bit doleful, af-
ter a practice round Wednesday.
"This is a tough course," he
said. "You must be strong here
-it is long. You get into tiAit
rough-it's high-and you lose a
stroke."•
The golfers would like to take'
It easy in this tournament com-
ing as it does just after the ten-
sion-packed Masters, won this
year by lanky George Archer
who looked like the most serene
pro in the place.
Gene Littler, the quiet veteran
who makes his home here in San
Diego County, got here by winning
the Phoenix and the Greater Gr-
eensboro opens.
Trevino is a first-time perfor-
mer in the T of C like 10 others
-Steve Reid Azalea Open; Bob
1987 season, pitched a six-hitt-
er for the White Sox.
Sal Bendo hit the first grand
slam homer by an Oakland
player and Chuck Dobson pitch-
ed a four-hitter against the
Angels. Bando's blow came in
the fifth inning and just sailed
over the right field fence at the
330-foot mark. Dobson lost his
bid for a shutout in the eighth
when Dick Stuart singled home
the Angels' run.
Rich Reese's two-out double
in the ninth inning scored two
runs and gave the Twins a
come - from - behind victory
over the Pilots Trailing 4-3 go-
ing into the ninth on the
strength of Jim Gosger's eight-
inning homer, Rod Carew doub-
led and scored on Tony Oliva's
single Harmon Killebrew was
intentionally walked before
Reese drove them both in one
out later with his double.
Lunn Memphis Open and Atlanta
Classic; Bob Murphy Philadel-
phia and Thunderbird; Bob Dick-
son Haig; Ron Cerrudo Cajun; Di-
ck Lotz Alameda; Tom Shaw
Doral; Ken Still Citrus; Jim Col-
bert Monsanto; and Bunky Henry
National Airlines Open.
Most of the big names were
here - defending champion Don
January and more or less grizzl-
ed colleagues such as Arnold
Palmer, at 39 somewhat off his
game, Dan Sikes, Billy Casper,
Julius Boros, Chi ChiRodriquez,
Billy Casper, and Charlie Siffo-
rd.
NEW COACH
SPOKANE, Wash. UPI - Hugh
'Bones" Taylor, a former all-
pro end and one-time coach of
the Houston Oilers, was named
coach Wednesday of the Spokane
shockers of the Continental Lea-
gue.
Taylor, who played with the
Washington Redskins, coached
the Oilers during the 1965 kner-
ican Football League season.
Boston's Carl Yastrzemski.
with a .301 average, was the
only American League regular
player to hit over .300 in 1968.





Help Elect A Young Man
for Sheriff
I wish to announce my candidacy for the office of Sheriff of Callo-
way County in the Democratic Primary May 27, 1969.
My family and I are presently visiting each and every residence in
Murray and Calloway County, soliciting -personally your support for this
off ice.
This is the first time I have asked for your support for any public
office. If elected, I promise that each duty transacted by the Sheriff's of-
fice will be promptly, efficiently and fairly attended to.

















By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: First, you made some reference to the
"vnves" of the famous Wright brothers, the inventors of the
first airplane. Then a man who signed himself "JACK H."
wrote in and said you "goofed" because the Wright brothers
were both bachelors.
Then some lady from Olympia, Wash., wrote and said
you did NOT goof—Jack H.. goofed because her grandmother's
sister was married to Wilbur Wright.
To set the record straight: My father was Reuchlin Wright.
Be was the older Wright brother. Wilbur died in 1912 and
Orville died in 1948.
Orville Writ ("Uncle Orv." we called him] named my
husband as oise of the executors of his estate. I am sore there
have been several Wilbur Wrights, and I do not doubt that the
lady's grandmother's sister WAS married to a Wilbur Wright,
but he wasn't the co-inventor of the airplane.
Sincerely yours,
ELLWYN WRIGHT STEELIER: Yucaipa, Cal.
DEAR ABBY: I DID NOT GOOF! I checked and checked
and checked and nowhere can I find evidence that Wilbur
Wright was ever married.
I even checked over 100 plebres is various books and
newspapers I carefully looked kr meg women. In each case,
the only woman with Wilbur was his sister Katherine, who kept
house for him after his mother died. The only other woman in
a picture with the Wright brothers (either or both) was the
Mar. Mary Pickford. JACK H.
DEAR ABBY: You have uncorked a question which am-
. mast 'be correctly answered, because it is of real import to
aviation history. Was Wilbur WI at some time of his life,
married' If so, it was a deep dark secret.
The urgency to me is '!..at I have a new book soon going
into publication which is oncerned with a phase of aviation
history in which I state anew that neither Orville nor Wilbur
ever married. If there is any evidence to the contrary. I wish
to make a correction in time.
You may not be aware that it is aviation gospel that
Wilbur and Orville had an agreement tat least tacit] that
neither would marry, so they could retain a close-knit brother
team in their experimenting.
If Wilbur ever had a secret marriage, I assure you it would
be a positive sensation to the aviation world, and you will be
doing a great service to clear this up. Very truly yours,
C. R. R.: ALBANY, N.Y.
• DE4R ABBY: Two wrongs in your column do not make a
WRIGHT.
J;ck H. did NOT goof. as charged by a reader in Olympia.
Wash.
Wilbur Wright, inventor and aviator died May 30, 1912,'a
bachelor m Dayton, 0. I attended his funeraL
SURE OP' MY FACTS
DEAR ABBY: If you want to have a little fun, just mentionthe name of a famous person, and then watch the "relatives"crawl out of the woodwork!
Of course everyeoe has shirt-tail relations, but the morefamous a person is, the more relatives be seems to have.
About the Wright brothers: There is no record of eitherOrville or Wilbur's ever having been married, so it follows thatneither has an sons, grandsons or great-grandsons. But justpick up a Dayton. 0.. telephone directory and look at the Or-ville and W. Virights listed there!
Of course, there are plenty of legitimate WRIGHTS allover the United States, and who is to stop them from naming asee Orville or Wilbur if they so choose? I am sure many do sewith no intent to bask in the glory of the famous inventors andshould not be criticized. Sign this . .
A WRONG WRIGHT BROTHER (no relation!
Everybody has a problem. What's yours? For a personalreply write to Abby. Bee ie700. Les Angeles. Cal. Mee, andeschew a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Rate to write letters, Seed Si te Abby. Box Wee, LosAngeles. Cal. mese. for Abby's booklet. "Hew to Write Lettersfor All Occasions."









The Christian Women's Fel-
lovrship of the First Chrlstlm
Church held Its general sheet-
ing in the library of the church
on Tuesday evening at seven-
thirty o'clock.
The president, Mrs. George
Hart, presided.
Mrs. John Pasco give an em-
cellent program on the subject,
"Wherever We Are". The pur-
pose of the program was to
help women understand that at
all times, in all pieces, and un-
der all conditions they repro-
sent the church and can wit-
ness for the church as am-
bassadors. Her portrayals were
very vivid.
Mrs. Gene Landoll orve the
worship. Mrs. Fred Wells read
the minutes of the last meet-
ing. Mrs. Henry raw" Mrs.
Clyde Jones, and Mrs. William
Porter gave reports for their
groups. Mrs. J. E. Little" the
treasurer, gave the financial
report.
The following members were
elected new officers for the
general group: President, Mrs.
Wayne Sheeks; vice president
and study chairman, Mrs. Lou-
ise Jellison; secretary, Mrs. Wil-
liam Porter; treasurer, Mrs. J.
Z. Littleton; worship chairman.
Mrs. Woodfin Hutson; service
chairman, Mrs. Henry Fulton
1110d Mrs. Coleman McKeel;
World Call chairman, Mrs. Fred
Wells.
During the social hour re-







El QUALIFIED - SERVICE AND HONESTY MY
PLEDGE
FIRST TIME TO ASK FOR PUBLIC OMCE
2 SHERIFF'S OFFICE OPEN SATURDAYS - ALL
DAY
'WHEN YOU CALL ME I WILL COME
YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE APPRECIATED
Democratic Primary May 27, 1969
• • •
Hendon Home
Scepe 0.f Meet Of...
Suburban Club
The Suburban Homemakers
Club held its regular monthly
meeting in the home of Mrs.
Robert Hendon on Monday,
April 14, at seven-thirty o'clock
in the evening. Mrs. Dwain
Spencer was the cohostess.
Mrs. Max Farley opened the lUnion Building at 7:30 p.m.
meeting with a devotion read- Call 753-8279 or 753-1941 for
ing from the Song of Solomon
2:11-12. Each member answer-
ed the roll call by relating their
most interesting experience or
recalling the most interesting
person they ever met.
Mrs. Holmes Dunn. club pre-
sident, gave an exciting report
of her recent trip to Lexington l • • •
to attend the Kentucky Extent- The Kinsey Baseball Assoc-
Hampton WMS
Has April Meet At
Sinking Spring
Members of the Olga Hamp-
ton Woman's Missionary Soc-
iety of the Sinking Springs
Baptist Church held their April
meeting at the church.
During the business session
conducted by the president, the
group voted to plan to enter in-
to ministering to people in the
church field each month.
Those present were Mrs. I.
D. Warren, Mrs. Billy Paschall,
Mrs. Jerry Bowden, Mrs. Gene
Darnell, Mrs. Sonny Lockhart,
Mrs. Gerald Don Cooper, Mrs.
Harding Galloway, Mrs. Eu-
gene Jones, and Mrs. Craw-
ford McNeely.
Last month some of the mem-
bers had the privilege of visit-
ing the lady, Mrs. M. M. Hamp-
ton of Aurora, who helped or-
ganize the WMS and in whom
the society is named after.
• • • The study was "My Church
Ministering" directed by Mrs.
Billy Paschall with the emphas-
is placed on what is a church.
The group enjoyed the fellow-
ship with Mrs. Hampton very
much.
Refreshments of pie, coffee,
and Cokes were served.• • •
The next general meeting will
be held on Monday, May 5 with
the study topic being "Medical
Ministery At Ogbomofho Niger-
ia". em are urged to br-
ing a prospect to the next meet-.
Stamps, R. L SlInLer, and Rob-
The Business and Profeseies-
al Women's Club will have a
dinner meeting at the Woolen
Club House at 6:30 p.m. The
committee in charge is Mary
Cromwell, chairman, Annie
Nance, and Marilyn Herndon.
The Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the club house at two p.m.
Hostesses will be Mesdames T
C. Doran, 0. C. Wells, R. D.
F B. Crouch, John
Thera/ay, AgwIl 17
The YWA banquet of the
Blood River Baptist Associat-
ion will be held at the First
Baptist Church, Benton, at 6:30
P.m
• • •
The Kirkaey Baptist Church
WMS will meet at the church
at seven p.m. Mrs. Max Sledd,
missionary to Nigeria, will be
the guest speaker. All mew




Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Waburn Wyatt at 12:30
• • •
The Dorothy Circle of the
First Baptist Church WMS will
meet at the home of Mrs. Er-
wood Beatty at 9:30 a.m.
art Smith
ion Homemakers Association
Convention. En route they vis-
ited Shaker Town and other
points of interest.
The president told the club
members they were invited to
a program,, "Flowers On Par-
ade" to be 'presented at the
Murray-Calloway County Lib-
rary on April 24 at ten a.m.
She also announced that there
will be a workshop on "Plann-
ing Your Home" on April 29
at the Community Center.
The lesson on "Entertaining
— Teas and Buffets" was given
by Mrs. Robert Hendon after
which refreshments were serv-
ed.
Members present were Mes-
dames Holmes Dunn, Lenith
Rogers, James Bogard, Max
Farley, 0. J. Jennings, Dwain
Spencer, Harry Russell, an d
Robert Hendon. Mrs. Varro
Clark was a guest.
The next meeting will be
held on Monday, May 12, in the
home of 'Mrs. Dwain Spencer,
801 Sunny Lane.
"WOMAN" ESCAPEE Dykes
Askew Simmons arrives in
Los Angeles after escaping
from a Mexican prison dim-
Kuised as a woman He was
serving a life nentente for
allegedly murdering three
Mexicans in 1959. Simmons,
a Texan, said he had nothing
to do with the murders ancb
was just vacationing in Mex-
ico at the time.
• • • •
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
bold its regular meeting at the
Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m.
• • •
Friday, April 18
Srig.prty for WI anti elk.
gradel will. be held at the Cello-
way County Country Club from
7:30 to ten p.m. Each member
may invite two guests. A charge
of 23 cents per person will be
made.
• • •
The 1LSU Couples Bridge
Club will meet at the Student




The Faxon Mothers Club will
present a "Music Country Style
Show" at 7:30 p.m. at the
school.
iation will meet at seven p.m.
at the school. Officers will be
elected. All interested persons
are urged to attend. •
• • •
The Baptist Student Center
will have its annual work day
on Saturday with the proceeds
going toward the summer mis-
sion program. Call 753-5771 if
you have any kind of odd jobs
for the students to do.
• • •
The Murray-Calloway Coun-
ty Shrine Club will meet at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. William
E. Moffett, Panorama Shores, at




The Penny Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of Mrs.




Club will have its regular meet-
ing at the Community Center
on Ellis Drive at 7:30 p.m.
• • •
Tuesday, April 22
The Children's Concert feat-
uring Paul Shahan and Murray
State University Band will be
held at the university auditor-
ium at 9:30 a.m., sponsored by
the Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.
• • •
The lirksey PTA will have
an open meeting at the school
at 7:30 p.m. The proposed tax
Increase and school merger will
be discussed by Supt. Buron
Jeffrey, Board Member Lubie
Parrish, and the citizens com-




The ladies of the Oaks Coun-
try Club will have a -come as
You Are" breakfast at the club
at 8:43 a.m. A short business
will be held followed by bridge
and golf. All members are urg-
ed to make reservations with
the hostesses — Mrs Rubin
James 753-3416, Mrs Hillard
Rogers 753-2865, or Mrs Allen
Rose 753-3890 by April 21.
• • •
Friday, April 23
A dessert card party open to
the public will be held at the
Student Union cafeteria from
730 to 11:30 p.m sponsored by
• • •
John Belt Speaker
A t Meet Of Theta
Department
John Belt of the Industrial
Education Department of the
Miteray-Wolinrn's Club was the
guest speaker at the meeting
of the Theta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held on
Monday. April 14, at seven-thir-
ty o'clock in the evening.
Mr. Belt spoke on the var-
ious designs of furniture in-
cluding French Provincial, Sha-
ker, American Colonial, Chi
pendale, Sheraton, Duncan
Phyfe, and Contemporary.
The speaker gave the char-
acteristics of each design, how
it originated, and how it has
been adapted to the modern
furniture in the homes.
Belt also showed slides of
pieces of furniture made at
Murray State University in the
industrial arts department.
Mrs. Cliff Campbell was elect-
ed as chairman of the depart-
ment for the next club year.
She has served as vice-chairman
and program leader for the past
two years. Mrs. Campbell is ac-
tive in the work of her church.
Named as vice-chairman was
Mrs. Ken Adams, assistant lib
rarian at the Murray-Calloway
County Library; Mrs. Lee Tins-
ley, secretary; Mrs. Doris Nance,
treasurer.
Retiring officers are Mrs.
Harold Beaman, chairman; Mrs.
Campbell, vice-chairman; Mrs.
R. K. Carpenter, secretary; Mrs.
Hassel Kuykendall, treasurer.
The invocation was given by
Mrs. James Rogers, and Mrs.
C. W. Jones read the atiautits
and called the roll.
Reports were given by Mrs.
Beaman on the birthday party
for the special education clan,
Mrs. Roy Starks on the hearing
screening project, and Mrs. Ha-
rold Eversmeyer on a special
charity project. ,
During the social hour re-
freshments were served by the
hostesses, Mrs. James A. Rog-
ers, Mrs. Charles Homra, Mrs.
Earl Warlord, and Mrs. Ed-
ward ShroaL
• • •
Bess Myrrson, who was Miss
America of 1945 and served
for the past six years as co-host
for the annual telecast of the
Nept'mIwi f,eeauj,e of her
new job as New York City's
director of consumer affairs. She
will be replaced by Debbie
ryant, Miss America of 1966.
Parks will return for his
14th year as co-boet.
• • •
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The Music Department o f
the Murray Woman's Club met
Tuesday, April 15, at seven-
thirty o'clock in the evening,
Mrs. Josiah Darnall led the
members in singing the Wo-
man's Club Creed.
Mrs. Robert Johnson intro-
duced the program which was
presented by a group of high
school students, winners in the
recent instrumental contest
sponsored by the Music Depart-
ment.
John McKee, accompanied by
Mrs. David Elliott, played a
flute solo, "Andalause" by Pea-'
mrd. Diane Clark, cellist, ac-
companied by Mrs. Johnson.
played "Sonata in C Major" by
Breval. The first place winner
of the contest, Jean Gowarm
flutist, played "Serenade" by
Georges Hue, accompanied by
Mari E311 Winter.
Mrs. Vernon Shown, chair-
man, announced the next Child-
ren's Concert on April 23 given
by the Murray State University
Band under the direction of
Paul Shahan. She also announc-
ed the general meeting of the,
Woman's Club on May 19 and
the Charity Ball on June 7
which is sponsored by the Mur-
ray Woman's Club.
The slate of officers for next
year was presented as follows:
Chairman, Mrs. Vernon Shown;
vice-chairman, Mrs. James
me; secretary, Mrs. Sam
ht; and treasurer, Mrs.
orniafe D. Taylor.
Hostesses for the evening
ere Mrs. Charles Clark, Mrs.
Blair, Mrs. G. B. Scott, Mrs.
ill Crouse, Mrs. Josiah Dar-






The Women's Society of
Christian Service of the Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church held its April meeting
at two o'clock in the afternoon
with Mrs. J. W. Lassiter pre-
siding.
Mrs. R. Q. Knight play
"Jesus Calls Us O'er the Tu-
mult" on the piano for the
eleven members present. The
minutes were read by Mrs.
Warren Patterson. The slate of
new officers for the coming
year was read by Mrs. Walter
Wilson.
They are Mrs. J. W. Lassiter,
president; Mrs. A. 0. Woods,
vice-president; Mrs. Ed Kr( ht,
seedeolOY- IOW MK
treasurer; Mrs. Dave Burkina,
Christian social concerns; lin.
George Dunn, spiritual growth;
Mrs. Rob McHood, program;
Mrs. Billy Mahan, missionary
education; Mrs. Gladys Dunn,
publicity; Mrs. Walter Wailes,
local chars* responsibility.
A very interesting program
was presented by Mesdames W.
Wilson, Lassiter, Mahan, Q.
Knight, McHood, Woods, and
J. Wilson.
Refreshments were served by
the hostesses, Mrs. George Dunn
and Mrs. Selma Stubblefield.
The WSCS meeting debt has
been changed to the third Tues-
day of each month with the
ext meeting scheduled for
•
Broadway actor Tom Bosley
will be a rttgular on next season
new NBC "That's Debbie" half-
hour weekly comedy series star-
ring Debbie Reynolds.
E.G. Marshall, who was a
lawyer ' for ea long in "The
Defrnders- series, will be seen in
the fall as a doctor in a drama
complex that NBC calls "The
Fluid Ones." This consists of one-
hour plays rotating in the same
time spot. each dealing with a
different group of dedicated pro-
fessional men -- doctors. lawyers'
and law enforcement.
the Welcome Wagon Newcom-
en Club. Bring own cards and







Pert*? Whits - Manager
111 Maple St. 753-7112
PEISONAL3
Mrs. Odelle Vance, Miss Dor-
is Rowland and Mrs. Margaret
Waldrop, all of Murray, attend-
ed the birthday celebration of
the Mayfield and Emblem Bus-
haess and Professional Wo-
men's Clubs held Monday at
the Holiday Inn, Mayfield. This
was the 47th birthday of the
Mayfield Club and the fourth
birthday of the Emblem Club.
• • •
C. 0. Bondurant and Bob
Sims of Murray attended the
meeting of the Mayfield Ro-
tary Club held on Monday night.
Palmer Baken, Jr., FBI agent
in charge of the Louisville of-
fice, was the guest speaker.
• • •
Mrs. Mary Ratterree Cottom
of Hazel who is 90 years of
age is a patient at the Murray
Calloway County Hospital. She
entered the hospital two,
ago.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Adams
and children, Ken Ray, Danny,
and Kay, have returned home
after spending last week with
Mr. Adams' parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Clifford Adams of Engle-
wood, Fla.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Wager
and daughters, Cindy, Rebecca,
and Jane, spent the spring Va-
cation last week vacationing in
Florida.
• • •
Interest rates on U. S. Savings
Bonds have been increased five
times since the first Series E
Bond was sold on May 1, 1941.
The current rate is 4.25per cent,
If held to maturity, and E Bonds
bought today mature in 7 years.
..Volumn
Sgt. and Mrs. Joe B. Law-
rence of Murray Route One are
the parents of a son, Dwight
David, weighing eight pounds
g% ounces, born on Monday,
April 14, at 11:30 a.m. at tte
Murray-Calloway County Hos-
pital.
They have one daughter,
Teresa, age four.
Grandparents are Mrs. Lu-
cille Jones, Calloway Avenue,
Murray, and Mr. and Mrs. N. E.
Lawrence of Fort Myers, Fla.
Mrs. Myrtis Smith of Fort My-
ers, Fla., is a great grandmo-
ther. 111
• • •
Shawn Marie is the name cho-
sen by Mr. and Mrs. Delmer
Jones of Murray Route Three
for their baby daughter,
weighing seven pounds five
ounces, born on Monday, April
14, at 9:50 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Jones
of Murray Route Three and Mel
and Mrs. Robert Brow& of Pa-
ducah are the grandparents.
Great grandparents are Mr. and









When the weather starts to sizzle, keep
your cool in this easual cut-out. Your
sunny transportation through the-long,
sweet summer.
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Southern States Industrial Council
MR. NIXON'S BEGINNING 
ml STAKOS IN Ti4O
ARM FIGHT
When Senate liberals," led
by Senator J. William Fulbright
(D-Ark) began their battie R-
ennet an anti-ballistic mina.
system, the operation seemed
to be just another emotional
protest by the defenseabolition-
ist °lenient in the Sete. The
fight against the ABM has tak-
en on a new chum:tee in re-
cent weeks, however. It appar-
ently represents a bold bid by
Senator Edward Kennedy (D.
Mass) end Kennedy faithful to
defeat and humiiiate Prealdent
Nixon in the surly months of
his preeidency, thereby turning
him into a virtuai lameduck
president from the Mart.
Members of the Kennedy fa-
mily and tamer Kennedy ad-
minietration offkieis see in the
key positions of the anti-ABM
movement. Dr. Jenime Wiesner,
chief scientific adviser to the
Kennedy administration and a
fervent advocate of quick dis-
simaninit, is masterminding el•
forts among "iiherels" in the
41 scientific community to discre-
dit defense egainst Soviet bal.
link missiles.
In New York State, Stephen
Smith, a Kennedy brother-in-
law, and RCIliVedi Gilpetric, a
fanner high offal under the
New Frontier, are leaders in a
ao-oalled "ad hoc Committee
Against ABM." Abraham Chay-
es, a Harvard professor and for-
mer S. Department official
in the Kennedy adminietration,
aim is deeply involved. The
depth and scope of the anti-
ABM effort is inicated by the
tact that it even inciudes mas-
sive telephonensiling operations
swill as are used in president-
ial elections. Committees are
being formed to write letters
In appear in newspapers accost
• the country.
This power drive by New
Frontiersmen, who maid Eke
OPTIMISM is reflected by
Rep. Rogers C. B. Morton in
Washington after his formal
election as new Republican
national chairman. The
Marylander told the Nation-
al Committee that much of
the Republican vote in last
PY year's election was *cast by
the dissatisfied, not by Re-
publican enthusiasts."
4111
In mark Richard M. Nixon as
a one-term President, cannot be
regarded, however, as Ni ord-
inary exercise of patties. The
defense of the United States
should not be involved in the
political game.
In the pan, both maim past-
ies have closed ranks on na-
tional defense. Even when a
President lacked a majority in
Congress, the majority accept-
ed his leadentdp on And de-
fense decisions, holding that
the U. S. can have only one
Commandeein-Chief at a lime.
Thu the Republicans went
along with President Truman's
basic decision on Korea. And
during the Eisenhower nimbi-
' titration, when the Democrats
controlled the Senate, the Dem-
ocratic leadership likewise ac-
cepted President Eisenhower's
leadership end judgment on de-
fense. Again, during the Ken-
nedy administration, the opposi-
tion fully accepted President
Kennedy's leadership in the
Cubit' miasile crisis.
The foes of ballistic mle
defense are throwing overboard
all the precedents ineotar as de-
fense leadership is concerned.
President Nixon has mid that
the Safeguard ABM system is
essential to the security of the
American people and to the
protection of the nation's ma-
cher deterrent force. Mr. Nixon
has the constitutionad respon-
sibility for the defense of the
United States, but the anti-ABM
lobby clearly intends to usurp
his constitutional authority.
In trying to justify their rn
thless opposition, "liberals" in
the Senate say that the ABM
would endanger peace. But Sen-
ator Russell pointed out that
the ABM is a defensive system.
He asked how the Russians
could poseibly be angered by
an American defensive synem.
The absurdity is all the greet-
er inasmuch as the Soviets al-
ready have an ABM system de-
ployed around Moscow and
Leningrad.
As for the need of the ABM,
the Preeident is in a better
position than anyone to know
the full extent of the Soviet
missile menace today. AJ for
the system's feasibility, the
scientists who have the great-
• expertise in ABM systems
are those employed in develop-
ing them.
But leaving such questions
aside, the attempt to reject
President Nixon's first major
prawn for national defense
diresbena the credibility of
American leadership between
now and 1912. U Mr. Nixon is
defeated on the ABM, what
foreign country will regard him
as the real leader of his coun-
try? Whet ally will believe that
Mr. Nixon can assure American
• in view of his defeat on a
basic eisment in defense of the
continental United States? A
defeat of Mr. Nixon on the
ABM would riot only make him
appear a lameduck, but would
leave the Russians with the con-
viction that the United States
was in the grip of the defense-
NEW POLICY FOR LATIN AMERICA OUTLINED Addressing
the Organization of American States in the Hall of the
Americas of the Pan American Union in Washington on the
OAS 21st anniversary. President Nixon outlines a new
U.S. policy. for Latin Amarica-Trautuai co-operation. Mrs.
Nixon is seated in front of the President tt ith hark to the
camero Others are i front left, Carlos Holguin. Colombia.
OAS chrirman;' Luis Alvarado G.. vIc chairman. and Dr.
M Rafael Urquia, El Salvador. assi4tant general secretary.
. •
THE
More than 28 per cent of all
Series E Bonds ever issued are
still outstanding, in the hands
of tens of millions of owners.
Almost 2 million Series E
U. S. Savings Bonds — either
lost, stolen, damaged or destroy-
ed — have been replaced by The
Department of the Treasury in
the past 28 years.
abolitionists. The USSR would
be encouraged to commit ag-
gression againet the United
State.
If the spirit of national de-
fense is struck a blow by the
U. S. Senate, the American peo-
ple may be exposed to more
serious peril than at any time
in their history. The Soviet
marshals may counsel the Krem-
lin leeders that the time has
come to attack the United
States.
LEDQICE  TIMES — MURRAY. KENTUCKY
PROFIT INCREASE
WASHINGTON UPI - The three
major broadcast networks in the
United States aimed ;56.4 mill-
ion, before taxes, on the televis-
ion operations during 1968, acco-
ording to the Federal Communi-
cations Commission. The agency
said the profit figure was a 1.1
per cent increase from the pre-
vious year.
U. S. Savings Stamps — sold
at post offices and through the
School Savings Program — are
an important part of the nation-
wide Savings Bonds Program.
Encourage your youngsters to
develop the habit of thrift by
buying Savings Stamps which they
may exchange for Bonds when
they accumulate the price of a
Bond.
"Freedom Shares" travel ar-
m-in-arm with U. S. Savings Bon-
ds. Buy them through the Payroll
Savings Plan, where you work;
the "Bond.A-Month" Plan, where
you bank, or "over the counter"
at your bank, in combination with
an E Bond of the same or larger
denomination.
What does the figure $52 bill-
ion 'mean to you? It means a
brighter future for millions of
Americans who own that much in
Series E and H Bonds and"Free-
dom Shares".
Thrifty Americans will soon
enter the 29th year of U. S. Sav-
ings Bonds, with a record high of
more than $52 billion in E and H
Bonds and "Freedom Shares"
salted away. The first E Bond
was issued May 1, 1941.
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MINE-DETECTING JEEP— The U.S. Army's new mine-detecting Jeep gets a tryout near SanDiego, Calif. The driverless defensive weapon was made by Ryan Aeronautical, and en-ables troops to find mines without danger to the men. It is in final stages of evaluation.
Visit the Foreign Exchange





Be a maverick. Make friends with fewer gas station atten-
dants. Great gas economy. Up to 22 mpg. Visit Fred Her-
ndon, our service manager, less frequently. 6 months or
6,000 miles41 change...bolt-on front fenders, one piece
front grille...printed electrical circuits.., easy-to-work-
on six cylinder engine. We want Fred our service manager
to be lonely.
POWER
Be a maverick. Whistle up 105galloping horsepower in the
standard six -- 120 hp in the optional Six. That's 52 more
than come with the VW 1500.
STYLE
Sizzling exterior styling with optional Accent Group with
bright drip rails, window frames and wheel covers. Mad,
mod color-keyed interiors, too: cloth and vinyl upholstery
with tartan plaid seat inserts standard: bold stripe seat
inserts optional. Be a maverick -- cut loose with the quality
-built little one that gives you the maverick feeling.
we'
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THE LEDGER 6 TIMES — MURRAY
plescreges memo en es CIUS—Conviets gather on the roof of burning Milan Prison
in Milan, Italy, to escape the flames and srnoke in their cells during rioting One of their
demands was sex in cells. (Cablephob,)
JORDAN'S KING 14USSEIN (left, is escorted to a U.N. diplo-
matic luncheon ic New York by Secretary General U Thant.
Hussein went there to explain his six-point peace offer to




NEW DELHI UPI - Police fired
on a mob demanding the release
of ll rioters demonstrating for a
separate state of Telengana in
deddra Pradesh state, press re-
pats said Monday. One person
eaS killed and two wounded in
be shooting in Murthdad village.
TYPICAL DESERTER
WASHINGTON UPI - An Army
study of 116 soldiers who have
defected to Sweden shows that
the typical deserter there is:
23 years old, had three years
of high school, is single, had no
civilian occupation or skill, com-
es from a heavily populated state,
could not adjust to Army Ltfe, and
was a dtsciplieary problem be-
fore his defection.
See how remarkably light and fluffy
these new homemade-looking biscuits are.
They're completely different from any you've ever tasted.
New TenderBurst Bisailts.





when you buy 1 cans of Pillsbury TenderBurst Biscuits
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By RICK DU BROW
HOLLYWOOD UP!. Probably
Ins deRnitive judgment on violen-
ce, a sub)ect which haunts tele-
vision, was given by presidential
candidate Pat Paulsen last year.
"If we outlaw all firearms,"
he said at an 89-cente.Plate
spaghetti dinner in his honor,
"How can we shoot anybody?
Suppose a man goes home early
and finds another man making
love to his wife. What's he sum.
osed to do . poison him?"
Paulsen, who. launched his ca-
mpaign from the now-canceled
Smothers Brothers series, was
particularly pungent on the sub-
ject of firearms control. And
It might be well to consider bow
difficult it will be to wholly MIlle
trol fictional violence on tele 
vision when the government is
unable to even be truly effective
In clamping down on wanton fire-
arms use - despite the murders
of Robert Monody and Martin
Luther King.
Industry Shaken
There has been, nevertheless,
a Senate investigation into video
violence and sex that has shaken
the industry. The networks have
definitely cut back on violence
in next season's new shows - a
decision made well before the
government inquiry.
No realist, of course, expects
all the dramatic blood and guts
to be eliminated from the home
medium any more than one ex-
pects it to disappear , as in a
fairy tale, from the world arou-
nd us. If art is in any way supp-
osed to mirror life, it would
be absurd to show it only as
some kind of technicolor musi-
cal. But even aside from rea-
lity, there will be the return
of an excellent series like "Gun-
smoke," as well as numerous
movies that have moments of
rough stuff.
A network executive asked so-
me months ago how a violent
movie, or a sexually frank sce-
ne, or a risque remark can
shake up viewers as much as
looking at the Vietnam War.
Sex And Violence
It is sex and violence, how-
ever, that have congress, the net-
works and the public talking now-
adays. The Smothers Brothers
are off next season's CBS-TV sc-
hedule after a feud with the net-
work , which Is replacing them
with a Leslie Uggams variety
series.
And, by a coincidence, NBC.
TV's top-rated, racy "Laugh-in"
series will be pre-empted by
specials for eight straight weeks,
not returning until June 9.
So with "Laugh-In" tempora-
rily gone, the Smothers Brothers
show soon to be extinct , and ABC.
TV's recent new satirical series
"Turn-On" canceled after one
performance, television is gett-
ing to be nice and quiet again,
the way a certain part of the pub-
lic wants it to be. It's the next
best thing to rigor mortis.
Asian Baptist Leader
Urges Involvement
VALLEY FORGE. Pa. (UPI).
Christianity "must move fro
identity to involvement and ser-
vice," according to Dr. Agustin
E. Mass, a distinguished Baptis
leader from Esst4As.
Dr. Masa, visiting headquar
ten of the American Baptist
Convention here, said:
"The- time MUM come when
the Christian faith and taiMitaimay not glory in its identity.
Christianity is a light burning
in the darkness, but we have
made it like the Acropolis -
high above the city. We have
boasted that Christianity is the
best religion in the world, and
this is true. But w d tovie
move from our self-i ty to
involvement and service, his to
me is the task of the Baptist
Council on World Mission."
REGIME TO DECIDE
WARSAW UPI - The Roman
Catholic Church of Poland left
it up to Warsaw's Communist
regime today to decide whether
to allow Pope Paul VI to visit
this predominantly Catholic nat-
ion. ,
Church sources said Monday
that Cardinal Stefan Wyszynski,
Polish primate, had written to
Premier Josef Cyrankievdc z, ad-
vising him of the Pope's desire
to make a pilgimage to the med-
ieval Jasna Gera Monastery at
C es tochowa.
HUMANITARIAN Bob Hope
presents the Jean Hersholt
Humanitarian Award to
comedienne Martha Raye
during the Academy Awards
in Los Angeles. She was
given the award for her de-
voted and often dangerous
v.ork entertaining troops in
combat areas almost con-





HOLLYWOOD UPI - Tired of
elevision? Have that letdown fe-
eling? Suffering from the blahs?
ant instant relief?
Well, if you are a steady video
ewer, you'd be surprised what
tonic it is to switch for a while
to television peripheral progra-
ms and skip prime time for, say,
a week. .
Have yoii ever, for instance,
seen NBC's "Speaking Freely,"
interview show with Edwin
Newman? If you haven't , you
are missing a genuine treat. The
interviews are consistently out-
standing, and Newmae is a truly
artful conversationalist.
Avid Viewers,
You may, however, have ihe
same problem we have but her*
with "Speaking Freely." It goes
on at one o'clock in the morning
on our local NBC station, bee
wife and I are avid viewsete
When was the last time you
watched NBC-TV's "College So-
I?" It is still an invigorating
question - and - answer shoe
with teams of university and
college students competing aga-
inst each other for their respec-
tive schools. Yet "the Dating
Game" is what winds up inprime
time.
You are missing a bet if you
don't tune in CBS-TV's "Big
Three" on Sunday morning, "Lo-
ok Up and Live," "Lamp Unto
ildy Feet" and "Camera Three."
I And ABC-TV's "Wide world
of Sports" is still the standard
by which other sports programs.
on the three networks are meas.
ur ed.
Civilized Ways
NBC-TV's early morning "To-
day" show and late-night "To-
night " series are civilised ways
to ease into, and out of, the day,
watching them in bits and pieces
while having breakfast, shaving
or whipping up a bedtime snack.
As I say, if you feel like ex-
perimenting with your teleview-
ing, try our peripheral programs
like these for a week or so, no
"Green Acres," ne "Beverly
Hillbillies."
You will fall in love with your
wife again - or maybe somebody
else. You will pat your brats on
the head with affection. Birds
will sing. Flowers will bloom.
The sun will shine. Suddenly
your world will become bright-
er.
If it doesn't - if you miss
"Green Acres" - you're in troub-
le. 4
mAMIE CONGRATULATES SON
The widow of the late (or.
flier President Dwight. D.
Eisenhower, Mrs. Mamie Els-
nhower kisses her son. John,
in Washington after he wisp




TO I= PEOPLE OF CALLOWAY AND TRIGG COUNTIES:
I am today making formal announcement as a candidate for State
Representative from Calloway and Trigg Counties, subject to the Demo-
cratic Primary election to be held May 27, 1969.
My campaign for re-election will be based on my previous record
as YOUR Representative. How well I have served is not for me to say, but
for you to judge.
Most of you know me and know my qualifications, but for the bene-
fit of you who are not acquainted with me, I submit the following:
I was born in the New Concord Magisterial District 48 years ago;
the son of the late Jabie Lassiter and Emily Fleeman Lassiter. I married,
Ruth Lovett, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lovett and we have one son,
Jerry. I am a graduate of Murray State University. I have been connected
with the Educational System of Calloway County for the past twenty years.
I am a member of the Cole's Camp Ground Methodist Church, Masonic
Lodge, Eastern Star, the. Woodmen of the World, and the American Legion.
Being born on a farm, I learned early in life how to earn ray living
by the sweat of the brow. I have voted for a great deal of legislation that
I believed to be for the best interest of the farmers. Being a strong be-
liever in our county fairs, I have consistently supported measures that help
our fairs financially.
As YOUR Representative, I sponsored legislation that more than
doubled the Rural Highway appropriation. After becoming yaw Repre-
sentative, I learned of the great need and insufficient allocation for the
Mentally Retarded. I have been greatly interested in seeing these people
take their rightful place in society. I have worked hard 'to provide funds
so YOUR children and mine might obtain a good education. My record tohe the aged, needy and blind, will speak for itself.
In entering this race, I am doing so without being connected with
any clique or political boas, I will, however, ask and seek the support of
every man, woman and child, rich or poor, white or black. I will be theservant of all and not any particular group. I intend to make the race in aspirit of fairness, on my own merits and not the demerits of anyone.
I supported a measure at the last session of the General Assemblytp strengthen the State's Merit System. I did this because I believe in careerpool*, in state government. However, the bill was vetoed. I also supporteda measure to provide for a percent of the state's revenue to be returned tolocal governments. At the last session of the General Assembly, we weretold of the danger of losing OUR State Park at Lake Barkley, warned thatMurray State University and our Elementary and Secondary Schools couldno longer survive, when we were 'informed that we could no longer assistour elderly citizens who needed medical aid, when we were told of thedanger of losing the Four-Laning of Highway 641 from Murray to Bentonand we would no longer be able to improve our Rural and Secondary Roads,I voted for this not to happen.
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PUNA STICKS are set up as a perimeter defense around the village of Plei Ly An nearPleiku in South Vietnam's central highlands. Montagnard tribesmen are doing the job.The sticks are set into the ground with very sharp ends up. The tips are daubed with





WASHINGTON UPI - American
auto makers are finally moving
Into the small car field to chall-
enge the little foreign imports
that have become so popular in
this country.
Well, lots of luck, Detroit!
You're going to need it.
"I'm sure the U. S. manufac-
turers will be able to compete
with the foreign car companies.
The big question is whether they
will be able to compete with their
own advertising agencies.
A small car has three advan-
tages over a big car. It costs
less to buy, it costs less to
operate and it is easier to park.
In short, it's small.
New Models
Ford's new Maverick coming
out this month and theother dom-
estic models to be introduced
next year presumably will have
these qualities. At first.
But what happens after they
are all on the market and their
advertising agencies take over?
Just as sure as God makes
little green apples, one of the
companies will start claiming
that its small car is bigger than
the other small cars.
"The Tiny Tim is half an
inch longer than any other car
in the small car field," the ads
will say.
And just as sure as it rains
In Indianapolis in the sumther-
time, the other companies will
start making their small cars
one inch longer to frustrate their
rival's advertising agency.
Before long, all of the Amer-
ican small cars will have inched
up to the size that the American
"compacts" were when they we-
re first introduced.
Escalation Begins
And then, just as sure as it
snows in Minneapolis in the win-
tertime, the horsepower escala-
tion will begin.
"The Tiny Tim is the only car
in the small car field that offers
an eight-cylinder, 360-horsepow-
er motor," the ads will say.
And just as sure as there are
Disneyland, a Dr. Seuss and a
Mother Goose nursery rhyme,
the ad agencies for the other
companies will insist that their
clients start installing even more
powerful motors in their cars.
Then will come the eneIncion
of seating capacity, trunk space
and all the other elephantine
features so dear to the hearts of
Madison Avenue.
Within a few years, if Detroit
isn't careful, the foreign imports
will have the small car market
all to themselves arair..
For just as surt a.s Goo makes
little green advertising
agencies turn them into big red
01011S.
The book scorpion feeds
upon minute insects and mice.
alb
MOON "FIRST" Astronaut
Neil Armstrong (above) will
be the first to set foot on
the Moon if Apollo 11 plans
go according to schedule.
Armstrong, 38, is a former
X15 rocket plane test pilot.
He and USAF Col. Edwin
Aldrin will spend two hours
and 40 minutes walking
around on the Moon near
their landing craft.
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Insist On FEDDERS
WITH RE-SERVE COOLING POWER'
The World's Largest Selling Air Conditioner
16 years in a row
why Inds an others
LEADERSHIP IN NEW IDEAS Fedders leads tbs dr cadikeisi WNW Mel Image= sliblbutlig
to better comfort, better value.
LEADERSHIP IN ENGINEERING Only Fedders has Reserve Coding Power*, your mum= al =obis 011extra hot, extra humid days when you need comfort most
LEAKISNIP I ANI MECUM CONTNIL seinse. warm mad Aunts 360 deinesk Ists yendrect elratosever you yolk
LEADERSHIP IN EFFICIENCY Fedders carefully matches al *important* — corroreseor,
tubing, capillaries, tan motor-- for truly efficient operation.
0
LEADERSHIP IN SELECTION Save money — girt the air conditioner that =aches pew isqubsimedi
exactly. Fedders gives you more models to choose from.
I 0 LEADERSHIP.IN DURABILITY Fedders steal cabinet is clad with enc, belied with enamel. Revue WSprotective rear gni* You can eaves Fickler' in your window year-rOund1
Your best buy is Fedders
Northside Shopping Center





By PAUL R. JESCHKE
LOS GATOS. Calif. UPI - For
skipper Lee Wumn, sailing arou-
nd the world is one pair of nylons
after another hanging from the
yardarm.
While many men merely dre-
am of surrounding themselves
with beautiful women and sail-
ing ti. faraway places, Quinn has
made a reality of this reverie.
Twice the boyish-looking, 42-
year-old steeplejack turned sail-
or has circled the globe with an
all-girl crew. Now he is select-
ing a new group for yet another
voyage.
Few Qualifications
Applicants need meet few qual-
ifications. They "must want to
sail like crazy," be able to pay
for their own food and cut a trim
figure in deck pants. In addition,
they must deposit enough money
for their return fare if they tire
of the trip.
"Why not?" answers Quinn
with a chuckle. "If I could think
of a nicer way to spend my time,
I'd do it, Girls are really a
lot of fun, you know."
Besides, he said, they are
"more docile, take orders and
don't cause trouble at sea like
some men."
Quinn speaks from experience.
Since he began his unusual cruis-
es in 1962, 78 crevrwomen have
accompanied him on voyages at.,
card the Neophyte and its succ-
essors, the 48-foot cutter Neo-
phyte Too.
"Some of them haven't worked
out and left," Quinn said. "But
as a group they've been a hardy
lot. They have to be since there's
no place to stop and, rest in the
middle of an ocean. There aren't
any parking meters out there."
No Schedules
There are no schedules and no
firm ports of call when the Neo-
phyte Too sets sail - probably
In late May,
Quinn is reluctant to &semi
the obvious complications of a
man and five women alone at
sea for lengthy periods of time.
"No matter what I say, people
will believe just what they want
to," the skipper said, "I find
it best to say nothing." Despite
his penchant for female sailing
companions, Quinn has been ma-
rried to the same woman for 23
years. She does not accompany
him on the voyages. •
"It's a tine way to keep a
marriage fresh," he explains
"There's not much chance to
fight this way."
Due for an income-tax refund?
Why not take it in Savings Bonds
- and watch your investment
grow.
You can now buy "Freedom
Shares" - which earn interest
at the higher rate of 5 per cent,
if held to maturity of 41/2 years
- over the counter, in single
purchases with Series E Savings
Bonds of the same or larger
denomination.
HIJACKERS TO CM BOXED IN--Joseph Blank, FAA securityofficer, carries a gun as he walks between two boxes totest their "frisking" properties. The Federal Aviation Ad-ministration warned that would-be hijackers may be friskedelectronically when they board an airliner. The boxes wereunveiled in Washington at a press conference and their redlights flickered when a gun was passed between them.
NEW HIGHER INSURED SAVINGS/
NO " RED TAPE:- NO "LONG WAIT"
PAs KS CERTIFICATES
ANY AMOUNTDEPOSIT ANYTIME! NATIONS HIGHEST RATENO MINIMUM BALANCE REQUIRED
EARNINGS JUNE & DEC 31 A MAN AND WIFE MAY HAVE
$15,000 INSURED BY AN AGENCY





Regular Savings continue to earn the community's high of 4i% for
that flexible and popular type of account. Withdrawals are available
at any time. A big plus is the free Stainless Tableware (5 piece plate
setting) or Stainless Cutlery given with deposits of $150.00 in a regular
savings account.
uuu BRUCE THOMAS





Murray State SEEN 1 HEAD
Kealisaisil Peens Pegs Onel
ed, "each coopereting institut-
ion has a Usiiversity Preis ease-
IOU* functioning on its camp
Is for initial screening of man-
unnipts submitted for publi-
cation"
addition to Dr. 'resumer,
solo serves as chairman of the
committee et Murray State,
gale seembwe appointed b y




research; Dr. Charles Moore.
professor of psychology; Dr.
Clal T. Peterson, prefessor of
English; and Dr. Donald Whi-
aenhunt, associate professor of
history.
The other colleges and uni-
versities involved in the sew
centraliaed publishing operat-
ics are Berea College, Centre
0111ega, Eastern Kentucky ill/-
versify, the University of Lou-
isville, the University of Ken-
tucky, Kentucky State College,
Morehead State University and
Western Kentucky University.
Dr. Holman Hamilton of the
University of Kentucky is chair-
men of the state-wide editorial
beard. Each school represented
in the organization, which has
its sales, editorial and product-
ion offices on the University of
Kentucky campus in Lexington,
has a member on the statewide
board. Three other members-st-
large are yet to be named.
Dr. Tesseneer said the pub.
lishing cooperative will enable
member institutions to elimin-
ate duplicate expenses incurred
• • •
(Ceseiniesd Prom Pees Oree)
moan the wiedow and Etat
aid beg wee out Um* amid&
He gave forth regalarly weds
he granieled mount He ems sr-
compacied by a bat of nney
sousehi bean Odor hese crick-
Mi and whet have pm. A de-
bated blend of amide 'Rick
we enjoyed dadmegIay.
We fleetly made an moor. No,
this is the second one. We mid
Fannie Stubblefield was run-
ning for the unsuited term of
seven months. This is incorrect.
Her term to wh the was ap-
pointed goes up to the roma
election. She is seeking the un-
expired term which MIN tram
the November election to the
end of the year.
Good dental health practices
should begin in childhood.
histruct children to eat as many
raw ' fruits and vegetables es
possible and cut down on sweets
between meas.
s—••
Home sewing reached a new
peak in 1967 with about 300
million garments being made.
About 40 million women and
teen-agers did the sewing.
in separate publishing operat-
ions and provide more publish-
ing opportunities for individual
scholars from the member in-
stitutions.
TO THE PEOPLE OF MAGISTERIAL
DISTRICT NO. 1:
I have filed for the Democratic nomination
for Magistrate cie DiStliet No. 1.
Although, I feel I am known to most of the
voters of this District, I consider it not amiss to
state that I have lived in District 1 my entire
life. I am married to Beurdean Mahan, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. J. L Mahan. I have worked as a
contractor and farmer most of my life, I am a
member of Cole's Camp Ground Methodist.
Church, Temple Hill Masonic Lodge a;nd the
Eastern Star.
For many years I have been vitally interested
In the Rural Roads of Calloway County. I shall
devote my best efforts for the improvement of our
school bus and mail routes.
It shall be my purpose to see that the tax-
payers' money is properly spent.
Along with my family, I have been a strong
supporter of the Democratic Party.
It will be my aim to see and talk with !very
voter between now and election day, if I shOwiti





ftentineed Preen Pegs Om)
was admitted to the hospital
and is reported in satidectory
condition this morning by hos-
pital authorities She had in-
juries to the back and arms, ac
cording to the Falk* report.
Mrs. Ida Whitworth of St
Louis, Mo., a passenger in the
car driven by Mrs. Mary Ann
Whitworth of St. Louis, Mo.,
was treated at the emergency
room of the hospital for a free-
lured rib end released, accord-
ing to hospital authorities
Police said Mrs. Whitworth,
driving a 1963 Dodge Dart four
door, was going north on High.
way 641 ang had stopped to
make a left turn onto Highway
ill. Braden, driving a 1960
Pontiac four door hardtop, also
going north on Highway 641,
collided with the beck end of
the Whitworth car, according
to the police.
The Brittian car skidded 84
feet after applying his brakes,
the police report said.
A hit and run accident occurr-
ed Wednesday at 10:58 am. in
front of the Murray Lumber
company.
J. Woodworth of Jonesbo-
ro, Ark., driving a 1968 Chev-
rolet station wagon owned by
U.S. Plywood Corporation, Mem-
phis, Tenn., had his car parked
on East Maple Street when an-
otber car backed out and hit
the Chevrolet in the left front
door, according to the police
report.
The police report said the
other car drove off without re-
porting the accident.
Analitar traffic collision was
invesilpited by the Murray Po-
lice Department on Wednesday
at 12:20 p.m at the intersect-
ion of flth and Poplar Streets,
but a report had not been filed




BENTON, Ky., April 16—Mrs.
Lillie Gore, 57, of Benton Rt. 1,
died Tuesday at 1:30 p.m. in
Murray-Calloway County Hos-
pital
She was a member of Union
Hill Church of Christ.
She is survived by her hus-
band, Aubrey Gore; three daugh-
ters, Mrs. Mary Ethel Thomp-
son of Hardin Rt. 1, Mrs. Law-
rence Mordis of Indianapolis,
Ind., and Mrs. Anna Joe Turner
of Benton Re 1; three sons, Cur-
ds, James Robert and Larry
Dale Gore, all of Benton Rt. 1;
one sister, Mrs. Lana Mae Swift
of Rental Rt 3, and five grand-
children.
Funeral services will be con-
ducted Thursday at 2 p.m. at
Filbeck and Cann Funeral Chap-
el. Burial will be in Gore Cem-
etery.
Nephews will serve as pall-
bearer&
LEDGER a TIMER — MURZAY. HINTOCEY
Several Cases
ICsalieseed Pram Page Olial
speeding, fined $10.00 costs
$1/100; State Police.
Stephen I). White, Heael
Route Two, reckless driving.
fined $10.00 costs $18.00; State
Police.
Barry W. Thompson, Pedu-
cah, speeding, fined $10.00
costs $18.00; State Police.
Henry M. Piper, Farmington
Route One, fishing without lic-
ense, fined $15.00 costs $18.00;
Department of Fish and Wild-
life.
Donald L Redden, Route
Five, Paris, Tenn., speeding,
fined $10.00 costs $18.00; State
Police.
Jackie D. Cochran, Lynn
Grove Route One, speeding,
fined $10.00 costs $18.00; State
Police.
James Floyd Cunningham,
Almo Route One, driving while
intoxicated, fined $100.00 costs
$13.00; State Police.
Beverly R. Pepper, St. Louis,
Mo., speeding, fined $10.00 costs
$18.00; State Police.
Frank Houston, Murray Route
Three, driving while into:kat,
ed, fined $100.00 costs $13.00,
no operator's license, fined
$10.00 costs $18.00; Sheriff.
Rex Sins, Murray, public
drunkenness, given ten days su-
spended on condition he not be
back in this court for remainderfle
of 1969; Sheriff.
Harold E. Mehring, Cincin-
nati, Ohio, fishing with com-
mercial line on sports' license,
fined $15.00 costs $18.00; De-
partment of Fish and Wildlife.
Richard Weatherspoon, Be-
thel. Ohio, fishing with com-
rcial line on sports' license,
ined $15.00 costs $18.00; De-
partment of Fish and Wildlife.
• NEW YORK (UPI)—New
motoring guides to Euerto Rico
and-to Mexico. including sug-
gested toms, conversion tables
and helpful hints for non-
Spanish speakers, are available
free of charge by writing to
Hertz International, Dept. M,
660 Madison Ave., N.Y. N.Y.
10012 •
TIRE SALE
MAJOR BRAND QUANTITY LIMITED
WIDE OVAL TIRES
F70x14 - 'White Red or White Letters
2 F. $4950 plus sales tax
and exc.
4-Ply Nylon - White - 8.25x14




4-Ply Nylon $4795 plus salestax
Your . . .
PASSENGER - TRUCK - TRACTOR
TIRE CENTER
MURRAY TIRE MART
Bast Main Street • GUY PECK, Mgr. • Phone 753-7111
Sale Good Thurs., Fri., Sat. - April 17, 18, 19
DESTROYEI ... Federal
fCentineed Prom Pegs
apogean:on said. "The search is
beingo 
continued."
N identification, were re-
leased for the two bodies pend-
ing notification of next of kin.
North Korea today identified
the unit which shot down the
plane as the "896th unit of the
Korean people's army" which,
it said, was cited for "deliver-
ing a serious blow to the U.S
air pirates who flew into the
Invisible territorial air of our
fatherland . . ." It added that
the plane was part of a U.S.
scheme for "igniting a new war
in 
Kcilrea The Pentagon has maintain-
ed the plane was "far outside"
any territorial boundaries claim-
ed by North Korea
President Nixon, in the de-
liberate silence he has main-
tained since the incident, still
had not announced whet re-
faction, if any, the United
States would make. He planned
to report to the nation on the
situation Friday at a previous-
ly scheduled televised news
conference, three days and 11
hours after the plane disappear-
ed.
In his restraint, Nixon let the






taken by surprise. There was
"no record" of any transmiss-
ion when it disappeared, and
Its last report was aired via
radio teletype 50 minutes be-
fore the end.
—There were North Korean
aircraft known to be "airborne"
at the time, but no evidence
that ground forces in the Com-
munist nation were on extra
alert. _
—Tfieriwasi tie indication the--146-a kittens. tried to force
the plane to land, in an attempt
at piracy similar to the capture
of the USS Pueblo.
—The plane was under com-
mand of the U S. Navy and had
no mission for the Central In
gentionsed Prom Pegs 11
steed that require state parti-
cipation?" he queried.
Hs mid one federal program,
which he did not identify, had
grown hem an inl $31 Wi-
lton menially to $00 million a
Nunn said many such pro-
Mt with the fedora
government pieriog 90 pee cent
of Oise reit, but provide for W-
orming Mate participation un-
til beremes a anemia NW-
den.
taligence Agency, or the N A-
nimal Security Agency, the Pen-
tagon said.
THURSDAY — APRIL 17. 1900
NOW YOU KNOW
by UsiNesi Press InterneHeesi
The national currency of the
Republic of Haiti is the gourd
✓hkh Ms the value of 20 cents
▪ American currency.
Almost 50 per cent of all beef
now coming off the nations's
farms and feedlots is U.S.
Department of Agriculture
choice, report federal meat
graders.
• • •
An advertiser may claim a
product is new for only six
months. "New" may be used
only when the product is
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AL
NOTICE
ELECTROLUX SALES & Sas-
vicer, Dos Ila Murray, ILy,
IL Sanders. noes 111241711,
Lynnville, Ky. A-211-C
$100.00 REWARD for informa-
tion leading to erred and con-
viction of person or persons tid-
ing my motorcycle. Jan Dalton,
753-3927. A-17-C
IF YOU ARE planning a new,
home, let me figure with you.
I have several plans on hand
and can design and draw plans
to suit your own fancy. For
complete building and planning
service, call Gerald L. Carter,
753-8260. A-21-C
A GARAGE SALE will be held
Friday and Saturday beginning
at 8:00 a. m. each day, at 3011
So. 0th Street. A-18C
WE !WILL BUY old hens Mon-
day morning, April 21, from
7:00 a. m. to 12 noon. Murray
Hatchery.
LISTEN DAILY, for Svmp-Shop
on WNBS, 12:30 to 1.2:30. Spon-
sored by Wilson Ineurance, Reale.
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SO ̀42,0 SEE, ROLLO, YOU HAD
THE TALENT ALL THE TIME BUT
INSTEAD OF TRYiNG ID MARE
IT ON YOUR. OWN
Lil' Abner
6
I CHOSE TO HIDE
BEHIND A SHAKESPEARE
DOUBLET. I S THAT.rr
"THE ESROTHER14001)"
NEVER K I LT e40110011
WIT'OUT GIVIkr














by R. VIM Buren
I OWE IT ALL 'TO You.
SOM.:. SOON I'M GOING
TO se RICH AND FAMOUS
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FOR SALE POI SALO
OtszLztaswssoz obappar.
Vies imml gesdition, arm motor
288110111100ed transmission.
spelogar bast and, flouters bar
oravAs. Call 7534199 after
511. p. a.TIMM
NEW HEAVY DUTY dim Wad-
es. Coulter blades and plow
points. Get our print before you
buy. Vinson Tractor Company,
ilet!!9IL
GREY NIGHTCRAWLERS and
Red Worms. Be sire and try
these Grey Nightcrawlenil For
this vicinity the Grey Night.
crawlers are very new. They are
redstant to heat and to cold.
Per your bait needs, Call 753.
3.450, or see Lee Smith qa the
New Concord Highway. Watch
ter the AO& TFNC
%LAT RUGS light, UWell be
a delight if cleaned with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
41. Big K.
NEW tea/Lion oobrs are Sue's
*I
. delight. She keeps her carpet
odors bright--with Blue Lustre!
Rent electric shampooer $1.
Western Auto re. A-19-C
used anything like It"
- rE uRsers of Blue Luatre for
cleaning carpet. Rent electric
shampooer, $1. Big K. A-13.0
16 FT. NIMROD Riviera camp-
er. Excellent condition. Call 763-
3903. A-17-C
334 H. P. BOAT Engine; also
table top 30 pl. electric water
heater. Phone 4804623. A-17-C
USED STOVE, refrigerator, 2
end tables, matching coffee ta-
ble, Avocado rug. All in ex-
cellent condition. Phone 756.
2677. A-17-C
TWO RIDING Horses, one rack-
ing horse and one fox trotter.
Call 489-2963.
HOME MADE peanut brittle,
41
daily, 50e a bag. Phone 
=520 for free delivery.
A-28-C
STORM DOORS and windows,
.11 Mindard sizes. Custom built
to fit any window. Also repair
of broken glass and screens.
Free estimates. No obligation.
Geraid L Carter, 7568380.
A-17-C











All You Can Fatl
ONLY . . .
$1.50
A Delight In Ivory 110•1
THE MURRAY Housing Com-
Manion, on the corner of Broad
and Nub Drive, his for male,
two used power mowers, 20 and
22 inch. Can be inspected from
8:00 a. at to 4:00 p. m. Contact
L D. Miller. A-17-C
1987 SUZUKI Motorcycle. A-1
shape, 250 cc, $417.00. Phone
753-7295. A-21-C
AKC REGISTERED Boxer pup-
pies, 1160.00. Paris, Tennessee
901442-3137. A-21-C
APACHE Tent Camper treller.
Sleeps four. Excellent condi-
tion, $350.00. Phone 7568444.
A-17-C
1964 FORD pick-up 100 aeries.
Also Davis Trencher and trail-
er, Model T-86 C, with dozer
be. Phone 753-2854 or 753-
1477. A.18-C
THREE MALE 9 week old En-
glish Shepherd puppies. Phone
753-5883. A-18-P
TRUE BURPEE'S Big Boy and
VF Hybred, large tomato plants
now ready, Shupe Nurseries,
Sedalia, Ky. A-18-C
1968 BSA Mctorcycie. See at
Battier Auto Saes. A-19-C
LUDWIG 'SNARE drum with
case. 22 Remington rifle. 50 lb.
bar bell set. Phone 7634792 al-
tar 5:00 p. m. A-19-P
TOMATO PLANTS and pepper
plants. Big Boy and all kinds.
007 Vine. A-19-C
LIVING ROOM SOFA and clear.
Good condition. Must sell,
$20.00. Cali after 5:00 p. a.
7534242. A-19-P
rad for man over 40 in Murray,
Ky. area. Make short into triPtto contact macaws. Air Mail
K. E. Cnorford, Pres., Panther
Chemical Co., Inc., Box R2,
Fart Worth Texas 76101.
A-19-C
WANTED: 2 experienced short
order cooks for afternoon shift.
Steady work, at least 8 hours
per day, more U you like. Will
pay more then armoire in this
area for the person that can
go ahead with the orders, and
is het. Kentucky lake lodge
Restaurant on Hwy 68 in Au-
lyre, Ky., Phone 474-2259.
A-18-C
WANTED: 2 experienced wait-
resses for afternoon shift. One
full time, one part time. We pay
more than anyone io the lakeFULL STOCK Beetle PuPPies. area, tips are real good. Ken.$5.00 OILlh. Phone 7534510. lucky Sake lodge Resteuract on





fers, Saws, Paid Sprayers
and Ent.. You name it
we rest K.





MARRIED MAN over 23. Full
time employment. National coal-
piny. Auto helpful. May mean
doubling your Income. Neat ap•
pearance, saiea attitude help-
ful. Mint be abie to start work
at once. For information eall
from 9:00 to 10:30 a. m:, Padu-
cah, 4434480. A-22-C
WANTED, elderly coup* to
live in house with elderly lady.
A,pply in person at 423 South
eth St., atter 5:00 p. m. Fri-
day or Saturdey. A-19-C
•
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HSLP WANT110
WANTE): Illortordsr night
cook, and day wMtrese. Apply
in person, Triambilan's Drtve-ln,
12th h Chestnut. TFC
WANTED: partame help for
wort at airport. See airport
manager at Kyle 'FTC
WANTED: Waitress, full or part
time. Apply in person after
4:00 I). in. to Geno's Italian
Restaurant, Dixieland Shopping
Center. A-17-C
WANTED: Waitzesses, full or
part time. Apply in person to
Jerry's Restaumat, South 12Ih
Street. A-111C
GOOD MAN OVER 40-For
short trips surrounding Mur-
ray. Fulleiroe man we want
is worth up to $16,500 commis-
tons in year, plus regular Old)
bonus. Air mai Y. E. Is,
PM., Terns Refinery Corp.,
Box 711, Mort Worth, Texas
78101. A-17-C
DRIVERS WANTED full time
Apply in person, Radio Cab.
A-21-C
WOMEN need extra money.
Make up to $5.00 hour. No mo-
ney invested. For inforatioe call
753-3454. A-18-C
UAL RSTATII POR SALE
JUST LASTED, a home for the
Urge family. This unusually at-
tractive home contains 5 bed-
rooms, tonna dining area, 2
bath rooms, large living mom,
den. Clain link fence with at-
tnactive hedge included in band-
HAVE YOU BEEN looking for
a house with a fireplace? We
have just the one. This brick
house is located close to the
University and has 4 bedrooms,
2 baths, den, living room, large
kitchen, built-in appliances.
Priced at only 424,500.
A NEW 4-bedroom brick borne
OD Maanolia Drive with beauti-
ful interior design. All of the
latest conveniences. are includ-
ed in this home.
SPACIOUS 4-bedroom brick sit-
uated on a 30 acre tract 1 mile
from the South city limits.
There are many opportunities
In the development of this pro-
PertY.
A CLASSIC tri-level with 3 bed-
rooms. Professionally designed,
spiral staircase, formal dining
room, fireplace. A very large
home which affords the ulti-
mate in privacy and the pleas-
ure of convenient living. Call
now for a showing of this fine
home.
UNDER construction, a 3-bed-
room brick in Keeneland Sub-
$17,000 PLUS Regular Cosh Bo- division. A fine floor plan, at.
bridled garage. You may select
your own color scheme now.
A LIKE-NEW 3-bedroom brick
home in Kingswood Subdivision.
2 bath moms, carpeting thro-
ughout, cantata heat and air
conditioning. Nice drapes, dish-
washer and disposal included.
Blacktop driveway.
NEAR THE MSU campus, a 3-
bedroom brick with larger than
average bedrooms, exposed
beams in the kitchen and fami-
ly mom. Large swimming pool,
and the back 'yard Is complete-
ly enclosed for the ultimate in
privacy.
A 3-BEDROOM, 14 story home
located near the South Side
Shopping Center. Formal din-
ing area, attached garage. Lot
size is 120 x 160. This is a bar-
gain priced house.
FOR THE discriminating buyer,
this contemporary home will
satisfy your requirements. Lo-
cated in beautiful surroundings
with over 1 acre of land. Feat-
ures found here are: cathedral
ceilings, large recreation room,
formal dining room, living
room, den, 2% baths, and many,
many others.
A NEW BRICK home near Almo
Heights. 3 bedrooms, dining
area, central heat, and carpet-
ing throughout. Ready for im-
mediate occupancy, poeseesion
with deed.
A BETTER than average 3-bed-
room brick almost completed in
Keeneland Subdivision. Large
rooms throughout, formal din
fog area, attached garage.
AN EXCEPTIONAL buy on
clay's market. This 3-bedroo
brick is located on an e
large lot in the Robertson
School District and provides
ebundanoe of space for a grow-
ing family. The price is only
$17,900. Low interest rate, trans
ferabie loan.
ALSO IN THE Robertson School
District, a well planned 3-bed-
room brick. Carotene& heat and
air conditioning, private patio.
Located on a choice corner lot.
2-BEDROOM frame on Sharpe
Street. Recently redecorated in-
side and out. Priced at just
$8,000.
ABOUT 4 MILES north of
Murray on a paved highway, a
2-bedroom frame just redecorat-
ed. Situated on 2 acres of land
with a good well.
THE PFUCE of this house has
just been reduced by over
$1,000. It is a tastefuily redec-
orated 2-bedroom frame located
within 1 block of the South
Side Shopping District. Situat-
ed on a large trep-covered lot.
A 2-BEDROOM frame located
In city. Liu very modern inter-
ior and exterior. Electric wall
hest. Priced at only $10,700.
A 2-BEDROOM, 10 x 57' mo-
bile home an a 200' x 200' lot.
Located in Rolling -Acres Sub-
division.
WE HAVE numerous ideally lo-
cated builwings lets, some are
wooded.
DUE TO the many homes that
we have sold during the past
few weeks, this is an opportune
time to list your home with us
for quick sale. With warm wea-
ther apprcaching, there will he
a large demand -for various
types of homes. If you are in-
terested in trading, selling or
buying, consult with us
TUCKER REALTY & Insurance
Co., 502 Maple Street, Murray,
Li. 7534342; Home phones:
Donald R. Tucker 753-6020.
Bobby Grogan 753-4974, W. Paul
Dailey, Jr., 7534702.
A-18-C
-TWO LOTS on Ledbetter Chur-
ch Roads Size about 100' x 350'
Mrs. Cleo Simmons, phone 474-'
2385. . A.18-C
SEAL IMITATE PO& MLR
FOR THE BEST in Real Estate
always check with Roberta Real-
ty, where you will always find
honeat, courteous service with
Jong years of experience. Foi:
lowing is a few of the good
buys you will find at Roberta
Realty, 505 Main Street.
EIGHT ROOM Brick house with
1% baths, located as 208 South
12th Street. This house can be
used as 3 or 4-bedroom, garage,
extra nice kit with lots of beau-
tiful shrubs and shade, 420,-
000.
NEW 3-BEDROOM brick on
Kirkwood, not quiet finished
but will be real soon. Has °m-
eld beatair, carpet, 2 baths,
utility, carport, and priced at
$20.500.
LARGE 5-BEDROOM brick at
107 N. 17th Street. This house
is ideal for someone that would
like to have a nice home with
a nice income It has two large
bedrooms and bath with private
entrance for renting for sleep-
ing rooms, could be made into
small apartment. $19,000.
AT 109 N. 17th., is a nice 2-
bedroom brick with study, util
ity and carport. This is on a
corner lot and priced at $15,000
WE HAVE an 11 room frame
house in very good condition
two-oar garage, kit 80' x 260'
part basement, nice shade, svill
trade for smaller house or some
lots. This house is listed at
$19,000. Has wall to wall carpet
in living room, dining room
Study and hall, drapes, gas fur
race hest.
INTERESTED IN large house
with lots of income. We have a
house and several apartments
*on same lot, located near school
and down town. There is $460
per month income and large
living quarters. There is also
space for other apartments. This
is priced at $53,000.
WE HAVE a 3-bedroom house
with large den, fireplace, air-
conditioned, drapes, dishwasher,
tom windows and doors. It is
priced at $15,750.
EXTRA NICE new 2-bedroom
brick on two large Iota. Has
central heat and air-condition-
ing, range, carpet. This is nice,
and is only $19,500.
19 ACRE FARM with 3-bedroom
Brick house located near Provi-
dence. Has 2.42 acre - tobacco
base, stock barn, crib, range,
electric heat, large tool shied,
$26,000.
WE HAVE large shady lots on
Hazel Highway 2 to choose from
one has foundation for house
and tool house. These lots are
nice. They are 4 times as large
as city lots but no higher.
LOT ON Kirkwood, 100 ft could
be used for split level, $3500.
WE HAVE a very good listing
on lots as well as homes, if you
have a dream home in mind but
not able to buy it at this iOne
why not buy the kit and get it
paid for then build the home
you like. Lots range in price
from $1500.'
ROBERTS REALTY, 505 West
Main St. Telephone 753-1651.
A-19-C
THREE-BEDROOM brick house,
full air conditioning, all elec-
tric, large living-dining ro om
combination, large kitchen and
utility storage area, carport, on
extra large lot. Near Robertson
School. By owner. Call 753-1292
days or 753-8973 nights. A-18-C
1965 GMC. Call 436-5047. A-21-C
1965 CHEVROLET pick-up, 6-
cylinder, straight shift, DOW
. Nice truck, $750.00. Call
3811 after 5:00 p. m.
A-17-C
1964 GMC pick-up, 8 cylinder
straight shift, duet bed, $560.00.
Coil 489-3811 alter 5:00 p. m.
A-17-C
1965 FORD Galaxie 500, 2-door
hardtop. 352 V-8, power steer-
ing with standard trenamiasion.
A local low mileage car. Parker
Ford Used Car Dept. Phone
753-5273. A-174
1963 FORD X-L Convertible,
Automatic transmission. Power
steering and power brakea. A
one owner Kentucky our, with
37,000 actual miles. Parker Ford
Used Car Dept. Phone 753-5273.
1960 !RAMBLER, 4 door, auto-
matic, $125.00. See Tommy
Brown at the Capri Theatre.
A-23-C
1967 FORD pick-up 3g4 ton.
Specially equipped for camper
or heavy work. Like new. 19,-
000 actual miles, Phone 762
4409. A-18-C
1962 RAMBLER. Two-door se-
dan. V-8, automatic transmis-
sion. Power steering and power
brakes. A solid little car. Park-
er Ford Used Oar Dept. Phone
753-5273. A-17-C
1966 MGB with electric over-
drive and wire wheels. Black
with red interior. New Dunlop
tires. Phone 753-8034. A-19-P
1967 MUSTANG, 2-door hard-
top, 6-cylinder with automatic
transmission. A local low mile-
age one owner car. Parker Ford
Used Car Dept. Phone 753-5273.
A-17-C
1964 COMET, 4-door sedan, V-8.
Automatic transmission. Power
steering and power brakes. A
Local clean oar. Parker Ford
Used Car Dept. Phone 753-5273
A-17-C
1960 CHEVROLET, two-ton
truck. Two speed axle. First
class condition. Original tires.
Reasonable price. Bilbrey's Car
& Home Supply, 210 E. Main
St., Phone 753-5617. A-19-C
1967 FORD X-L, 2-door hard-
top. 390, V-8, automatic trans-
mission. Power steering and
power brakes, factory air, vinyl
interior and console. A two-
owner Kentucky car. Parker
Ford Used Car Dept. Phone 753-
5273. A-17-C
1961 VALIANT, in good condi-
tion. Phone 436-2393 A-18-P
1965 DODGE, Window-Van. A
local one owner vehicle, with
automatic transmission. Parker
Ford Used Car Dept. Phone 753-
5273. A-17-C
OMR RIM
1966 PON'TLAC, Cutlass. Four-
door hard top. Automatic trans-
mission power steering and
power brakes, factory air, vinyl
Interior and vinyl top. A one
owner Kentucky car. Parker
Ford Used Car Dept. Phone 753-
5273 A-17-C
SERVICIS OFFINtS0
SPRING HAS SPRUNG and now
is the time to make your old
kitchen or family mom come
alive. Call for free estimate
without obligation. Gerald L.
Carter, 753-8260. A-17-C
EXPERT CHINA Repairs; doll
hospital; antique doll repairs a
specialty. Edith Heise's Doll
Creations, 7534064. A-19-NC
FOR ALL KINDS of building
jobs, new homes, farm build-
ings, roofs, remodeling or other
mall jobs. Free estimates. Sev-
enteen years experience. Call
489-2963. . - A-17-C
FOUR-BEDROOM brick home at
1000 Sharp Street. Key at 206%
No. 10th SL To rest contact
Bob Gaas, 1816 S. W. 10th St.,
Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. Phone 534-
3241. TFC
NEW 3-BEDROOM house. Avail-




tric heat. Two blocks from Uni-
versity. Phone 437-6551. A-17-C
MAY 1, unfurnished one ride of
dupkx, 1631 Farmer. Two bed-
rooms, living room with di-
nette, kitchen storage room and
private drive and carport,
/75.00. Call 492-8174 after 4:00
p. a. A-17-C
FOR A QUIET and peaceful
mobile borne local= see the
LAKEWAY MOBILE KOMI
PAIIW, 2% miles at of Murray
on Hwy. 94. A-19-C
FIVE ROOM newly decorated
house, electric heat. Garden
space. Rent, $75.00 per month.
For appointment to see, phone
753-3001 or 474-2260. A-19-C
WANTED, baby sitting job,
days, experienced. Phone 753-
6591. A-16-P
MoMILLEN SPECIALTY Weld-
ing. Hellfire welding. Specializ-
ing in all types of aluminum
welding. Phone 753-7295.
• H-A-19-C




ment. Kitchen must be furnish-
ed. Wanted by June 1. Phone
753-7626. A-17-P
MALE STUDENT needs room




You .could own an Ann
4Ilerbert Shop! An outstand-
ing location will soon be
available in Murray. Average
a 9% net profit on high vol-
ume ladies apparel. Our
stores averaged $600,000.00




lease negotiation, store de-
ksign, nationally advertised
brands, proven sales promo-
tions, training for all per-
nnel, advertising, conin-
uo us counseling. Cash in-
vestmrnt is $15,000 00-$20,-
000.00, secured by fixtures
























SPACIOUS corner lot, 155 x 255
ft. on Hermitage. Beautiful
prestigious area, well develop-




WANTED: Used chili:is swing









Locally owned and operat-
ed for 20 years We can be
reached 24 hours a day.























AT THE SIGN OF "BIG BO"









Sy DICK DU IBROVf
HOLLYWOOD —
Is paik sorbs Is hem, amid ea
micas of talevilion's Marley
maraing quseasetionis ma heard
in the Mod. The Woo swam
in shoot, is outwits over, and
; It is as eaodisia time tor hind-
; o oilbe new aeries and
_ idiot Iseppemal to than.
To virluellyen oae's surpetse,
; NBC-TV's "Julia," aphid' Stirs
Mahe= Oirroll. wail an talltn-
j Otte hit, and never dipped
Dam that seam droiugh the
The buildup over
Use tact tha series shared a
Negro entre= lauoched "Julia"
with great publicity, and then
the PePototteY of the show in
Ml arms of the notion took
Oyer.
However. another series Irak
a Negro as costar, the ADC-TV
Western called "The Outcasts,"
never did catch on despite some
excellent apimodes. Up against
CBS-TV's "Mayberry B. F. D."
and "Family Altar" and NBC-
TV's Mondry movies, —The Out-
caste jut didn't lime much
chance at all.
k was *tidy obvious that
ABC-TV's "The Mod Squad,"
shout three younlatele who
wort umleroover for the police,
would gib an audience, and It
did ... lt tees equaliy ob-
rime Hat ADC-TV's `Theit's
Life," a unique and highly ple-
ases musical series about a
young newlywed couple, would
not gain much of an audience,
and it didn't.
CBS-TV's "Havair Five-0," a
oopeund-robbers epic, weaft
much to write home about, but
it had that certain something
the seemed to reoure a fairly
decent run if doted correctly
—and onceit oat the right thee
period, it took hold.
From the start, it we clear
it Don Sickles' insult comedy
sdoPII would be either a surprise
▪ thenoe hit or fold fast, and
it folded lila it was likewise
clear Is "The Ugh ent Girl in
Town," about a boy who tries
to pas himself off as a feasele
model, isouki be a hitur-mias
eatry, with little doom !or
routine sucran. It was a told
Mos with the audiaice. ABC-
TV's suspense anthology "Am-
ory to the Unknown was,
meanwhile, a predictable qua&
ty failure; that is, good—but no
eomph.





_ LEXINGTCN, Ky. — Five Ken-
1
 
D. C., Apr. 19-25...,
Slaty 4-H members will be amoog
1101e helping to determine the
Mare of 4-H at the 1969 National
4.H Conference in Washington,
:t The trip to National 4-H Coo-
1 ference is one of the top honors
awarded to 4-H'ers with only abo-
' id 250 delegates from the 50 sai-
l* and liserto Rico attending this
!Mot.
s 1969 delegates are:
Med, R. 1, Georgetown
comity); Janie Gasser, R.1,
Nancy (Pulaski county); Amine-
an Wheat, 839 Barkenville St.,
Columbia (Adair county); Kam-
eth Ashby, Jr., R. 1, Sophie-
vile (Christian county); and To-
mmy Jackson, Parksville (Boyle
county).
, The Kentucky 4-H'ers, along
4 ids the delegates from othersettee., will be reviewing critical
Illtiga6 affecting 4-H and suggest-
. . • Jog ways to improve the 4-H
lliogrem•
' • .. -- lids year's Conference progr-
am Ill be built around discuss-
• ion of such topics as: upgrading,
4t5 4-H image; bridging the gaplithese different grows — rac-
lal, generational, sod.° - econo-
mic, etc.; reaching disadvantag-
ed youth in both inner-city and
rural areas, upgrading slate 4-H
programs, and broadening 4-H
oro/ecto.
_Amuse the other topics to be
are suburban area
interrotiouil un-
derstandbig, economics and con-
sumer competence, science in
4-H, community beautification,
and behavioral scieoces.-
The 4-H'ers also will have an
opporturdty to meet with their
states' Congressmen in Washing-
too and to visit points of interest
in the Washington area.
Kentucky's delegates to this
national event were selected on
the basis of their records in lea-
dership, community service, and
4-H pro*t work and activities,
according to Miss Helen Horton,
. UK Extension program specialist
in 4-H youth development.
Jerk 'harden, the dynanu
atm who current!), is to be see
weekly on the telerisioe screen as
one of the stars of ABC'
'N.Y.PD." series, will take orer
he lead in Broadway's "The Man
n the Glass Booth" March 3
when Biitish star Donal
Pleavence kaves for a movie coin
lament.
Playwright Harold Pinter. w
directed this play by actor Robert
-haw, has come over from
ndow to help Warden with tht
!Lace* rok of a mystery tycoon
who may be either a Jewish vic-
tim of the Nazis in World War II






NEW YORK MI — This ass.
*or if a new book en how to
conquer alcoholism said Moeda,
thet his reseemsh in the Add
isdkotos at 311 of the top 10C
U. S. isduarisi corporations
bale sionholic rehlibilitatioo
programs and nosy naore big
bushman ma be expected to
initiate so* programs this year.
Vinotat F. &Adman, formerly
a senior executive at the New
York Doily ?Jews and author of
"How to stop Problem Drink-
, odd bialiaele concerns
were lading it no loolliee WOW'ansically fessibis to either live
LIDGER & TIM'S — MURRAY. KRNTUCILY
WM the problem of dada&
employee or to fire thew Rsaid sicabotios amuse two to
three those more absentedusthan other employes and thecost of *wining people to re-place Mem is aim prohibitive.
Sullivan aid it is estimateddist there are mare than 5
alcohoitc employes inthe nation who cost industry
more Was $4 billion a year. To
hap solve the costly problem,
he hos devised the Sullivan 21.
"George " will end i
roadway engagement May 3
fter a run of slightly more than
ear for A national tour. Sensa
ional Joel Grey remains in
title role of this semi-biographica
musical about showman Georg
Al Cohan. The show opens May
in San Francisco and in
Angeles on June 30.
sey plan by which employers get the eloohotte moPtoio toaim am*/ poseonei immure in seek aid korn Airsahotace Mam-
a friendly, cooperative mood to mom AA.
NEXT BOSS Of RED CHINA will be Defense Minister Lin Piao
'right i, shown with the current and longtime boss, Mao
Tse-tung. So says the new constitution adopted in Peking.
THURRDAY — APRIL 17. leak
STRIKING HARVARD ErorioNts listen to Lance Buhl, bearded




















IF YOU THOUGHT THE GOOD OLD DAYS WERE SOMETHING.
WARD-ELKINS IS SELLING APPLIANCES AT A LOWER PMCE 1969
PRE-SEASON SALE
• on all Frigidaire air-conditioners!
b° No payment for 90 days





C ME Mil ,,24:zsigg,
1319.95 PAIR
plus 5 full year warranty on parts and lab or. This Washer and Dryer can not cost one
Penny for 5 full Years' NO SERVICE CALL CHARGEA0 LABOR CHARGE
NO PARTS CHARGE Compare this price, compare this name, compare this
warranty, and you will understand why Ward-Elkins is West Kentucky's torgest appliancedealer.
WARD ELKINS
•
f
Ii
•
•
V
